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Abstract
The thesis is devoted to the study of analysis automation possibilities (decidability and
undecidability of reachability, innite behaviour possibility and bisimulation equivalence problems) for various kinds of real time system specication formalisms. The
investigated formalisms are based on nite state model control structure enriched in
various ways to reect data and time dependencies of the modelled system behaviour.
Decidable proved are, rst, the vertex reachability and innite behaviour possibility (innite feasible path existence) problems for programs in a simple theoretical
programming language, called LTIBA, which is an enrichment of the Finite State
Machine model with variables, suitable for modelling real time system behaviour dependencies both on quantitative time constraints (the LTIM system of commands)
and external data (the LBASE system of commands). An e ective symbolic characteristic of the sets of all feasible program paths in the terms of path set projectivity is
also given for LBASE, LTIM and LTIBA programs whenever possible. The undecidability of the vertex reachability problem is proved for programs in a language LTIM'
which is a slight variation of the considered time constraint specication language
LTIM.
In the thesis also the strong and weak (abstracted from system internal actions)
bisimulation equivalence problems are proved decidable for the formalism of Parallel
Timer Processes (PTP), which are provided with the real time labelled transition system semantics and allow to express in a direct way the quantitative time constraints
on the behaviour of concurrent real time systems. Various enrichments of the basic
PTP model by additional features (including the processes with the dependencies on
external data) are also considered and investigated w.r.t. decidability of the vertex
reachability, innite path feasibility and bisimulation equivalence problems. An undecidability result regarding the considered algorithmic problems is obtained for a class
of timed processes supplied with memory cells for moving the timer value information
along the time axis.
Finally, in the appendix an example of the reachability and path feasibility analysis
of a simple real time system, specied as a process in the C.C.I.T.T. telecommunication system specication language SDL, is presented.
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Anotacija
Disertacija velt ta dazadu reala laika sistemu apraksta formalismu anal zes automatizacijas iespeju izpetei (pet ta atrisinam ba sasniedzam bas, bezgal gas darb bas
iespejas un bisimulacijas ekvivalences algoritmiskajam masu problemam). Aplukoto
apraksta formalismu pamata n emts gal ga automata modelis, kas bagatinats ar l dzekliem, kas lauj aprakst t modelejamo sistemu darb bas atkar bu no laika un datiem.
Algoritmiska atrisinam ba pierad ta, vispirms, programmas virsotnes sasniedzam bas un bezgal ga realizejama cela eksistences (bezgal gas programmas darb bas
iespejas) problemam programmam vienkarsa teoretiska valoda LTIBA. Katra programma valoda LTIBA l dz ar gal gu vad bas grafu satur main gos, kas atlauj aprakst t
modelejamas reala laika sistemas atkar bu gan no temporali kvantitat viem nosac jumiem (LTIM komandu sistema), gan ar no arejiem datiem (LBASE komandu
sistema). Situacijas, kuras tas iespejams, aplukojamo valodu LBASE, LTIM un
LTIBA programmu realizejamo celu kopam dots efekt vs simbolisks raksturojums
projektivitates terminos. Virsotnes sasniedzam bas problemas algoritmiska neatrisinam ba pierad ta programmam valoda LTIM', kas tikai nedaudz atskiras no pet tas
temporalo atkar bu specikaciju valodas LTIM.
Darba pierad ta ar stingras un vajas (no sistemas darb bas ieksejiem notikumiem
abstrahetas) bisimulacijas ekvivalences problemu algoritmiska atrisinam ba paralelo
taimeru procesu (PTP) modelim, kuram deneta reala laika iez meto pareju sistemu
semantika, un kas atlauj dabiska veida aprakst t paralelu sistemu atkar bu no temporali kvantitat vajiem nosac jumiem. Virsotnes sasniedzam bas, bezgal gas darb bas
iespejas un bisimulacijas ekvivalences problemu algoritmiska atrisinam ba pet ta ar
dazadiem PTP modela paplasinajumiem ar papildus sistemu apraksta l dzekliem (t.sk.
procesiem ar arejo datu atkar bas attelosanas iespejam). Bisimulacijas ekvivalences
un virsotnes sasniedzam bas problemu neatrisinam bas rezultats ieguts ar atminas
sunam paplasinatu taimeru procesu klasei.
Darba pielikuma aplukots piemers vienkarsas reala laika sistemas, kas uzdota ka
process C.C.I.T.T. telekomunikaciju specikaciju valoda SDL, sasniedzam bas un celu
realizejam bas anal zei.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 "Real Time Systems"
The term "real time system" is often used in di erent situations to denote di erent
categories of objects. In our case let us have as the starting point the convention to put
in the real time system category any object whose behaviour is observed with respect
to a "time" dimension, assumed on its turn to coincide with the usual category of
time, shared by most of people (we are not looking at the relativity theory treatment
of the time, mathematically the "time" dimension might be identied with the real
number axis provided with some additive arithmetics).
A lot of "objects" we encounter in various situations fall under this denition
of real time systems. The example list could be started by a simple gas-cooker in
a kitchen, by numerous kinds of vending and bank machines, by the electric lamp
on my table, or a sensor giving temperature measurements in reaction to the actual
temperature uctuations in some environment. Regarding more "serious" examples
of real time systems, one could consider telephone exchanges, computers and their
networks, oces, banks, aircrafts and their control systems, etc. Also every human
being him- or herself can be viewed as a (very complicated) real time system. The
earth's atmosphere is also a real time system, perhaps one of the most complicated
(save the human beings themselves) we are to deal with in our everyday life.
The thesis is devoted to the analysis of models of real time systems. Generally,
a model of one system, S , is some other system S 0 which has some "important"
properties common with S and is "simpler" than S due to not taking into account
(due to the abstracting from) some S properties which are considered as "irrelevant".
We shall be more precise about the kind of models under consideration a little below.
One can distinguish at least two principal purposes for which the real time system
models can be used:
to describe or to discover the regularities in the behaviour (the rules determining
5
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the behaviour) of some existing r.t.s. (e.g. in order to learn, how to use it for
our purposes, or to adopt our behaviour to the system (as in the case of the
weather (the atmosphere)))
to investigate the properties and the behaviour of some system which we want to
build (most commonly, in order to ensure ourselves that we are actually going to
build a system which has suciently many properties common with our desire).

The contribution of the thesis is oriented mostly towards the second purpose,
however, nobody forbids in principle to apply the below considered models and their
analysis algorithms also to the already existing systems, were there a necessity for it.
It is also not the primary aim to consider here very complicated r.t.s. as the humans
or the atmosphere, it would be nice, if the contributed ideas could help in the analysis
of real time systems of "medium complexity" size.

1.2 Symbolic Models of Real Time Systems
Over the last decades of years a lot of models (or, rather, model classes), oriented to
the applications in the real time system design and manufacturing have appeared and
been widely used. They are ranging from probably the simplest one, the Finite state
machines ("FSM", for short), to theoretical and practical real time system specication languages with wide variety of o ered system modelling constructions (on the
theoretical side, various process calculi like CCS Mil80, Mil89], CSP Hoa85], Petri
Nets Pe62] (see also Re85]), temporal logics Em91], etc. As to the practical real
time specication languages, one could mention, for instance, SDL CC89], LOTOS
ISO89a] and ESTELLE ISO89b]). What is common for all these model classes, is
their symbolic nature which allows to have a computer support in building, modifying
and analyzing them.
One can notice that even a computerized model is assumed to reect all the logical
(including timed) behaviour of the entire system, it is considerably cheeper to build
such a model, if compared with the building of some preliminary version of the system
itself from any kind of hardware (or even by some low-level programming language).
Observe also that such a preliminary version of a system is almost inevitably being a
subject of rather drastic changes afterwards.
So, a possible methodology for the use of models in the real time system manufacturing could be, as follows: rst, build a model of the system you want to construct,
second, make sure (up to the level of condence, determined by your requirements and
possibilities) that your model is correct (in most of the cases it might be necessary to
make some modications to the model), third, using the nal model as a specication,
implement the real system itself (this implementation also can be, in principle, at least
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partially mechanized (automated)). One can use the model (the specication) also
for automated test case generation for the system's implementation.
In a stepwise design methodology of real time systems a series of models for a
system can be used: at early design stages only some general system properties (e.g.
the block structure and signal routing, etc.) are modelled, the model is afterwards
step-by-step rened, so making the system specication more and more precise.
If one has obtained a detailed symbolic model of some r.t.s. (say, a program in some
executable very high level specication language, such as SDL or LOTOS), it becomes
possible to study its behaviour in various environments (to "run" the program on
various test examples), so nding out and getting rid of a number of bugs both in the
model implementation and, perhaps, also in some principal design decisions (when the
model of the system behaves in a way not expected before, and the requirement for the
system not to behave so was not realized up to this time). Various program dynamic
(runtime) analysis techniques (program annotation, etc.) can be successfully applied
at this stage. One can also develop and use various debuggers for error detecting and
localization in the model (see, for example, KE89], BKA89]). There is an ongoing
research BKM91, Kal91] to obtain methods for SDL program testing automation,
intended to capture both program control and data information, also resulting in a
tool ultimately oriented towards improving the r.t.s. model quality. One can observe,
as in ABBCK91], that the need in various tools to improve the reliability of r.t.s. is
relatively higher than the need of corresponding tools for the most of non-real-time
applications since the real time systems have relatively higher demands on reliability
(consider, e.g., a system controlling an aircraft, or even a nuclear reactor. Nobody will
be satised also, if some widely used communication protocol shows up some errors
time and again).
In the case of very safety-critical systems it might be possible to prove some desirable properties of the system, however, this task seems to be very work-consuming
and must be done individually for every modication of the system. There are already some proof-assistance systems (in general, not particularly designed for proving programs correct) which may help to make computer-checked proofs, see BM79,
GMW79] (at the considered level of condence, perhaps, the "manually" carried proofs
do not convince strong enough about the model "correctness" for it is possible to make
errors also in proofs (for example, by overlooking some possibilities when performing
a huge case analysis), as they could have been made in the programs)). It should
be noted, however, that the formal property proving nowadays cannot be carried out
for the systems of practical size also in the case it turns possible to prove some
correctness properties in principle, one can nd this proving too costly.
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1.3 Automation of Model Analysis
As observed above, the real time system model property proving is a very hard job.
One might want to see, if there could be some tools for this proving automation,
which, say, given a specication of the system by some kind of model (for instance, as
a program in SDL) and a property, formalized in some logics, returns either a proof or
a disproof of this property possession by the system. Not dicult to see that this plan
cannot be fullled in its full generality since one is faced very soon with the deciding
of undecidable problems (equivalent to, say, the halting node reachability for Turing
machines). However, the model analysis automation possibility is so attractive, that it
is reasonable to make a (further) abstraction from some features of the model (system)
in order to obtain a simpler model (with some more of the modelled system behaviour
properties not reected), which could be the subject of the (some kind of) analysis
automation.
What is usually abstracted out in order to obtain automatically analyzable models
of real time systems, are any kind of system data dependencies. Also quantitative real
time constraints (stating, for instance, that an event b cannot be performed before 3
seconds have passed after an occurrence of some other event a) are usually a subject
of such an abstraction. Various innite control structures like process signal queues
in SDL systems use to be replaced by their bounded "approximations".
So, by abstracting of a number of more or less "unimportant" system work characteristics, one obtains a simple model like a Finite state machine (a nite directed
graph with nodes interpreted as "states" and edges interpreted as "transitions" between these states, every transition has ascribed a label, which is interpreted as an
"event" observable during the system's behaviour). Provided with such a model one
can easily test the reachability of a given state, also nd out, if the machine satises
some temporal logic property (see CES86] for this approach carried out systematically), it is also possible to provide algorithms for automated checking of various
equivalences between two systems (most popular kinds of equivalence are (in the order of increasing strength) the trace (language) equivalence, the failures equivalence
Hoa85] and the bisimulation equivalence Par81, Mil89]). For the FSM models it is
easy to check also the presence/absence of deadlocks. The check whether a given system can exhibit an innite behaviour (or is forced to terminate after a nite number
of steps) is also straightforward.
A number of important properties of real time systems still can be checked using
the FSM-like models (one can observe that a "parallel composition" of two real time
systems, both modelled by FSMs, also can be expressed as a Finite state machine,
so the FSM analysis techniques can be used also to check various synchronization
problems in concurrent r.t.s.). However, there are also many cases when the system's
behaviour is crucially inuenced by, say, quantitative time measurements. If two
processes, A and B , are working in parallel, it might be very important, whether
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a certain signal from A to B is produced by A and consumed by B before a timer
in B times out. Also an external observer may wish to distinguish a system which
gives a response to some his stimulus in 5 seconds from another one, giving the same
reaction, but only delayed for 7 or 8 seconds. In such cases the FSM model appears
to be too rough for adequate modelling of the desired real time behaviour (real time
system). A similar problem arises also, if the modelled system appears to be essentially
dependent on some other data from an innite domain of values, as, say, integer or
rational numbers (any dependencies on nite-valued data can be, at least in principle,
modelled by a FSM with the set of states coinciding with the set of all possible data
values. However, if the number of possible data values gets very large, this approach
also is to be abandoned due to the practical infeasibility).
The most common solution to this problem consists in designing models (model
classes) for real time systems which are, rst, richer than FSMs in that they are
able to reect, at least partially, the desired system properties (e.g., the dependencies
on quantitative timed constraints) and, second, permit automated analysis of one or
other kind (it may well be that the reachability problem for the models in such an
"enriched" model class is decidable, whereas some equivalence problem is not even
more, for Parallel Timer Processes, considered below, the bisimulation equivalence
problem turns out to be decidable, while the trace and failure equivalence problems
are not).
The thesis is devoted to the study of possible enrichments of the FSM model by
features allowing to specify the system behaviour dependencies on quantitative timed
constraints and integer-valued data and the elaboration of suitable algorithms for
these enriched model analysis. We generally assume the density of the time domain
(time axis, going beyond the model system's execution), so any event, which is allowed
to appear in some time interval t1 t2] within the model behaviour (t1 and t2 are
real-valued time constants), may appear at any real moment within this interval
(actually, for the decidability purposes the domain of allowed action/event ring times
is assumed to consist of rational numbers).
The main theoretical results of the thesis are
deciding algorithms for the reachability and innite behaviour possibility (innite feasible path existence) problems for programs in a simple language LTIBA,
allowing specication of both data and time dependencies of real time systems,
and
deciding algorithms for strong and weak (abstracted from internal actions)
bisimulation equivalence problems for Parallel Timer Processes, a model compositional model with the real time semantics, designed for the specication of
the quantitative time dependencies of concurrent r.t.s.
We also explain the relations between the considered models and investigate some
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variations of them in order both to outline the extendability of the obtained algorithms
to more general timing specication formalisms and to show the limits of the real time
system analysis automation possibilities (various undecidability results obtained).
Before proceeding to a more formal treatment of these problems, we outline the
considered models and obtained results in some more detail and give some points to
the background and related work by others.

1.4 Languages for Specifying Data and Time Dependencies
1.4.1 Dependencies on Integer Valued Data

First of all we consider a "programming language" LBASE, which in addition to the
nite-state control structure permits in every program a nite number of integervalued internal variables with the following possible commands (here x y are variable
names, c is an integer constant):
?x, input of a (new) value from the program input gate into the variable x
x  y (x  c), assign the value of the variable y (the constant c) to x
x < y (x < c c < y), compare the values of the two specied variables (or the
variable and the constant), the decision on further program control ow can
depend on the result of this comparison
NOP, a dummy operator.
No arithmetical transformation of data is permitted in LBASE programs. However,
the innite domain of possible data values (integer numbers) makes the standard FSM
analysis techniques based on the "state-space" exploration not directly applicable for
LBASE programs.
The language LBASE is a slight dialect (simplication) of the base programming
language L0, considered in BBK74, BBK77, ABBCK91] (we do not care here about
the input tapes for the programs, the program output operators are not considered,
as well (the usage of the output operators does not contribute theoretically any new
modelling abilities into the language). The STOP operators of L0 are simply replaced
by dead-end nodes here).
It was proved rst in BBK74] (the rst English version can be found in BBK77])
that the statement (node, vertex) reachability problem for L0 programs is decidable.
Actually, these papers consider a more practical problem of automated complete test
system generation according to the well-known testing criterion C1 - covering of all
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feasible (executable on some input) program branches, what, of course, includes the
deciding which branches in the program are feasible.
To say some more words about the background, in BKB74, BBK77, Auz84a,
Auz84b] the reachability problem was proved decidable also for programs with more
complicated data dependencies, including various kinds of counters, stack and direct
access les, see ABBCK91] for a survey. However, as the data structures in programs
become more complicated, the node reachability problem becomes undecidable very
soon (it is enough to have two 2-way counters provided with the test for 0, or even
one 1-way counter provided with the constant assignment to the counter and the
comparison of the counter and other variable values BKB74] (see also Section 8.2)).
All the work, done previously for the automated analysis of L0-programs and its
modications, was oriented to the non-real-time applications, considering a program
as an object which, having started at some time on some nite amount of input data,
normally executes a nite number of steps and outputs a result (the case when a
program executes forever was considered as an abnormality). So, in the "white-box"
approach to the program analysis taken (the program control structure is assumed
observable during the program execution) the program behaviour was normally characterized by the set of all nite feasible paths in it. As to the real time applications, it
is usual to assume (at least theoretically) that the system under specication is going
to work endlessly ad innitum by reading more and more input data, as they arrive
at the system's input. So a number of important problems concerning the innite
behaviour of the system (and its model) arise, say,
can a given system, specied by a LBASE program, exhibit an innite behaviour
at all (i.e. is there an innite feasible path in the given program), or the system
is always forced to terminate after nite number of execution steps,
is a given program statement reachable within such an innite behaviour, or
is the system able to visit some designated nodes (for instance, the nodes with
input statements attached to them) innitely often within some behaviour (or
is it able to avoid some statements in an innite run), etc.
In Part I of the thesis the reader can nd all these problems proved decidable for
LBASE programs from program texts, see Section 1.4.3 for a more detailed obtained
result outline.

1.4.2 Time Constraint Speci cation Languages

Concerning the time constraints in real time system specications, we come up with
the following simple language (a slight modication of LBASE), called LTIM. Every
program in LTIM is allowed to have, rst, a nite number of rational-valued variables
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with permitted operations over them just as for LBASE program variables (input,
assignment, comparison, NOP). One special variable z, named real time counter can
also be used in any LTIM program in the following operations:
+
z
xi, assigning the value of xi to z, provided that the value of z does not decrease via this assignment. The decision for further control ow in the program
can be done depending upon whether or not the value of z actually was not less
than xi before the assignment.

xi  z + c, assigning the value of z increased by c to xi (for the sake of simplicity
only nonnegative cs are allowed here).
It is important to note that the real time counter z cannot appear in the program
input operators, or as the lefthand side of an assignment operator (so, there is no way
to decrease the z value during the program execution).
When using a program in the language LTIM to model the quantitative timed
aspects of some r.t.s. behaviour, the program is assumed to read step by step all the
sequence of the system transition (event) ring times from its input gate. The "time
counting" for LTIM programs is "absolute", and for every moment of the modelled
system behaviour the value of the program real time counter z at the corresponding
program execution moment is used to represent the numeric value of the "current
system clock reading" (the current numeric value of the time moment in the system).
Any time a new system event ring time is read by the program, the value of its real
time counter is advanced to hold this new time moment by the positive assignment
operator. The variable activation operators of the program naturally represent the
timer setting in the modelled r.t.s. the timer timeout in the system can be represented
in the program by the z value advancement up to the value of sometimes previously
activated variable (and the control ow passing along the appropriate edge in the
program graph).
The real time system modelling by means of the programming language LTIM
constructs is considered in some detail in Section 9.2.
Having dened two simple languages LBASE and LTIM, we come up with a unied
formalism, called the language LTIBA, containing the facilities of the both simple
languages.
The usage of the language LTIBA programs in the r.t.s. behaviour modelling allows
to describe at least to some extent the dependencies of r.t.s. both on the timing and
external data constraints, see Section 10.4 for these modelling possibilities considered
in some detail.
Let us note just that according to the above given interpretation the time moments
in LTIBA (LTIM) programs can be treated as some kind of data - a feature which could
be useful in various situations, e.g., when reasoning about real time oce information
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systems with input and output messages often carrying parameters of the type "time
moment".

1.4.3 Results

The main results in Part I, containing a detailed discussion on the languages LBASE,
LTIM, LTIBA, can be grouped, as follows:
First, the vertex reachability problem for LTIBA programs is proved decidable.
This decidability follows from a more general result stating that the set of all nite
feasible paths of an arbitrary LTIBA program P can be given a characteristic of being
the set of projections of all paths in some FSM, e ectively construable from P (let
us call the program path sets with this property projective). This result implies also
that certain kinds of program verication problems (those, concerning nite feasible
statement and branch sequences) can be dealt with automatically.
Second, decidable for LTIBA programs is also the problem of innite feasible path
existence (the problem of program ability to exhibit an innite behaviour). Regarding
the characterization of the set of all innite feasible paths in LTIBA programs, a direct
analogue of the path set projectivity does not hold, in general, for there can be innite
not feasible paths with all nite prexes feasible both in LTIM and LBASE programs.
We propose instead a similar, slightly weaker, property of program innite path sets,
called "F- projectivity" (the specied path set must coincide with the projection set of
all fair paths in a FSM provided with a special set of designated states a path in such
a machine is fair i it visits some of the designated states innitely often). It is proved
that for all LTIM programs the sets of innite feasible paths are indeed (e ectively)
F-projective. F-projective in LTIM programs are also various other interesting innite
path sets, e.g., the set of paths executable with no bound on the "limit value" of the
real time counter, etc. As to the LBASE case, a simple example shows that also the
F-projectivity criterion is not always satised by the set of all innite feasible paths
in a program (so not giving such a hope also in the general case of the whole language
LTIBA).
Other innite path feasibility problems, such as whether there exists an innite
feasible path, containing a given node innitely often/at least once, are showed for
LTIBA programs decidable, as well. We consider also the algorithms e ectively generating the innite program work histories which visit the specied program nodes
the desired number of times. These algorithms can be used to generate for deterministic LTIBA programs some kind of "innite tests" which could guide the program
behaviour according to, say, some fairness-style correctness conditions.
Third, it is showed that for a slight modication of the language LTIM, where
the rational data type for the language program variables is replaced by integers (all
the variable handling commands remain the same), the vertex reachability problem
becomes undecidable. This result gives a new class of programs with counter having
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undecidable vertex reachability problem (if a one-way counter can be compared with
other program variables, there is no need in order to obtain the undecidability to
have a possibility to reset the counter to explicit constants from time to time). The
result gives also some evidence about the "modelling power" of LTIM constructs. It
is possible to interpret the result also as an instance of comparison of the possibilities to analyze discrete and dense data structures with "the same" constructs over
them, where in the dense case "the battle is won" (for the most of models intended
to capture the timed behaviour of r.t.s. the situation is quite opposite: in the discrete
case the treatment of the time information fully reduces to the analysis of some FSM
model, whilst in the corresponding dense case the generated state space is "essentially
innite" and so cannot be dealt with by a straightforward exploration).
We consider also two sublanguages of LTIM, called LTIM0 and LBASQ (see Section 3.2 for denitions), which are useful in various aspects of the r.t.s. behaviour
modelling and admit nicer characteristics of the innite feasible path sets (the projectivity property) than the whole general language LTIM.
The language LTIM and LTIBA construct interpretation within the real time
semantics allows to obtain the analysis automation results for a family of Parallel
Timer Process models, discussed below in Section 1.5. We give also an example in
Appendix B, how the obtained LTIBA program analysis algorithms can be used in
automation of the analysis and testing of programs in the C.C.I.T.T. telecommunication system specication language SDL CC89]. It is showed, for instance, how
to solve a problem of automatic complete test system generation for SDL processes
(according to some analogue of the testing completeness criterion C1).
Most of the results listed in this section are published in Section 9 and Section 10
of ABBCK91], written by the author (the results concerning the analysis of nite
path feasibility and the modelling of the SDL constructs), and Cer92a], where the
innite path feasibility problems for LTIBA programs and the undecidability result
for programs in the integer-valued modication of LTIM are considered.

1.5 Parallel Timer Processes
The languages LBASE, LTIM and LTIBA for specifying the dependencies of real
time systems on data and/or time constraints allow to specify these dependencies
(especially in the case of the time constraint modelling) in an indirect way via the
standard programming data structures (variables, counters, etc.).
The direct way of representing the timing information when modelling real time
systems consists in the usage of models which also have some notion of time (usually,
still associated with some mathematical data structure, resembling the important
properties of the "real time", (e.g., the set of all nonnegative real numbers provided
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with comparison and constant addition operations)) and interpreting the real system
timing behaviour using the model timing features. We call such models provided with
the notion of time the models with the real time semantics.
We consider one such model class, called Parallel Timer Processes ("PTP"s), able
to model the r.t.s. behaviour dependencies on the quantitative timed constraints (see
Section 9.1 for a formal denition of the model).
For expressing the quantitative timed constraints in a sequential system it may
seem natural to introduce special "delay" or "waiting" primitives, associated with
certain time periods, and insert them into the system's behaviour between the consecutive events the "time distance" between which is of importance. However, the idea
of treating these "waiting" actions as primitives does not work, if combining the real
time systems in parallel: neither can these "actions" be considered as interleaving,
nor it is possible to consider them as indivisible entities for synchronization. Another
idea for the time constraint expression, which is implemented also in the PTP model
(no claim about the originality, see MF76], CC89] and ACD90] for actually the same
idea exploited) is not to introduce the "delays" of the system as its work primitives,
but provide the system with some facilities which can "measure" the time interval
lengths between various events.
Intuitively, a PTP is a nite state machine provided with a number of "timers"
for controlling its timed behaviour. Every timer is an abstract device that can be set
up to give its timeout after certain specied period of time. In the PTP model every
timer is represented as a variable, which can receive its initial value by its setting,
say t  5. After the setting the timer value is assumed to decrease synchronously in
accordance with some global clock and, having reached the 0 value, the timer is said
to give its timeout.
Every timer during the process execution is set up when a transition along some
edge in the process occurs. On the other hand, every transition along an edge in
the process may require some timers to have reached the 0 value, this way the idea
that some certain period of time must have been passed between the transitions is
implemented. Every PTP also has an explicitly specied initial timer value setting.
The edges in the PTPs are divided into two classes: the rst ones (we call them
instantaneous and colour red) have the property that, if a transition along such an
edge is enabled (i.e. all the needed timers have reached the 0 value), it must be
immediately executed. The second class of the process edges, called possibly waiting
and coloured black, can allow the transitions along them to be delayed for some time,
e.g. until the process environment decides this transition to be performed.
The semantics of Parallel Timer Processes is given operationally in the terms of
labelled transition systems ("LTS"). Every edge in a PTP is assumed to have ascribed
to it a label from a given nite set L of action names, interpreted during the process
behaviour as the actions the process participates in (such actions can be either signal
input/output, reading a data value from a bus, or even o ering a cup of co ee by
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some co ee-machine). Following the idea of timed transition systems
of Wan90], we

0
00
dene for every PTP P in the set of its states the relations P ;! P , meaning that
the process can move from the state P 0 to P 00 by performing the action  2 L, and
(d) 00
P 0 ;!
P for d  0 (we assume d 2 Q+0), representing the process delay transitions
and meaning that the process state P 0 can be transferred into P 00 just by letting the
time to pass for d units.
The PTP model is demonstrated to have a compositional semantics (a number of
static process algebra combinators, including both the CCS-like and CSP-like parallel
composition, are dened for PTPs, see Chapter 14), this allows to model as PTPs
wide subsets of algebraic timed specication formalisms Timed CCS of Wan90] and
Timed CSP, as presented operationally in Sch91].
The PTP model has a number of features common with the already existing models
of the Timed Graph family (see ACD90], NSY91]), Section 1.6 outlines the common
and di erent points in these models.
We consider also various possible extensions of Parallel Timer Processes (processes
with inactive timers, processes with nondeterministic timer settings etc.), either allowing to reduce the size of the system specications, or introducing some new timemodelling features (e.g. the ability to set a timer nondeterministically to some value
in a specied (bounded or unbounded) time interval).
Concerning the specication of real time systems with the dependencies on both
data and time constraints, we propose some enrichments of the PTP model with either
integer or rational valued external data (see Section 10.4).

1.5.1 Modelling and Reachability
In Section 9.2 we give a method for modelling Parallel Timer Processes by LTIM programs (actually, a subset of LTIM, called LTIM0, suces for this modelling purpose).
The most important point in this modelling is the precise demonstration how the language LTIM constructs can be used in the real time system modelling. It also allows
to obtain an algorithm for deciding the vertex reachability problem for PTPs proved
already decidable by other (direct) methods for a related model of Timed Graphs in
ACD90].
Regarding the considered extensions of PTPs, we also show how to model them
using the programs in the languages LTIM and LTIBA, so illustrating the need and
suciency of the considered simple theoretical language constructs to model various
real time constructions (e.g., it is showed that it is not possible to model processes
with unbounded nondeterministic timer settings by LTIM0 programs, the whole class
of the LTIM programs suces for this modelling).
Regarding the analysis of the timed specication formalisms with data dependencies, an interesting result shows that really very slight changes in the denition of the
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corresponding PTP extensions (called in Section 10.4 PTPBs and PTPB0s) put the
obtained specication model class either on the side of models with decidable vertex
reachability problem, or on that with the vertex reachability problem being undecidable. In the case of the decidable model of PTPB0s this decidability is proved via
the modelling of the considered data dependent processes by LTIBA programs. The
algorithms of this modelling can be also used to decide for PTPB0s other algorithmic
problems, discussed in Section 1.4 and considered more thoroughly in Part I (consider,
e.g., an innite feasible fair path existence problem).
We obtain also an undecidability result of the vertex reachability problem for the
parallel timer processes with memory cells ("PTPM"s). Intuitively, a memory cell
can be used to store the value of a timer (when some transition is executed) and to
retrieve it afterwards at some later moment of time. A typical example of a timed
process with a memory cell is the ice-hockey timer (formalized in the process calculi
Timed CCS in Wan91b]), whose time-counting can be at any moment interrupted and
afterwards restarted with the time period value being the one it had at the moment
of the interruption.
This undecidability result may look not very surprising since the adding of some
extra constructors to any language may well turn some algorithmic problems for it
undecidable. The point in the PTPM model consideration can be seen both for the
timed behaviour it represents and its seeming "similarities" with the PTPQ model (an
extension of PTPs with rational-valued data) considered in Section 10.4 and having
the vertex reachability problem decidable.

1.5.2 Bisimulation Equivalences for PTPs

The vertex reachability problem is just the simplest theoretical algorithmic problem
in the analysis of models of real time systems. For the sake of real time system
verication one might often want also to show that his/her implemented system is
"equivalent" in some sense to a specication of the system. It would be really nice, if
such "equivalence" test could be performed automatically for some class of models.
As to the models for quantitative time constraint specication, a result obtained in
AD90] states the undecidability of the timed trace inclusion problem for Timed Buchi
automata ("TBA"). This result can be easily extended to show also the undecidability
of the trace equivalence problem for TBAs (see Section 1.6 for some remarks regarding
the TBA model). One might naturally want to see, whether there is some decidable
equivalence property for concurrent systems with timing.
Since the semantics of Parallel Timer Processes is given by labelled transition
systems one can, following Par81] and Wan90], dene the bisimulation equivalence
for PTPs. The idea of the bisimulation equivalence is that two processes P1 and P2
are equivalent, i there exists a binary relation R  S P1 S P2 (S P denotes the set of
the process P states) such that
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the pair hsP0 1  sP0 2 i of the process P1 and P2 initial states is in R, and
for every pair hs ri 2 R, if by some transition (real or delay) from s it is
possible to move to some state s0, then there exists the same transition (the
transition labelled by the same action) from r to such a state r0 2 S P2 for which
the resulting pair of process states hs0 r0i 2 R (the converse with s and r in
changed roles must also hold).
It is proved in the thesis that the problem, whether two given Parallel Timer Processes
are bisimilar (bisimulation equivalent), or not, is decidable.
One can notice that the bisimulation equivalence is the strongest equivalence for
the specication models with the LTS semantics (see, e.g., Mil89]).
We consider also the so-called weak bisimulation equivalences (observation equivalences) which declare some actions from the process action repertoire to be invisible
and for every pair of process states request that every generalized transition (perhaps
containing in it an arbitrary number of "invisible" transitions) from the state of one
process must be matched by some appropriate generalized transition from the corresponding state of the other process (see Section 11.1 for precise denitions, made
in accordance with Wan90]). It is proved in the thesis that also weak bisimulation
equivalence problem for Parallel Timer Processes is decidable.
The decidability of both strong and weak bisimulation equivalences is shown also
for a class of processes with nondeterministic timer settings (requiring the nondeterminism in these settings to be bounded).
Among the enrichments of PTPs which have decidable bisimulation equivalence
problem fall also the processes with rational-valued external data. Regarding the processes with integer-valued external data the bisimulation equivalence problem seems
to be much harder (undecidable?), though the reachability problem also for this process class can be easily dealt with using the modelling of the processes by LTIBA
programs.
As to the previous and related work on deciding bisimulation equivalences for
timed specication formalisms, the decidability results were obtained only regarding
rather simple process classes, namely, in HLW91] the strong bisimulation equivalence
was proved decidable for the class of regular (i.e. built without the parallel composition
operator) Timed CCS processes (these processes can be, in fact, modelled as PTPs
with one timer). In Che91] a similar decidability result was obtained for recursion-free
nite timed processes.
The results regarding the decidability of bisimulation equivalences are published
in Cer92b] (full proofs in a slightly simplied case) and Cer92c] (a conference paper
describing the general results). Both of these papers contain also some discussion
on the undecidability of the vertex reachability problem for the timed processes with
memory. An early paper on the deciding strong bisimulation equivalence for a variant of PTPs is Cer91], it also outlines one possible way of interpreting Timed CCS
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processes from Wan90] as PTPs (the way of TCCS modelling as PTPs considered in
Cer91] di ers from that considered here in Section 14.2). The results regarding the
automated analysis of r.t.s. specication formalisms (the enrichments of PTPs) covering both the system data and time dependencies are unpublished for the moment.

1.6 Comparison with Related Work
The theoretical background of the languages LBASE, LTIM and LTIBA has already
been discussed in Section 1.4.1. We consider here the related approaches to the
analysis of quantitative-constrained real time system specications.
The rst nontrivial result concerning time-constrained r.t.s. model analysis was
the enumerative analysis algorithm in BM83] for Time Petri Nets ("TPN", for short)
MF76] (in fact, solving the reachability problem for bounded TPNs).
Timing information in TPNs is closely tied up with the net transition ring mechanism, so specializing the possible general results on analyzability of time-dependent
systems to a particular model class with time and certain kind of structure information (every transition of the net has associated two real numbers a and b, a b,
called the earliest and latest transition ring times, respectively. The transition in
the net is allowed to re when it has been continuously enabled for a time units when
the total transition continuous enabledness time reaches b time units, the transition
is forced to re). Regarding the TPN model one can look also GMMP89], where
various transition ring enforcement mechanisms for TPNs are discussed.
As to more recent formalisms for time constraint specication and analysis, the
family of Timed Graph models ACD90], AD90], NSY91] has become rather popular
(also the PTP model introduced here in Section 1.5 can be considered as some variant
of Timed Graphs).
A Timed Graph ("TG"), dened originally in ACD90], is an automaton provided
with a nite number of clocks which are assumed to be the variables whose values
are synchronously increasing along the passage of time. It is allowed to reset these
variable values to 0 at the automaton transition ring times. The conditions for the
automaton's transition enabledness are obtained by observing the "current" values of
the clocks (comparing them with a priori given constants).
It is proved in ACD90] that the model checking for TGs w.r.t. branching-time
temporal logic formulae (provided also with some means for expressing timed behavioural properties) is decidable (this result, clearly, means also the decidability of
the vertex reachability problem for TGs). Using similar methods (time region graph
construction), in AD90] the language emptiness problem for Timed Buchi automata
("TBA") is proved decidable. As mentioned already above, in AD90] the language inclusion problem for TBAs is proved undecidable (intuitively, a TBA is a Timed Graph
provided with edge labels and Buchi-style acceptance conditions over the timed traces
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of the automaton).
Regarding the quantitative time constraint modelling approach by the languages
LTIM and LTIBA, it can be viewed, rst, as a theoretical clarication of the relations
between the typical real time system specication constructs and standard programming techniques, as the program variables and counters are. As observed already in
Section 1.4.2, the treatment of the time moment information as data for the modelling
programs also could be useful for some kind of applications.
The LTIM system of commands is also somewhat more powerful time constraint
specication formalism, if compared to other existing models with decidable vertex
reachability problem (Timed Graphs), see, e.g., the modelling of the PTPNs of Section 10.3 by LTIM programs (one can nd some more timed systems which can be
described as LTIM programs, but cannot be modelled as TGs). However, the point
is to be made about the indirect way of the time constraint expression in the language LTIM, what may appear not very convenient for the use of the language by
practitioners.
When comparing the language LTIBA to other existing r.t.s. specication formalisms, investigated w.r.t. the analysis automation possibility, an important point
is the language LTIBA ability to reect the system dependencies on both the timing
and data constraints. The innite path feasibility studies in data-dependent formalisms are also novel. Regarding the feasibility of innite paths in time-dependent
formalisms, the TG and TBA models already are given the semantics in the terms
of innite traces of the corresponding automata. So, from a practical standpoint,
the novelty of the innite path feasibility studies in LTIM programs is mostly associated with the coping with the generality of the language LTIM constructs (for Timed
Graphs and similar timing specication formalisms the innite path feasibility does
not appear as a more serious problem, if compared to the nite path feasibility).
Regarding the Parallel Timer Process model, considered in Part II, its most important di erence from TGs is the dened operational semantics (labelled transition
system), yielding the possibility to consider the bisimulation equivalences between
PTPs (the TG model has the semantics just in the terms of completed traces)1.
The most "visible" di erence between PTPs and TGs is the mechanism of expressing the time constraints: for PTPs this is done by setting a timer initially up
to some value and then waiting until the timer decreases downto 0, while the TGs
model a particular time interval by initial resetting of a continuously increasing clock
If compared to the TG model, as dened in ACD90], PTPs also do not have the requirement
of no more than nite number of transitions, performed in a nite time (it is important to remove
this requirement to be able to dene the LTS semantics), and they are allowed to have a number
of transitions within a single time moment (one could dene also the LTS semantics for processes
not allowed to have more than one transition associated with one moment of time, however, the
algebraic theory of processes becomes much nicer, if the transitions of such kind are allowed).
1
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to 0 and observing the value of the clock in order to nd out whether the interval has
been passed.
It is of some importance to have a formalism with decreasing timers when looking
for an interpretation of the language LTIM constructs in the real time. Some extended PTP variations (consider especially the processes with nondeterministic timer
settings) also outline some new theoretical situations regarding the time constraint
analysis (observe also some "duality" in the time constraint handling by TGs and
PTPs (clocks vs. timers)).
There already exists also a variant of TGs (also using increasing clocks, as the
original model), dened in NSY91] and called Action Timed Graphs ("ATG"s), which
is provided with the LTS semantics (and, so, the notions of bisimulation equivalence)2.
PTPs di er from ATGs basically by the design decisions regarding the ways how a
transition along some edge can be forced to execute. In the PTP model the necessity
of the transition ring is made explicit by denoting the edge with which the transition
is associated as red, while in ATGs the transition ring necessity depends on a rather
complex statement regarding all possible values of the clocks in the process "waiting
future" and the enabledness conditions of other edges. We consider the ATG model
thoroughly in Appendix A and show how the PTP analysis algorithms (deciding of
the bisimulation equivalences) can be modied to apply to the analysis of ATGs.
The most important novel point in the PTP model presentation is in the provided
strong and weak bisimulation equivalence deciding algorithms for the processes. The
enrichments of PTPs, especially those provided with internal data variables, outline
also some possibilities and impossibilities of the reachability analysis in the data
dependent formalisms with real time semantics.
As to the deciding bisimulation equivalences for other timed specication formalisms, an interesting interpretation of the results of the thesis can be obtained
regarding the decidability and undecidability of the equivalences for various classes
of Timed CCS processes dened in Wan90], Wan91a] and Wan91b] (note that the
notions of the strong and weak bisimulations are central in the theory of TCCS), see
Section 14.2 and Chapter 15 for a discussion on this interpretation topic. Let us note
that it is due to the chosen edge ring enforcement mechanism for PTPs that we can
translate the nets of regular TCCS processes into the PTP model in a rather direct
way.
One could notice that the method of dening the semantics for ATGs in NSY91] does not
assign a well dened semantics to the class of all ATGs (the so-called "time-stop" processes, which
are neither able to perform a real transition, nor can wait for any amount of time, appear in some
situations, though, possibly considered as pathological).
2
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1.7 Organization of the Material
Part I contains the investigation of the reachability and various innite path feasibility problems for programs in the languages LBASE, LTIM and LTIBA (the outline
of the part contents can be found in Section 1.4). The presentation of the material of
Part I begins with some mathematical background from graph and automata theory
(Chapter 2), developing the notation and simple results for future use. Chapter 3
gives the denitions of the languages LBASE, LTIM and LTIBA, as well as the algorithmic problems of program analysis (path feasibility and vertex reachability). In
Chapter 4 most of the constructions needed for deciding the statement reachability
problem and characterizing nite feasible path sets in LBASE, LTIM and LTIBA programs are given. The last points in these problems are resolved by the path inequality
system technique (Chapter 5), useful also afterwards when reasoning about the innite path feasibility (see especially Section 5.3). The innite path feasibility analysis
in LBASE and LTIM programs is done in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, respectively.
Chapter 7 discusses also the implications of obtained results for LTIBA programs.
Finally, Chapter 8 shows the undecidability of the vertex reachability problem for
LTIM programs with integer data type (instead of otherwise used rationals).
Part II is mostly devoted to the development and analysis of the Parallel Timer
Process model and its enrichments. In Section 9.1 the basic model of PTPs is introduced and a simple example of a real time system, specied as a PTP, is considered.
Section 9.2 gives the methodology of the real time construct, used in the denition
of PTPs, expressing in the programming language LTIM. In Chapter 10 a number
of possible enrichments of the PTP model is considered, the most important being
the processes with external data dependencies, described in Section 10.4. Also the
vertex reachability problem deciding algorithms for the considered PTP enrichments
are outlined there.
The strong and weak bisimulation equivalence problems for PTPs are proved decidable in Chapter 11 and Chapter 12, respectively. In Chapter 13 the bisimulation
equivalence deciding algorithms are outlined also for the processes with nondeterministic timer settings and the processes with rational-valued data variables. The
compositional properties of the PTP model are considered in Chapter 14, giving also
one possible way of Timed CCS process modelling by PTPs. Finally, Chapter 15 shows
the undecidability of the vertex reachability and bisimulation equivalence problems
for the PTP model enrichment by memory cells.
In Appendix A we show the applicability of the obtained bisimulation deciding
algorithms to the Action Timed Graph model.
Appendix B is devoted to the analysis of a simple real time system (a process,
controlling a passenger lift), specied in the C.C.I.T.T. specication language SDL
also the complete set of test data for the considered lift process is constructed.

Part I
Languages for Data and Time
Dependencies
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Preliminaries
In the following chapters we dene the programs in the languages LBASE, LTIM,
LTIBA formally as labelled graphs. We are also going to characterize the program
path feasibility in the labelled graph terms. To provide some background for the
further studies we, rst, refresh some more or less standard graph-theoretic notions
(labelled graph, edge, path, path coordinate, etc.) and, second, introduce at the
graph-theoretic level some new notions for characterizing nite and innite path sets
in labelled graphs (various kinds of projectivity). Both of these problems are dealt
with during this chapter.

2.1 Labelled Graphs
Let us mean by a labelled graph a nine-tuple

G = hV E f t LV  lV  LE  lE  nG0 i where
V is a nite set of vertexes and E is a nite set of edges
f : E ! V and t : E ! V give for every edge e 2 E its source and target
vertexes, respectively
LV is a set of vertex labels and lV : V ! LV is a vertex labelling function
LE is a set of edge labels and lE : E ! LE is an edge labelling function, nally,
nG0 2 V is the graph's initial vertex.
We consider also labelled graphs with acceptance conditions, the graphs of this
kind are dened as tuples
G = hV E f t LV  lV  LE  lE  nG0  SF  SI i
25
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where, in addition to the graph components, SF  V and SI  V are called the nite
and innite acceptance sets for G, respectively.

Denition 2.1 A nite (resp. innite) path in the labelled graph G is any sequence
of the form  = n0 e0 n1 e1 : : : nk (resp.  = n0e0 n1e1 : : :) where ni 2 V (G) and
ei 2 E (G), as well as f (ei) = ni and t(ei) = ni+1 for all used edge indices i.
We introduce for every path  the set CRd of its coordinates in a way
CRd = f0 1 : : :  kg for a nite path  = n0e0 : : : nk , and
CRd = N = f0 1 2 : : :g for an innite path .
For a nite path  we call k = card(CRd) ; 1 the length of  (intuitively, the path's
length is the number of edges in the path). We use the square brackets , ] to denote
the optionality of the last element in an arbitrary path, so the sequence

n0e0 n1e1 : : :  nk ]
denotes arbitrary nite or innite path in a specied graph.

Denition 2.2 A path  = n0e0 n1e1 : : :  nk ] in the graph G is called initial, if it
starts from the graph initial vertex (i.e., if n0 = nG0 ).

We also call a path  starting from the graph G vertex n 2 V a n-path in G.

Denition 2.3 A path  (either initial or not) in the graph with acceptance conditions is called accepting if

for a nite path  its nal vertex nk is in the set SF ,

for an innite path  the vertexes of the path ni 2 SI for innitely many indices
i (we call an innite accepting path also fair).

For the purpose of the future use we dene for two paths  and  in G, such that
the path  = n0e0 n1e1 : : :  nk is nite and the path  starts with the last vertex of
 (i.e.  = nk ek  nk+1ek+1 : : :  nk+s ]), the concatenation  +  in a way

 +  = n0e0 n1e1 : : : nk ek  nk+1 ek+1 : : :  nk+s ]:

Notation. Given an arbitrary graph G with or without acceptance conditions, we
let V (G) E (G) LV (G) LE (G) to denote the sets of vertexes, edges, vertex and
edge labels of the graph G respectively. The notation of fG and tG is further on
used for the graph G edge-vertex incidence functions f and g. For G being a graph
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with acceptance conditions let SF (G) and SI (G) denote the corresponding nite and
innite acceptance sets of G.
Given a labelled graph G, let us denote by Pf (G) the set of all nite paths of G
and by P! (G) the set of all innite paths of G. For G being a graph with acceptance
conditions, let Pfa(G) be the set of all nite accepting paths in G and P!a(G) - the
set of all innite accepting (fair) paths in G. The corresponding sets of initial paths
0 (G) and
of G (nite, innite, nite accepting, fair) are denoted by Pf0(G) P!0 (G) Pfa
0
P!a(G) respectively.

2.2 Projective Path Sets
In this section we introduce some simple notions for characterization of path sets in
the labelled graphs, useful later on when speaking about the sets of all (nite, innite)
feasible paths in programs.

Denition 2.4 Given two labelled graphs G and H , such that LV (H ) = V (G) and

LE (H ) = E (G), we call a path  = n0e0 n1e1 : : :  nk ] in G a projection of a path
0 = n~ 0e~0 n~ 1e~1 : : :  n~ k ] in H , written  = proj (0 ), if the path  coincides with the
path 0 vertex and edge label sequence, i.e., if
CRd = CRd and
ni = lV (H )(~ni) and ei = lE(H )(~ei) for all i 2 CRd (i < k for the edge labels in
the case of nite  0 ).
0

We can look at the projection operator proj as at a function mapping the set of paths
of a given graph H onto the set of sequences of certain kind. In this spirit we allow
to write proj (XX ) for XX  Pf (H ) P!(H ) being a subset of the graph H path
set to denote the set of the projections of the paths of XX .
In what follows we will be more interested in the characterization of the initial
path sets, therefore we develop the projectivity theory on the basis of them.
Denition 2.5 Given a set of nite paths U  Pf (G) of a labelled graph G, we call
a graph H a projectivee for the path set U , if U coincides with the set of projections
of all nite initial paths of H , i.e. proj (Pf0 (H )) = U .
For U  Pf (G) being a set of nite paths of a graph G we call a graph H with a nite
0 (H )).
acceptance condition a T-projectivee for U , if U = proj (Pfa
For U  P! (G) being a set of innite paths in G we call the graph H for U
!-projectivee, if U = proj (P!0 (H )),
0
(H )).
F-projectivee, if U = proj (P!a
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Denition 2.6 A set U of nite paths in a labelled graph G is called (classically)
projective, if there exists a labelled graph H which is a projectivee for U ,
T-projective, if there exists a T-projectivee for U .
A set U of innite paths in G is called classically
!-projective, if there exists an !-projectivee H for U ,
F-projective, if there exists an F-projectivee for U .
In the case, if this will not lead to confusion, we will use the term "projectivity" also
to denote the !-projectivity of innite path sets.
In what follows we will be more interested in the eective versions of projectivities
rather than the classical ones dened above for we want the projectivees for some
graph path sets (e.g., the sets of all feasible paths in programs) to be built e ectively
from input of the graphs from some given classes.

Denition 2.7 Let S be a set of labelled graphs and let for every G 2 S U (G) be
some nite set, eectively computable from G. Let P (G u)  Pf0 (G) for every graph
G 2 S and every u 2 U (G) be some set of nite paths in G.
We call the family of the graph path sets

fP (G u)  Pf0(G) j G 2 S & u 2 U (G)g
eectively projective i
for every G 2 S and u 2 U (G) the set P (G u) is classically projective and
there exists an algorithm which, given the graph G 2 S and an element u 2
U (G), produces a projectivee for P (G).
For the simplicity of formulations we allow ourselves to speak about the e ective
projectivities of the graph path sets P (G u) "for every given G 2 S and u 2 U (G)",
understanding by this the e ective projectivity of the whole graph path set family.
We allow also to omit the class S in the denition of the e ective projectivity, if it is
clear from the context.
In a similar way we dene the e ective versions of T-projectivity of nite path sets
and !-projectivity and F-projectivity of innite path sets in graphs from S . Let us
further on, unless otherwise stated, mean by the path set projectivities the eective
versions of them.
The following simple properties of the projective path sets appear useful in various
situations of the program path feasibility analysis. Let LL be a class of labelled graphs,
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we consider the e ective projectivities of the path sets in the graphs G 2 LL. For
the sake of simplicity we do not consider the dependence of the graph path sets on
additional parameters u 2 U (G), the generalization of the results to the case with the
parameters is completely straightforward.
Lemma 2.8 If for every graph G 2 LL nite path sets A(G)  Pf0(G) and B (G) 
Pf0(G) are projective (resp. T-projective) then also the sets C (G) = A(G) \ B (G) and
D(G) = A(G) B (G) are projective (resp. T-projective).
Proof: Let HA be a projectivee for A(G) and HB -a projectivee for B (G). We show
how to construct the projectivees HC and HD for the path sets C (G) and D(G)
respectively, so proving the e ective projectivity of C (G) and D(G).
Let V (HC ) = fhn mi 2 V (HA )  V (HB ) j lV (HA)(n) = lV (HB )(m)g with the vertex
hn mi labelled by lV (HC )(hn mi) = lV (HA)(n). As to the edges in HC , let us draw an
edge e~ from hn mi to hn0 m0i labelled by l if and only if there are edges labelled by
l both in HA from n to n0 and in HB from m to m0. It is easy to see that HC is the
desired projectivee for C (G) provided the graph initial vertex nH0 C = hnH0 A  nH0 B i.
As to the T-projectivity of C (G), it suces to dene for the graph HC the nite
acceptance set SF (HC ) = fhn mi j n 2 SF (HA) m 2 SF (HB )g.
For the set D(G) the corresponding projectivees are constructed, by taking a copy
of HA and a copy of HB , as well as a new initial vertex nH0 D . We label the vertex nH0 D
by nG0 and dene it to have the outgoing edges with targets and labels of both all
edges outgoing in HA from nH0 A and all edges outgoing in HB from nH0 B (in the case
of HA and HB being the T-projectivees, the nite acceptance set for HD is dened as
SF (HA ) SF (HB ) (, where ( = fnH0 D g, if either nH0 A 2 SF (HA ), or nH0 B 2 SF (HB ),
( = otherwise).2

Lemma 2.9 If for every graph G 2 LL innite path sets A(G)  P!0 (G) and B (G) 
P!0(G) are !-projective (resp. F-projective) then also the sets C (G) = A(G) \ B (G)
and D(G) = A(G) B (G) are ! -projective (resp. F-projective).

Proof: The cases of D(G) projectivities are dealt with by the same method, as in
the proof of Lemma 2.8.
As to the set C (G), we construct a graph HC , as in the proof of Lemma 2.8. Easy
to see that HC is an !-projectivee of C (G).
In the case of F-projectivity of A(G) and B (G) we construct also rst the graph
HC . We construct furthermore a new graph HC0 provided with an innite acceptance
set, which will serve as the F-projectivee for C (G). We dene every vertex of HC0 to
be a pair hz ai with z = hn mi 2 V (HC ) and a 2 f0 1 2g. An edge from hz ai to
hz0 a0i with the label l in HC0 is drawn if and only if
there is an edge from z to z0 labelled by l in HC and
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one of the following holds:
{ a = a0 = 1 or a = a0 = 2, or
{ a = 0, a0 = 2 and z = hn mi with n 2 SI (HA ), or
{ a = 0, a0 = 1 and z = hn mi with m 2 SI (HB ), or
{ a = 1, a0 = 0 and z0 = hn0 m0i with n0 2 SI (HA ), or
{ a = 2, a0 = 0 and z0 = hn0 m0i with m0 2 SI (HB ).
We dene the graph's HC0 initial vertex to be hhnH0 A  nH0 B i 1i and the innite acceptance set SI (HC0 ) = fhz ai j a = 0g.
It is easy to see that in HC0 accepting are only those paths which innitely many
times visit both the vertexes hhn mi ai with n 2 SI (HA ) and the ones with m 2
SI (HB ) (for a path to be accepting in HC0 , it must for at least one a 2 f1 2g both
innitely many times leave the region of vertexes with the second component a and
innitely many times return to it, what is possible only if the path innitely many
times visits both hhn mi ai for n 2 SI (HA ) and for m 2 SI (HB )). So, if a path in
HC0 is accepting, its projection belongs to both A(G) and B (G).
On the other hand, for every path  2 A(G) \ B (G) it is easy to nd a path 0
in HC0 such that both 0 is accepting and  = proj (0 ), when one builds the path 0
inductively, it suces to choose the target vertex hz ai of the current edge with a = 0
whenever possible.2
We show also the following sucient condition for the path set projectivity which
is often in one or other form used in program reachability graph construction (see, for
instance BBK74, ABBCK91]), we will nd it later on useful also for our purposes.

Lemma 2.10 If in every labelled graph G 2 LL every nite path  2 Pf0(G) has an

eective (computable from ) characteristic S () such that

for all  2 Pf0 (G) the characteristic S () 2 S for a nite characteristic set S ,
and
for all   2 Pf0(G) ending with one vertex n 2 V (G) for all paths  starting
from n in G S ( +  ) = S ( +  ),

then for every S 0  S the set of paths A(G) = f 2 Pf0(G) j S () 2 S 0g is (eectively) T-projective.

Proof: We construct a T-projectivee H for the set A(G). Every vertex of H is a pair
hn S i for n 2 V (G), S 2 S , and is labelled by n. We build the graph H inductively
by starting with the initial vertex nH0 = hnG0  S (nG0 )i (nG0 is a path of length 0 in G)
and draw an edge from hn S i to hn0 S 0i, labelled by e 2 E (G), whenever both
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the edge e in G leads from n to n0, and
there exists an initial path 0 ending with hn S i in the already drawn part of
H , such that for  = proj (0 ) S ( + ne n0) = S 0.
It is easy to see both that this edge drawing process eventually stops (since both the
sets V (G) and S are nite) and that for any 0 being an initial path in H , which
ends with hn S i and has  = proj (0 ), the characteristic S () = S . Now it remains
to dene the nite acceptance set SF (H ) = V (G)  S 0 for H , so easily obtaining the
required T-projectivity.2
For the sake of completeness in studying the notions of the path set projectivity,
we investigate also the closeness under the complement of various kinds of projective
graph path set classes.
As it is easy to see from simple examples, both in the cases of nite and innite
projective path set classes the complementability property does not hold. As to the
T-projectivity and F-projectivity, the following results together with Lemma 2.8 and
Lemma 2.9 show that these path set classes are closed under all boolean algebraic
operations.
Lemma 2.11 If for every graph G 2 LL a nite path set A(G)  Pf0(G) is Tprojective, then also its complement B (G) = Pf0(G) n A(G) is T-projective.
Proof: First of all dene for an arbitrary labelled graph H its characterizing automaton H a as a nite automaton with the set of states V (H ) and external (input)
alphabet V (H )  E (H )  V (H ). For every edge e 2 E (H ), leading from n1 = fH (e)
to n2 = tH (e) in H , in H a a corresponding edge e~ from n1 to n2, labelled by the
triple hn1 e n2i, is drawn. The initial vertex of H a is dened to be nH0 and the set
of accepting states is SF (H ) (the automaton H a accepts some words in the alphabet
V (H )  E (H )  V (H ) according to the standard nite automaton word accepting
discipline).
In order to show the T-projectivity of B (G), we start with a T-projectivee HA
for A(G). We build a characterizing automaton HAa for HA and afterwards translate
each its edge label hfH (e) e tH (e)i into hl(fH (e)) l0(e) l(tH (e))i for l = lV (H ) and
l0 = lE(H ) being the H vertex and edge labelling functions, respectively. Let us denote
the obtained automaton by H 0. It is easy to see that H 0 accepts those and only those
words in the alphabet V (G)  E (G)  V (G) which correspond to the paths  2 A(G)
of G (corresponding to the path  = n0e0 n1e1 : : : nk in G is the word
hn0  e0 n1i hn1  e1 n2i : : :  hnk;1 ek;1 nk i):
It is easy to see that the language of the words corresponding to G paths  2 B (G) can
be accepted by some nite automaton with the external alphabet V (G)  E (G)  V (G)
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for it is the intersection of the language of G characterizing automaton Ga with the
complement of H 0 language. The T-projectivity of B (G) follows immediately.2

Lemma 2.12 If for every graph G 2 LL an innite path set A(G)  P!0 (G) is Fprojective, then also its complement B (G) = P!0 (G) n A(G) is F-projective.
Proof: The proof follows precisely the same lines as the proof of Lemma 2.11, using

the innite path acceptance condition SI (H ) instead of SF (H ). The most sophisticated step of the proof is to show the complementability of Buchi-acceptable innite
word language class, for it the reader is referred to, for instance, SVW87].2

Chapter 3
Language Denitions
We begin with the denition of the programming language LBASE for dealing with
integer-valued data.

3.1 The Language LBASE
Every program P in the language (family of programs) LBASE is a labelled graph

P = hV E f t LV  lV  LE  lE  nP0 i
(see Section 2.1) provided with a nite number of integer-valued internal variables
x1 : : : xm and, intuitively, with an input gate for receiving the variable values from
the environment of the program.
Every edge of the program P (i.e. e 2 E ) is labelled either by "+" or by " ; " (i.e.
lE (e) 2 LE = f" + " " ; "g for all e 2 E ). Every P vertex n 2 V (P ) is labelled by an
operator of one of the following kind (c denotes here any integer constant, i.e. c 2 Z .
Here and in the following we use the convention to put variable and constant names
in boldface whenever they are used as syntactical parts of operators, otherwise (in
mathematical expressions, etc.) they are put in italics):
?xi for 1 i m, the input operator, denotes the reading of a (new) value
from the program input gate into the variable xi
xi  xj (xi  c) for 1 i j m and c 2 Z , the assignment operator, denotes
the assigning of the value of the variable xj (the constant c) to xi
xi < xj (xi < c c < xj ) for 1 i j m and c 2 Z , the comparison operator,
denotes the comparison of the two variables (or the variable and the constant),
during the execution produces an output ag " + " or " ; ", depending on
whether the actual values of xi xj satisfy the operator's inequality or not (used
33
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to determine the outgoing edges of the current vertex along which the further
program control ow can be passed)
NOP, the dummy operator, does not have any e ect on the variable values and
allows any further control ow.
We consider also LBASE programs with acceptance sets by introducing in the tuple
for program denition arbitrary subsets SF and SI of the program vertex set V .
Further on let us use the notation p(n) (instead of lV (n)) to denote the operator,
attached to a program vertex n 2 V .
Intuitively, at the beginning of the program execution every variable xi is assigned
the "value" 0. During the program execution every program variable can assume
integer values, i.e. at every moment of the program execution the program "variable
value vector" is an element of Z m. Let us give the formal semantics for program
operators in the terms of variable value vector transformation and the e ects the
operators impose on the further program control ow.
For arbitrary LBASE program P we dene its set of variable value vectors, denoted
by VP , to be Z m, where m is the program P variable set cardinality. We call the
element ~v0P = h0 : : :  0i 2 VP the initial P variable value vector. We denote the
components of any m-dimensional vector ~v 2 Z m as ~v:x1 : : : ~v:xm (so stressing the
relation between the variable value vector components and the program variables (the
value of the variable xi in the vector ~v 2 Z m is ~v:xi)).
Let ~v xi  c] for any vector ~v 2 Z m denotes another vector ~v0 with all but the ith
component coinciding with corresponding components of ~v (i.e. for j 6= i ~v0:xj = ~v:xj ),
the ith component of ~v0 is taken to be c (~v0:xi = c, it is required that c 2 Z for this
construction being admissible).
The semantics for every language operator p is given as two following functions:
p , the variable value transformation function, for p being an assignment, comparison or dummy operator p : VP ! VP , for an input operator p p : VP Z !
Z m (the extra Z intuitively standing for the domain of values, appearing at the
program input gate) and
p : VP ! 2f"+"";"g ( p : VP  Z ! 2f"+"";"g), the set-valued function of
admitted operator's output ags.
Assume ~v 2 VP = Z m c 2 Z 1 i j m, the denitions of functions p and p for
a program operator p are, as follows:
for p being an input operator ?xi p(~v c) = ~v xi  c], p(~v c) = f" + "g
for p being an assignment operator xi  xj p(~v) = ~v xi  ~v:xj ], for p being
the operator xi  c p(~v) = ~v xi  c], in both cases p(~v) = f" + "g
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for a comparison operator p always p(~v) = ~v, the output ag function is dened,
as follows:
{ if p is an operator xi < xj then p(~v) = f" + "g, if ~v:xi < ~v:xj , otherwise
p(~v ) = f" ; "g,
{ if p is an operator c < xj then p(~v) = f" + "g, if c < ~v:xj , otherwise
p(~v ) = f" ; "g,
{ if p is an operator xi < c then p(~v) = f" + "g, if ~v:xi < c, otherwise
p(~v ) = f" ; "g
for p being NOP always p(~v) = ~v and p(~v) = f" + " " ; "g.
The semantics of a whole LBASE program is dened by its state transition system:
hV  VP  E ;! hnP0 ~v0P ii where
V VP is the set of system's states (i.e. every state of the system is a pair hn~vi
where n 2 V is a program vertex and ~v 2 VP is a variable value vector)
sP0 = hnP0 ~v0P i is the system's initial state (intuitively, the program execution
begins from its initial vertex nP0 with every variable initialized with 0 value)
;! (V  VP )  E  (V  VP ) is the transition relation between states (every
transition has its start state, end state and is labelled by some program edge
e 2 eE ), dened the following way (we use the more comprehensible notation
s1 ;! s2 to denote hs1 e s2i 2;!):
e
hn1~v1i ;!
hn2 ~v2i
i the edge e is leading from n1 to n2, the edge label lE (e) 2 p(n1)(~v1) and
the new variable value vector ~v2 = p(n1)(~v1) (for p(n1) being an input operator
lE (e) 2 p(n1)(~v1 a) and ~v2 = p(n1)(~v1 a) for some integer a 2 Z . For the
purpose of the path feasibility studies it is not necessary to consider the inputs
of di erent values as edi
erent transitions, however later on we will sometimes
:a
use the notation s1 ;!
s2 to denote that the transition from s1 to s2 is done
along the edge e by reading the value a from the environment).
Without loosing generality we can assume that for every vertex n 2 V (P ) for a
LBASE program P with either an input or assignment operator p(n) attached all
outgoing edges are labelled by " + " (according to the dened semantics (state transition system) the " ; "-labelled edges from these vertexes cannot a ect the program
behaviour in any way).
One more observation to be made is that the programs in the language are, in
general, highly nondeterministic for we do not impose any requirements on the ways
of the program connectivity (the number of, say, " + "-labelled edges, outgoing from
one vertex in the program is not a priori bounded).
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3.2 Languages LTIM and LTIBA
Every program in LTIM also, as the LBASE programs are, is a graph provided with
a nite number of internal variables and (intuitively) with an input gate for receiving
variable values from the environment. The rst di erence of LTIM programs from
LBASE programs is that every program variable may assume rational values (instead
of integer ones in LBASE), rational are also the values the program receives through
its input gate.
The programs in LTIM has as the permitted vertex labels (operators ascribed to
its vertexes) rst of all the analogues of LBASE operators (here c denotes a rational
constant):
?x, the input operator
xi  xj (xi  c), the assignment operator
xi < xj (xi < c c < xj ), the comparison operator
NOP, dummy operator.
Furthermore, every LTIM program has one special internal variable z, named the real
time counter, with the following operators at the program vertexes permitted:
+
z
xi, the positive assignment operator, assigns the value of xi to z, provided
that the value of z does not decrease via this assignment. The operator produces
the output ag "+", if the assignment was successful, otherwise (i.e., if the value
of xi is less than that of z) the ";" ag is produced (the value of z is not changed
in this case)
xi  z + c, the variable activation operator, assigns the value of z increased by
c to xi (for the sake of simplicity only nonnegative c's are allowed here).
As in the LBASE case, we require every LTIM program P edge e 2 E (P ) to have a
label lE(P )(e) 2 f" + " " ; "g. We consider also the LTIM programs with acceptance
conditions by introducing in the program (labelled graph) dening tuple arbitrary
subsets SF and SI of the program vertex set V , as well as use the notation p(n)
(instead of lV (n)) to denote the operator, attached to a program vertex n 2 V .
We give the formal semantics of LTIM programs in a way similar to the dening
semantics for LBASE programs in Section 3.1.
Since every program variable now may assume rational values, we dene for arbitrary LTIM program P its set of variable value vectors, denoted by VP , to be
Q+0  Qm, where m is the number of ordinary P variables (not including the real
time counter), by Q+0 we denote here and further on the set of nonnegative rational
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numbers (the usage of Q for the set of all rationals is standard). We dene the element ~v0P = h0 : : :  0i 2 VP to be the initial P variable value vector. Let us denote
the components of any m + 1-dimensional vector ~v 2 Q+0  Qm as ~v:z~v:x1 : : :~v:xm
(with the intention to use such vectors ~v as program the program P variable value
vectors)
As in the case of LBASE programs, we introduce the notation ~v xi  c] for
~v 2 Q+0  Qm, c 2 Q+0 and i = 0 1 : : :  m (assume x0  z, meaning by  the
syntactical identity) in a way
~v xi  c]:xi = c and
~v xi  c]:xj = ~v:xj for xj 6 xi.
The semantics for every LTIM operator p is given as two functions:
p , the variable value transformation function, for p being an assignment, comparison or dummy operator p : VP ! VP , for an input operator p p : VP Q !
VP and
p : VP ! 2f"+"";"g ( p : VP  Q ! 2f"+"";"g for an input operator p), the
set-valued function of admitted operator's output ags.
Assume ~v 2 VP  c 2 Q 1 i j m, the denitions of functions p and p for input,
assignment and comparison and dummy (NOP) operator p in the program P are
precisely the same, as for corresponding LBASE operators (see Section 3.1). For p
being a specic LTIM operator, its semantics is dened, as follows:
+
if p is a positive assignment operator z 
xj then
{ if ~v:z ~v:xj then p(~v) = ~v z  ~v:xj ] and p(~v) = f" + "g,
{ otherwise (i.e., if ~v:z > ~v:xj ) p(~v) = ~v and p(~v) = f" ; "g
for p being a variable activation operator xi  z + c p(~v) = ~v xi  ~v:z + c]
and p(~v) = f" + "g.
The semantics of a whole LTIM program is dened by its state transition system
just as for LBASE programs (see Section 3.1) with the only exception being a 2 Q
(instead of a 2 Z ) taken as the second argument in the semantic functions p and p
for an input operator p.
As in the case of LBASE programs we assume that for every vertex n 2 V (P ) for a
LTIM program P with either an input or assignment, or variable activation operator
p(n) attached all outgoing edges are labelled by " + ".
It is important to note that the LTIM program real time counter z cannot appear
in the input operators, as well as the lefthand side of any assignment operator. So the
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variable z is not subject for arbitrary value assignment, one can nd out that there is
no way to decrease the z value during the program execution. Easy to see that without
this or some other discipline limiting the use of the counter variable (i.e., if we allow
it to receive arbitrary values from the input and retain all other kinds of operators in
the programs), we could not obtain any decidability results for algorithmic problems
in the considered program analysis.
The language LTIM appears to be able to express rather general time-dependent
behaviour of real time systems (see Section 9.2 and Section 10 below for the detailed
discussion on the real time system modelling by LTIM programs). We consider also
some sublanguages of LTIM the programs in which appear later on to be the subject
of easier automated analysis.
First of such languages, we call it LBASQ, is the language consisting of LTIM
programs without real time counter. To put it otherwise, in the language LBASQ
programs are permitted just the language LBASE operators, except that all constants
used in them can be arbitrary rationals, as well as all program variables are rationalvalued. For the analysis of LBASQ programs it is the best to consult Section 4.4
where the absence of the real time counter in the programs is exploited in order to
obtain more general results than those possible for the general case of LTIM programs.
Yet another sublanguage of LTIM, useful when modelling temporal quantitative
constraints on r.t.s. is LTIM0 which constrains the programs of using the LTIM operators by dividing the ordinary program variables into two categories (along with the
ordinary variables every LTIM0 program can have also a real time counter):
simple variables x1 x2 : : :  xs, allowed to appear just in the comparison, variable
activation and both sides of the assignment operators
a single special input variable x which is the only program variable which can be
used in the input operators and the right-hand side of the positive assignment
operators. It is required also that no assignment of the form xs  x is used in
the program (i.e. there is no way, how to get an arbitrary value from the input
into a simple variable except than moving this value through z).
An important language considered in the theses is LTIBA with every program P in
it allowed to have both a nite number of integer valued variables xB1  xB2  : : :  xBm with
allowed LBASE operators over them and a nite number of rational valued variables
z xT1  xT2  : : :  xTn with allowed LTIM operators (z is the real time counter). Every
vertex in a LTIBA program P has either a LTIM or LBASE operator, ascribed to it
(type mismatch in LTIBA programs is forbidden).
As in the LBASE and LTIM programs, every edge of P has either a label f" + "g
or f" ; "g, one of the program vertexes, nP0 , is marked as initial. We follow also the
conventions not to ascribe f" ; "g labels to the edges outgoing from the vertexes with
input, assignment or variable activation operators.
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Given a LTIBA program P we dene for it the variable value sets VPB = Z m and
VPT = Q+0  Qn, let VP = VPB  VPT .
For the sake of simplicity in dening the semantics of the program P we associate with it a LBASE program P B which is obtained from P by replacing all LTIM
operators, used in P by a LBASE operator NOP (clearly, PB is a LBASE program,
moreover V (P B ) = V (P ) and E (P B ) = E (P ), changed are just the program vertex
labels) and a LTIM program P T , obtained from P by replacing all LBASE operators
by a LTIM operator NOP.
Clearly,
VPTB = VPB and
VP T = VPT . Let the program P initial variable value vectorT
B
B
~v0P = h~v0P ~v0P i for ~v0P being the program P B initial variable value vector and ~v0P
being the initial variable value vector for the program P T .
The semantics of P is dened as in the case of LBASE and LTIM programs by
the state transition system

hV (P )  VP  E (P ) ;! hnP0 ~v0P ii where
V  VP is the set of system's states
sP0 = hnP0 ~v0P i is the system's initial state
;! (V (P )  VP )  E (P )  (V (P )  VP ) is ethe transition relation between
states dened in a way (using the notation s1 ;! s2 to denote hs1 e s2i 2;!):
e
hn1 h~v1B ~v1T ii ;!
hn2  h~v2B~v2T ii

i both
e
hn2~v2B i in P B and
{ hn1~v1B i ;!
e
{ hn1~v1T i ;!
hn2~v2T i in P T .

3.3 Feasibility and Reachability
Let LL denote any of the three programming languages LBASE, LTIM and LTIBA.
We dene for any nite or innite path  = n~0e~0 n~1e~1 : : :  n~ k ] in a LL-program
P the selectors for the ith vertex of  to be ni() = n~ i and the ith edge by ei() = e~i.
For a nite path  the last vertex of  is denoted by n() (i.e. n() = n~ k ).
A history of a LL-program P is any sequence

 = s 0 e 0  s1 e 1  : : :  s k ]
ei
with si = hni ~vii for every used index i, provided si ;!
si+1 for every i i k ; 1 in
the case of the nite sequence  .
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We dene also the selectors si( ) = si, ei( ) = ei, as well as ni( ) = ni and
~vi( ) = ~vi to denote the ith state, edge, graph vertex and variable value vector of
 , respectively. For a nite history  we dene also s( ) = sk , n( ) = nk and
~v( ) = ~vk to denote the last state, vertex and variable value vector of the history  .
We call a history  of a program initial if the history's rst state s0( ) is the initial
state sP0 of the program's state transition system.
It is according to the denition of the history that for a every history  the sequence
( ) = n0( )e0( ) n1( )e1( ) : : :  n( )] is a path in the program, let us say that
the history  goes along the path ( ) in the program. Let for every history  along
the path  in the program the set of coordinates CRd = CRd.

Denition 3.1 A path  in a program P is called weakly feasible i there is a history

along it. An initial path  in a program is called feasible i it has an initial program
history along it.

It is easy to see that there can be initial paths in LL programs, which are weakly
feasible, but not feasible, e.g. in the case of LBASE program one can consider a
one-edge path
x > 0 " + " ?y
provided the vertex to which the operator "x > 0" is ascribed to is the program P
initial vertex nP0 (it is for the sake of readability that we show in the examples here
and further on only the path vertex and edge labels).

Denition 3.2 Let P be a LL-program with acceptance sets SF (P ) for nite paths

and SI (P ) for innite paths. We call an initial path  in P correct i it is accepting.
A vertex n 2 V (P ) is called
reachable i it is contained in some feasible path  (i.e. n = ni () for some i)
correctly reachable i it is contained in some feasible correct path of P
f-correctly reachable i it is contained in some nite feasible correct path of P
!-correctly reachable i it is contained in some innite correct path of P .

It is easy to see that both f-correct reachability and !- correct reachability as well as
ordinary reachability problems for every LL-program P reduce to the correct reachability by choosing appropriate acceptance sets SF0 (P ) SI0 (P ):
reachability: SF0 (P ) = V (P ), SI0 (P ) = V (P ) (actually, SI0 (P ) is irrelevant)
f-correct reachability: SF0 (P ) = SF (P ), SI0 (P ) = 
!-correct reachability: SF0 (P ) = , SI0 (P ) = SI (P ).
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Solving the vertex reachability problem for some class of programs, it is sometimes
useful to demonstrate in the case of the positive answer on the reachability, how the
given vertex is reached. In the case of the ordinary reachability this problem can
be simply solved by exhibiting a history along some path, leading to this vertex. If,
however, some kind of correct vertex reachability is considered, it seems useful that
one could exhibit such a history reaching the given vertex, which could be continued
along some accepting path. For the case of f-correct reachability the problem can be
solved by exhibiting a history along the whole accepting path, containing the given
vertex (this path is nite). As to the !-correct reachability we have, in general,
no ways, how to dene the whole history along some fair path in the program in a
nite time. To overcome this problem we dene the following notion of the history
computing (generating) by an algorithm.

Denition 3.3 We say that an algorithm M computes (generates) an innite history
along a path  in a LL program P , if on the input of the path  coordinate k 2
CRd = N and the program P variable xi, the algorithm M in a nite time outputs
the value ~vk ( ):xi of the variable xi in the history at the path  coordinate k .

One could allow such an algorithm to use various possibly innite input data structures containing the description of the path  (or some other extra input, specied for
each concrete history computing problem separately). However, since the algorithm
is required to work in nite time (= nite number of steps), it can use for determining the value ~vk ( ):xi for xed i and k only the information from some nite path 
fragment (nite region of the input data in general).
In what follows, we proceed to deciding the considered reachability problems,
as well as investigate the possibilities to characterize (in the terms of projectivity,
see Section 2.2) the sets of feasible (correct) paths in LBASE, LTIM and LTIBA
programs.
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Chapter 4
Finite Path Feasibility
The aim of this chapter is to give the most of the proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1 The set of all nite feasible paths of every LTIBA program is eectively
projective.
We base the proof of the nite feasible path set projectivity in given LTIBA
program P on the explicit construction of the graph containing as projections of
paths all feasible paths in P . The proofs of the nite feasible path set projectivity
are given for LBASE and LTIM programs independently, i.e. we prove

Theorem 4.2 There exists an algorithm which, given a LBASE program P , con-

structs for it a graph G(P ) such that the set of all nite (initial) feasible paths in P
coincides with the set of the projections of all nite initial paths in G(P ).

Theorem 4.3 There exists an algorithm which, given a LTIM program P , constructs
for it a graph G(P ) such that the set of all nite (initial) feasible paths in P coincides
with the set of the projections of all nite initial paths in G(P ).

After having proved Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, the overall result of Theorem 4.1 for LTIBA programs can be obtained according to Lemma 2.8 the following
way.
Given a LTIBA program P we construct for it the LBASE program P B by replacing all LTIM operators in P by a LBASE operator NOP and the program P T by
replacing all LBASE operators of P by NOP. Easy to see that a sequence

 = hn0 hv0B  v0T iie0 hn1 hv1B  v1T iie1 : : :  hnk  hvkB vkT ii]
is a history of P along a path  if and only if both
 B = hn0 v0Bie0 hn1 v1B ie1 : : :  hnk  vkB i] is a history of P B along  and
43
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 T = hn0 v0T ie0 hn1 v1T ie1 : : :  hnk  vkT i] is a history of P T along .
So, a path  in P is feasible if and only if it is feasible both in P B and P T , the
applicability of Lemma 2.8 is straightforward.
Before we start the description of the projectivees, called also the path feasibility
graphs, for LBASE and LTIM programs, let us note that the constructions (including
the graphs themselves) made during the proof are to be used afterwards (in the innite
path feasibility analysis) also without direct relation to the theorem.

4.1 Variable Vector Value Set Partitionings
We begin with the description of the path feasibility graph vertexes for LBASE and
LTIM programs. For this purpose we dene for a given LBASE or LTIM program
P a nite partitioning CP of the set VP of all program P variable value vectors the
following way.
Let cmin be the minimal and cmax the maximal among the constants, used in
the operators of P , and the initial variable value 0. Let Cons(P ) = fcmin cmin +
1 : : :  cmaxg be the set of P constants (recall that we have agreed to have all constants
for both LBASE and LTIM programs integers), V ars(P ) = fx1 x2 : : : xmg { the set
of P variables, let AP = Cons(P ) V ars(P ).
Let for a variable value vector ~v 2 VP and a constant c 2 Cons(P ) always ~v:c =
c 2 Z (we already have the notation on ~v:x to denote the value of the variable x in
the vector ~v).
We consider rst the case of a LBASE program P .
Denition 4.4 Two variable value vectors ~v1 2 VP and ~v2 2 VP of a LBASE program
P are called equivalent, written ~v1 
= ~v2, and belong to one CP -equivalence class i
for any a b 2 AP the relation ~v1:a ~v1 :b holds if and only if the relation ~v2:a ~v2 :b
does.
Intuitively, two variable value vectors for a LBASE program P are equivalent, if
they coincide on P variable and constant value ordering.
Example 4.5 If the program P has constants ;1 and 5 and variables x1 : : : x4, then
the variable value vectors
~v1 = h0 6 16 ;7i and ~v2 = h0 8 1991 ;2i
are equivalent, but
~v3 = h0 6 16 ;7i and ~v4h1 6 16 ;7i
are not, since ~v3:x1 = 0 2 fcmin  : : : cmaxg, while ~v4:x1 = 1 6= 0.
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It is easy to see that every element of CP of a LBASE program P can be characterized by a simple inequality system, which determines the ordering of all program
variable and constant values (representing all the constants fcmin  : : : cmaxg) on the
number line.
For ~v 2 Q+0  Qm being a variable value vector for a LTIM program P we dene
for any additive expression expr over P variables and constants its value ~v:expr w.r.t.
~v in a way that ~v:c = c and

~v:expr1 + ~v:expr2 = ~v:(expr1 + expr2) ~v:expr1 ; ~v:expr2 = ~v:(expr1 ; expr2)
(for x 2 V ars(P ) ~v:x is already dened as the value of x). We dene the set BP (~v)
of base expressions (called further also base points), associated with ~v, to consist of
all P variables and constants a 2 AP ,
the expressions x + c for a variable x 2 V ars(P ) and c 2 Z , such that both
~v:z ~v:x ~v:z + cmax and ~v:z ~v:x + c ~v:z + cmax (notice that c can be also
negative).

Example 4.6 Let a program P have constants 0 1 and 3 and variables z t1 t2 t3 let
for the value vector ~v ~v:z = 15:43 ~v:t1 = 16:2 ~v:t2 = 17:43 ~v:t3 = 19. Then the set
BP (~v) contains the following base points:
0 1 3 z t1 t2 and t3,
z + 1 z + 2 z + 3 (we treat the expressions like z and z + 0 as identical) and
t1 + 1 t1 + 2 t2 ; 2 t2 ; 1 and t2 + 1 (there is no base point of the form t3 + c
for c 2 Z , because ~v:t3 ~v:z + 3 does not hold).

Denition 4.7 The partitioning CP for a LTIM program P is dened by the equivalence relation 
=, such that for ~v1~v2 2 VP ~v1 
= ~v2 i
BP (~v1) = BP (~v2) = BP and
for all expr expr0 2 BP ~v1:expr ~v1 :expr0 if and only if ~v2:expr ~v2:expr0 .
Intuitively, one CP -equivalence class for a LTIM program P consists of all variable

vector values which coincide on
variable and constant value ordering,
integral parts and ordering of fractional parts for all expression ei = xi ; z values
laying between 0 and cmax.
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Example 4.8 Let a program P and its variable value vector ~v be those described in
Example 4.6. Example 4.6 already gives us the set of base points BP (~v) = BP (C )
for ~v 2 C . The equivalence class C consists of those and only those vectors ~v with
BP (~v) = BP (C ) for which the values ~v:b for b 2 BP (C ) turns into evidence the
following inequality system:
0 < 1 < 3 < z = t2 ; 2 < t1 < z + 1 = t2 ; 1 < t1 + 1,
t1 + 1 < z + 2 = t2 < t1 + 2 < z + 3 = t2 + 1 < t3.

We call any element C 2 CP for either LBASE or LTIM program P a (variable) conguration of P . For P being a LTIM program let for any conguration C
BP (C ) def
= BP (~v) for some (=for every) ~v 2 C . For the sake of uniformity we dene
BP (C ) = AP for every C 2 CP for every LBASE program P .

Proposition 4.9 The set CP of all congurations for any program P either in LBASE

or LTIM is nite.

Proof: In the LBASE case it is obvious that the nite number of all program variables

and constants can be ordered on the number line only in nitely many di erent ways.
For P being a LTIM program, notice that there are only nitely many di erent base
point sets BP (~v) for ~v 2 VP (for any variable or constant x 2 AP no more than cmax +1
expressions of the form x + c for c 2 Z may satisfy ~v:z ~v:x~v:x + c ~v:z + cmax,
as well as the expression x + c may belong to BP (~v) only if ;cmax c cmax). For
every base point set BP = BP (~v) for some ~v the points of BP can be ordered on the
number line only in nite number of di erent ways (actually, these orderings are far
from being all feasible, however, this is not important for proving the niteness).2
We dene for every conguration C 2 CP of either LBASE or LTIM program P the
relations <C , C and =C for a b 2 BP (C ) (for a b 2 AP , if P is a LBASE program)
in a way that
a C b i ~v:a ~v:b for some (= for every) ~v 2 C 
a =C b i a C b and b C a
a <C b i a C b and not b C a (not a =C b).
We use also a C b as a synonym to b C a and a >C b as a synonym to b <C a.
For a variable value vector ~v 2 VP let ~v] denote the conguration C 2 CP to
which the value vector ~v belongs to: ~v 2 C .
It is easy to see that for P being either LBASE or LTIM program, the CP equivalence class ~v0P ] containing the initial variable value vector (h0 0 : : :  0i) is
singleton (i.e. ~v0P ] = f~v0P g).
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4.2 Path Feasibility Graphs
In this section we dene the path feasibility graphs BG(P ) based on the introduced
variable value set partitionings CP (Section 4.1) for both LBASE and LTIM programs
P (actually the constructions of this section can be performed provided that CP is
an arbitrary nite program P variable value set partitioning with the singleton class
~v0P ] for program initial variable value vector).
Let us associate with the program P and its variable value set partitioning CP a
family of CP -graphs. A graph G is said to be a CP -graph, i
the set of its vertexes V (G)  V (P )  CP (i.e. every vertex in G is a pair hn C i
for n 2 V (P ), C 2 CP )
lV (hn C i) = n 2 V (P ) for every hn C i 2 V (G)
E (G)  E (P )  CP  CP , every edge e~ = he C1 C2i 2 E (G) is leading from
fG (~e) = hfP (e) C1i to tG(~e) = htP (e) C2i and is labelled by lE (~e) = e 2 E (P )
the initial vertex of G is nG0 = hnP0  ~v0P ] i.
A maximal CP -graph, denoted MG(P ), is dened as a CP -graph with the set of
vertexes V (G) = V (P )  CP and the set of edges E (G) = E (P )  CP  CP .
Intuitively, the maximal CP -graph is a graph which is obtained by taking card(CP )
copies of the program P , one copy for each conguration C 2 CP and afterwards
drawing all edges from hni Cj i to hn0i Cj0 i whenever an edge from ni to n0i is drawn in
P . The whole family of CP -graphs is obtained by erasing in various ways some edges
of MG(P ).

Denition 4.10 We call a CP -graph G for a LBASE or LTIM program P the basic
graph, denoted BG(P ) provided G has an edge e~ = he C1  C2i leading from hn1  C1 i
to hn2 C2i if and only if there exist variable value vectors ~v1 2 C1 and ~v2 2 C2 such
e
that hn1~v1i ;!
hn2~v2i in the P state transition system.
The remainder of the proof of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 is devoted to
the proof that the graph BG(P ) is indeed a path feasibility graph for every
LBASE or LTIM program P , and
the demonstration of the e ectivity of the graph BG(P ) construction from the
input of the given program P .
In fact, we study the properties of the graphs BG(P ) in slightly more detail than
needed for the proofs of the theorems because of these graph further usability in the
program innite path feasibility analysis.
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 = hn0  C0ie~0 hn1 C1ie~1 : : :  hnk  Ck i]
in an arbitrary CP -graph G we dene the selectors ni(), Ci() and ei() to denote the
ith program vertex, CP -equivalence class and program edge on the path , respectively
(i.e. ni() = ni , Ci() = Ci and ei() = lE(G)(~ei)). The similar notation of n(),
C() is used to denote the last program vertex and CP -equivalence class of a nite
path . Let us dene also for every G edge e~ = he C1 C2i the corresponding program
edge label to be ll(~e) = lE(P )(lE(G)(~e)) = lE(P )(e) 2 f" + " " ; "g.
Now we dene for every CP -graph also the set of its histories, so giving some
semantics to the syntactical CP -graph construction done so far.
Let  = hn0~v0ie0 : : :  hnk ~vk i] be a history of the program P , then for an arbitrary CP -graph G we call  a history along a path  = hn0 C0ie~0 : : :  hnk  Ck i]
in G i CRd = CRd and for all i 2 CRd both ~vi 2 Ci and e~i is labelled by ei
(equivalently, e~i = hei Ci() Ci+1()i).
Intuitively, a CP -graph is a "renement" of the program P in a sense it admits
along any path  only those P histories in which after every step the program variable
value vector satises the conguration (belongs to the CP -equivalence class), ascribed
to the current vertex of the path.
Denition 4.11 A path  (either initial or not) in a CP -graph G is called feasible
i there exists a history of G along .
Observe that in the case of the CP -graphs we do not distinguish between the feasibility
and weak feasibility of the graph paths, as it was done for the programs.
Fact 4.12 Every history of any (not necessarily basic) CP -graph G along a nite
or innite path  is also a history of P along proj (). For  being an initial path in
G the history is initial along proj ().
Proof: Follows from denitions, observing in the case of the initiality the property
of ~v0P ] being singleton: ~v0P ] = f~v0P g.2
Fact 4.13 Every history  along a path  in P is also a history along a path 0, such
that  = proj (0 ), in the CP - basic graph BG(P ). Moreover, if  is initial, the path
0 also can be chosen initial in BG(P ).
Proof: Given a history
 = hn0~v0ie0 hn1~v1ie1 : : :  hnk ~vk i]
the corresponding path in BG(P ) is of the form
hn0 ~v0] ie~0 hn1 ~v1] ie~1 : : :  hnk  ~vk] i]
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the existence of the appropriate e~is is due to the denition of BG(P ).
The initiality of 0 is also straightforward from the denitions. 2
As one can see, in the basic graph BG(P ) every path with the length 1 (containing
only one edge in it) is feasible, no matter what partitioning CP of the program variable
vector value set one chooses (actually, for this purpose also the trivial partitioning
with 1 element containing all the set VP would do, though it is not admitted here for
in this case the set ~v0P ] is not singleton).
Denition 4.14 A basic graph BG(P ) is called perfect, if every nite path in BG(P )
is feasible.
Proposition 4.15 For a perfect graph BG(P ) the set of all nite feasible paths in
the program P coincides with the set of projections of all nite initial paths in BG(P ).
Proof: Straightforward from Fact 4.12, Fact 4.13 and the denitions of path feasibility
in programs and CP -graphs.2
Corollary 4.16 If there exists an algorithm which, given a program P , constructs a
perfect graph BG(P ), then the set of all nite feasible paths of P is projective.
It is easy to see that similar results can also be obtained for the T-projectivity of the
set of all nite feasible correct (accepting) paths of the program P (one simply denes
the nite acceptance condition for the graph BG(P ) in a way hn C i 2 SF (BG(P ))
i n 2 SF (P )).
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 we show the perfectness of the basic
graphs BG(P ) for both LBASE and LTIM programs w.r.t. the partitionings CP dened
in Section 4.1 (Lemma 4.17 and Lemma 4.29), as well as the e ectivity of the graph
BG(P ) construction from given program P (Proposition 5.5 and Proposition 5.10).

4.3 LBASE: Perfectness of BG(P)

Lemma 4.17 Every nite path in the basic CP -graph BG(P ) for given LBASE pro-

gram P is feasible (i.e. for every LBASE program P the graph BG(P ) is perfect).
Proof: We obtain the statement of the lemma as a corollary of the following more
general result.
Let us call a path  in BG(P ) feasible with the initial value hn~vi (with the nal
value hn0~v0i), if there exist a history along  such that hn0( )~v0( )i = hn~vi
(respectively, hn( )~v( )i = hn0 ~v0i).
Lemma 4.18 If an initial nite path  in BG(P ) is feasible with the nal value
hn~v0i and a (nite or innite) path  is feasible with the initial value hn~v00i for
some ~v 00 2 ~v 0] , then the path  +  is feasible.
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Having proved the lemma, it is now completely straightforward to use the induction
on the path length in order to obtain the proof of Lemma 4.17. The following is
another interesting corollary of Lemma 4.18.

Corollary 4.19 If two paths  and  in BG(P ) end with the same vertex, then for
an arbitrary (nite or innite) path  in BG(P ) the path  +  is feasible if and only
if the path  +  is.

Proof of Lemma 4.18: Let C = ~v0] = ~v00] 2 CP . The proof idea is to show that
there is ~v 2 C , such that both  is feasible with the nal value hn~vi and  is feasible
with hn~vi as the initial value, this allows us to build explicitly a history along  + 
in BG(P ). We begin with the notion of a P -uniform mapping and some its properties.

Denition 4.20 We call a mapping  : Z ! Z P -uniform, if for every x y 2 Z
x < y implies (x) < (y), i.e.  is strictly monotone, and
(cmin ) = cmin and (cmax) = cmax, i.e.  preserves all the constants c 2
Cons(P ) = fcmin  : : : cmaxg.
We extend any mapping  : Z ! Z in a polymorphic manner also to the structures,
containing integers as elements in a way the mapping  replaces any integer component
x with (x) and does not change the structure's components of other types, e.g., for
a vector ~v 2 Z m
(~v) = h(~v:x1) (~v:x2) : : : (~v:xm)i:

Fact 4.21 For a P -uniform mapping  and any ~v 2 VP ~v] = (~v)]].
Proof: Follows from denitions. 2

The following is the main point in the proof of Lemma 4.18:

Lemma 4.22 For a P -uniform mapping  and an arbitrary history along a path 
in BG(P ) the sequence ( ) is also a history of BG(P ) along  .

Proof: According
to the denition of thee history, it is enough to check that, if
e
hn1~v1i ;!
hn2 ~v2i, then also hn1 (~v1)i ;!
hn2  (~v2)i, Fact 4.21 will ensure that

the new history ( ) goes along the same path in BG(P ) as the history .
Consider the language LBASE operator p, associated with the program P vertex
n1. It is straightforward according to the denitions of the semantic functions p and
p (see Chapter 3) that for p being an input operator

( p(~v1 c)) = p((~v1 (c)) and

p(~v1 c) = p(~v1  (c))
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and for p being an assignment, comparison or dummy operator

( p(~v1)) = p((~v1)) and

p(~v1 ) = p ((~v1)):
e

The existence of thee transition hn1 (~v1)i ;! hn2 (~v2)i (provided there exists
the transition hn1~v1i ;! hn2~v2i) now is straightforward from the denition of the
transition relation ;! in the program P state transition system.2

Denition 4.23 Given two variable value vectors ~v1 and ~v2 satisfying the same conguration C = ~v1] = ~v2] , we call the vector ~v1 sparser than ~v2 if for any two program
variables xi xj 2 V ars(P )
xi C xj implies ~v2:xj ; ~v2:xi ~v1:xj ; ~v1:xi:
Fact 4.24 For any two vectors ~v1 and ~v2 with ~v1] = ~v2] = C there exists a vector
~v3 2 C such that ~v3 is sparser than both given vectors ~v1 and ~v2.
Proof: The vector ~v3 can be constructed, as follows. For all variables y1 y2 : : : ys
greater than cmax in C and ordered in ascending order according to C (i.e. cmax C y1,
yi C yi+1 8i), dene
~v3:y1 = maxf~v1:y1~v2:y1g and ~v3:yi+1 = ~v3:yi + maxf~v1:yi+1 ;~v1:yi ~v2:yi+1 ;~v2:yig.
One can similarly dene also the ~v3-values for variables, less than cmin in C . It is
obvious that the constructed vector ~v3 is sparser than both ~v1 and ~v2.2

Fact 4.25 For any two variable value vectors ~v1 and ~v2, such that ~v2 is sparser than

~v1, there exists a P -uniform mapping  with (~v1:a) = ~v2:a for every P variable or
constant a 2 AP .

Proof: Dene (c) = c for all c 2 Cons(P ). For x > cmax let ~v1:a(x) be the maximal
of values ~v1:a for a 2 AP , which is does not exceed x. Let us dene
(x) = ~v2:a(x) + (~v1:a(x) ; x):
For x < cmin one denes

(x) = ~v2:b(x) ; (~v1:b(x) ; x) where
~v1:b(x) is the minimal of values ~v1:a which are not less than x. It is because of the
sparseness of ~v2 w.r.t. ~v1 that the dened mapping  is strictly monotone. The P
constant preservation by  is by denition.2
Given the variable value vectors ~v0 and ~v00 with ~v0] = ~v00] = C let ~v 2 C be a
vector which is sparser both than ~v0 and ~v00 (see Fact 4.24). Due to Fact 4.25 there are
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P -uniform mappings 1 and 2 such that 1(~v0) = 2(~v00) = ~v. Let 1 be the history
along  in BG(P ) with the nal value hn~v0i. Lemma 4.22 guarantees that 1( 1)
also is a history along  in BG(P ), its nal variable value vector is
~v(1( 1)) = 1(~v( 1)) = 1(~v0) = ~v:
In a similar way one establishes that 2( 2) is a history along  with ~v as initial
variable value vector: ~v = ~v0(2( 2)). It is according to the denition of the history
that we can glue the obtained two histories together so obtaining a history along  + 
in BG(P ), what means the feasibility of the path  +  in BG(P ).2
So we have completed the proof of Lemma 4.18. Since we have the result of
Lemma 4.17 as a corollary, it remains for the proof of Theorem 4.2 to show only the
e ectivity of the graph BG(P ) construction from the text of the program P , what is
done in Proposition 5.5 using the path inequality system techniques (see Chapter 5).

4.4 Basic Graphs for LBASQ programs
Although the projectivity of the set of all nite feasible paths for LTIM programs is
demonstrated in the full generality in Section 4.5 and Section 5.2, we consider here
an alternative approach for proving projective the sets of all nite feasible paths in
LBASQ programs (LTIM programs without the real time counter, intuitively, the
LBASE programs with the rational-valued variables).
Let us given a LBASQ program P dene the partitioning CP of the P variable
value set VP = Qm, as it was done in Denition 4.4 for LBASE programs, by taking
two variable value vectors ~v1 and ~v2 equivalent, if they coincide on P variable and
constant value ordering (i.e., i for any a b 2 AP ~v1:a ~v1:b i ~v2:a ~v2:b).
We construct also the (LBASE-like) basic graph BG(P ) according to the partitioning CP , as described in Section 4.2.

Lemma 4.26 For every history along a nite path  in the basic graph BG(P )
of a LBASQ program P and every one-edge path  = hn C ie~ hn0  C 0i with hn C i =
hn() C()i there exists a history 0 along 0 =  +  with ~vi( 0):a = ~vi( ):a for all
i 2 CRd and a 2 AP (i.e. 0 is a continuation of ).
e
Proof: Since  is a path in BG(P ) we have for e = lE (BG(P ))(~e) hn~vi ;!
hn0~v0i
with ~v 2 C and ~v0 2 C 0. Since ~v( ) 2 C , we can exhibit a monotone mapping
 : Q ! Q with (~v:a) = ~v( ):a for all a 2 AP . Easy to see that the history ,
continued by hn (~v)ie~ hn (~v0)i is the desired history 0.2
Corollary 4.27 For every LBASQ program P its LBASE-like basic graph BG(P ) is

perfect.
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Proof: The feasibility of every nite path in BG(P ) is straightforward by induction

from Lemma 4.26.2
The e ectiveness of the graph BG(P ) construction for LBASQ programs is obtained in a similar way as for LBASE programs in Section 5.1, we do not consider the
details.
Observe, that an analogue of Lemma 4.26 for LBASE programs does not hold.
In the case of integer-valued variables we cannot exhibit the corresponding monotone
mapping  : Z ! Z with (~v:a) = ~v( ):a for all a 2 AP for in the case ~v:a = 17 ~v:b =
19 and ~v( ):a = 1992 ~v( ):b = 1993 we are required to dene (17) = 1992 and
(19) = 1993, but what to do with (18) (observe the monotonicity)? We have dealt
with the problem of nding a history along the prolonged path in the case of LBASE
programs by some updating of the given initial history by a P -uniform mapping in
order to get the nal history variable value vector "suciently sparse".
As a straightforward corollary from Lemma 4.26 we obtain also

Fact 4.28 Every innite path in the (LBASE-like) basic graph BG(P ) for a LBASQ
program P is feasible.

Proof: Given an innite path  in BG(P ) we consider the sequence 0 1 : : : of all
its nite prexes. According to Lemma 4.26 we have a sequence of nite histories
vi( i+j ) = ~vi( i) for all i j 2 N . So
0 1  : : :, the history i along the path i , with ~
we obtain a history along  by dening ~vi( ) = ~vi( i) for all i 2 N (intuitively, is
a "pointwise limit" of the history sequence 0 1 : : :).2
As the analogue of Lemma 4.26 for LBASE programs does not hold we need to
look for other techniques for studying the innite path feasibility in LBASE programs,
what is done in Chapter 6.

4.5 LTIM: Perfectness of BG(P)

Lemma 4.29 Every nite path in the basic CP -graph BG(P ) for given LTIM program
P is feasible (i.e. for every LTIM program P the graph BG(P ) is perfect).

Proof: First of all we introduce two kinds of mappings, which we need for the proof.
Denition 4.30 We call a mapping  : Q ! Q u-stable i  is strongly monotone
and (x) = x 8x < u.
A strongly monotone mapping  : Q ! Q is called v -uniform i
 preserves all P constants (i.e. (c) = c for all c 2 Cons(P )) and
(x + c) = (x) + c for all x  v, c 2 N .
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As in the case of mappings Z ! Z , we extend the mappings Q ! Q in a polymorphic manner to other structures, containing rationals as elements in a way these
mappings apply to all components of the rational type and do not change any components of other types.

Lemma 4.31 If an initial nite path  in BG(P ) has a history 1 along it and a
(nite or innite) path  with hn() C ()i = hn0 ( ) C0( )i has a history 2 along
it, then there is a history

3

along  +  such that

for all i 2 CRd ~vi ( 3) = (~vi ( 1 )) and
for k being the length of  8j 2 CRd ~vk+j ( 3) = (~vj ( 2 )),
where the mapping  is ~v( 1):z + cmax -stable and  is ~v0( 2):z-uniform. Moreover,
the variable value vector ~vi( 3) can be eectively computed given the variable value
vectors ~vk ( 1), ~v0( 2), as well as ~vi( 1 ), if i < k, and ~vi;k ( 2 ), if i > k.

Intuitively, the lemma is just a stronger version of an analogue of Lemma 4.18 for
LTIM programs. We need the lemma in this formulation afterwards when we study
the innite path feasibility in LTIM programs.

Proof of Lemma 4.31:
Proposition 4.32 Given a nite history = hn0~v0ie0 hn1~v1ie1 : : : hnk ~vki of a
LTIM program P along a path  in BG(P ), for every ~vk:z + cmax -stable mapping 
the sequence
( ) = hn0 (~v0)ie0 : : : hnk  (~vk )i
is also a history along .

Proof: First of all, since  is ~vk :z + cmax-stable, it follows from the denition of
the conguration and the fact that 8i k ~vi:z + cmax ~vke:z + cmax that for all
i k (~vi)]] = ~vi] . The check that a transition hn (~v)i ;! hn0 (~v0)ie is in the
P state transition system, given this transition system contains hn~vi ;! hn0~v0i

is straightforward from the transition system denition (i.e. the semantics of LTIM
programs).2

Proposition 4.33 For a nite or innite history along  in BG(P ), starting with
hn0~v0i, for every ~v0:z-uniform mapping  the sequence ( ) is also a history of

BG(P ) along .
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Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.32. For all i 2 CRd (~vi( ))]] = ~vi( )]]
because  is also ~vi( ):z-uniform, this leads to the coincidence of the base point sets
BP ((~vi( ))) = BP (~vi( )) (for all x 2 AP  c 2 Z
(~vi( )):z (~vi( )):x (~vi( )):x + c (~vi( )):z + cmax
if and only if

~vi( ):z ~vi( ):x~vi( ):x + c ~vi( ):z + cmax)
as well as the base point orderings.
The transition relation preservation by  is also straightforward
from the denie:a
0
tions, notice that for the input statement p(n) given hn~vi ;! hn ~v0i one obtains
:(a)
hn (~v)i e;!
hn0  (~v0)i.2

Lemma 4.34 For ~v1~v2 2 C 2 CP of a LTIM program P there exists a ~v1:z + cmaxstable mapping  and ~v2:z-uniform mapping  such that (~v1 ) = (~v2) = ~v3 2 C . The
mappings  and  can be computed given the vectors ~v1 and ~v2.

Proof: First of all dene the values (~v2:xi) = ~v1:xi for the base points xi 2 BP (C )
with xi C z + cmax and extend the denition of  to the pair of intervals ] ;1~v2:z +
cmax] ! ] ; 1~v1:z + cmax] in a piecewise linear way with the graph corner points at
already dened values (taking into account also (c) = c for c 2 Cons(P )). It follows
from the denition of the partitioning CP that such a value denition does not violate
the uniformity of . In what follows, the mapping  is extended to Q ! Q dening
(x) = (x ; 1) + 1 for x > ~v2:z + cmax.

It is easy to see that also a ~v1:z + cmax-stable mapping  can be dened to meet
(~v1) = (~v2).2
Lemma 4.34 together with Proposition 4.32 and Proposition 4.33 give an explicit
way how to obtain every variable value vector of a history 3 demanded in Lemma 4.31,
so giving also the proof of the lemma.2
Having proved Lemma 4.31, it is straightforward to follow the same induction
arguments as in the LBASE case in order to obtain the proof of Lemma 4.29.2
Now in order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 it remains to show only the
e ectiveness of the basic CP -graph construction for LBASE and LTIM programs,
what is dealt with by the techniques of Chapter 5. Perhaps the reader can nd this
e ectivity rather obvious because the only thing needed is to determine automatically
which paths of the length one (i.e. containing only one edge) in the maximal CP -graphs
MG(P ) for LBASE and LTIM programs P are feasible.
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Chapter 5
Path Inequality Systems
In this chapter we develop the path inequality system technique (for the paths in
program path feasibility graphs) which allows both to demonstrate the e ectivity of
the basic graph construction for both LBASE and LTIM programs, so completing the
proof of Theorem 4.1, and serves as the basis for the innite path feasibility analysis
in the programs (see especially Section 5.3).

5.1 Path Inequality Systems for LBASE

Let G be a CP -graph for a LBASE program P . Let us x an arbitrary nite or innite
path  in G. We obtain in this section some symbolic characteristic of the set of
all histories along  in G in a form of inequality system, allowing to establish the
e ectivity of the BG(P ) construction from MG(P ) for LBASE programs P .
First of all we dene for the path  the set P t of points on , each point being a
pair (a r) for a program variable or constant a 2 AP and a path coordinate r 2 CRd
(so P t = AP  CRd). Given a history  along  in G one can associate with it a
mapping ; : P t ! Z , dened
; ((a r)) = ~vr( ):a
i.e. the mapping ; gives for every point on  its "value" on the history  (recall
that for a constant c 2 AP the notation ~v:c is used to denote simply the value of c).
Let us call the mapping ; the generator of the history  .
In a similar way, every mapping ; : P t ! Z is a generator of a sequence
; = hn0() ;(~x 0)ie0() hn1() ;(~x 1)ie1() : : :  hnk () ;(~x k)i]
for k = card(CRd);1 being the length of  and ;(~x i) for every i used as a shorthand
of
h;(x1  i) ;(x2 i) : : : ;(xm i)i:
57
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Let us call the sequence ; the sequence generated by the mapping ;.
It is easy to see that not all sequences generated by mappings ; are histories of G
along , however, some of them are. In particular, for any history  along the path
 the sequence, generated by the generator of  is the history  itself (i.e. ; =  ).
The idea of the path  inequality system is to give a simple symbolic characteristic
of all mappings ; which correspond to (are generators of) the histories along .
Let for an arbitrary program P operator p and an arbitrary a 2 AP we say that
a ub p (a unchanged by p) if and only if p does not assign a new value to a (obviously,
for any P constant c, c ub p, no matter which operator p is). The only cases when
the relation a ub p does not hold is when a is the variable into which the input or
assignment operator puts the value.
Let for a given program P vertex n 2 V (P ) and edge label l 2 f" + " " ; "g for
x y 2 AP

x <nl y, if p(n) is a comparison operator x < y and l = " + ", and
y nl x, if p(n) is a comparison operator x < y and l = " ; ", or else y <nl x.
The relation  in the set P t of points along  is dened the following way:
(a r)  (b r) for a b 2 AP and r r +1 2 CRd whenever a nl b for n = nr ()
and l = lE(P )(er ()) (the inequalities requested by the statement exit labels on
the path are reected),
if a ub p(nr ()) for a 2 AP  r r + 1 2 CRd, then (a r)  (a r + 1) and
(a r + 1)  (a r),
if a Cr () b for a b 2 AP , then (a r)  (b r) (after every execution step the
program variable values satisfy the corresponding conguration),
the relation  is transitive, i.e. for w1 w2 w3 2 P t, if w1  w2 and w2  w3,
then also w1  w3.
Let us call for an arbitrary path  the set of inequalities fw1  w2 j w1 w2 2 P tg
the path  inequality system and denote it by N.
Easy to see that for every  the relation  is a partial order. We dene also an
equivalence relation = such that w = w0 for w w0 2 P t if and only if w  w0
and w0  w. Let w < w0 for w w0 2 P t if and only if w  w0 and the inverse
w0  w does not hold. Let w0  w mean w  w0 and w0 > w be another notation
for w < w0.

Example 5.1 Let P have 3 variables, denoted here by x y and u, as well as the
constants cmin = 0 cmax = 1. Let in a CP - graph G the path
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 = hn0  C0ie~0 hn1 C1ie~1 hn2 C2i, where
p(n0) =?u and p(n1) = x  y,
ll(~ei) = lE(P )(lE(G)(~ei)) = " + " for i = 0 1,
0 <C0 1 <C0 x <C0 y <C0 u,
0 <C1 1 <C1 x <C1 y <C1 u and
0 <C2 1 <C2 x =C2 y <C2 u.
Then the path inequality system N looks as follows:
(0 0) = (0 1) = (0 2) < (1 0) = (1 1) = (1 2) < (x 0),
(x 0) = (x 1) < (x 2) = (y 0) = (y 1) = (y 2),
(y 2) < (u 0), (y 2) < (u 1) = (u 2), but the points (u 0) and (u 1) are
incomparable.



-

Denition 5.2 Given a path  in a CP -graph G, we call a mapping ; : P t ! Z a
solution of N if and only if
8c 2 Cons(P ) : ;(c r) = c,
for any two points w1 w2 2 P t:
1. if w1 = w2 then ;(w1 ) = ;(w2 )
2. if w1 < w2 then ;(w1 ) < ;(w2 ).

Proposition 5.3 For every path  in a CP -graph G every solution ; of N generates
a history of G along .

Proof: Consider the sequence
; = hn0() ;(~x 0)ie0() hn1 () ;(~x 1)ie1() : : :  hnk () ;(~x k)i]
generated by some solution ; of N. In order to prove that ; is a history along ,
it suces to prove that
for every i 2 CRd ;(~x i) 2 Ci() and
for every i 2 CRd, i 6= k

i ()
hni () ;(~x i)i e;!
hni+1() ;(~x i + 1)i

what is straightforward from the denitions of the path  inequality system and the
program P state transition system (observe, that we do not have " ; "-labelled outgoing
edges from the program nodes with attached input or assignment operators).2
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Proposition 5.4 Every history along  in a CP -graph G is generated by some solution of the path  inequality system N.
Proof: Follows from denitions.2
Proposition 5.5 The construction of the basic graphs BG(P ) for LBASE programs

P from the given program text is eective.
Proof: First of all, given a LBASE program P it is easy to build for it the maximal
CP -graph MG(P ) (see Section 4.2). According to the denition of BG(P ), in order to
obtain the graph BG(P ) from MG(P ) it suces to determine and erase all infeasible
edges in MG(P ) (i.e. the edges for which the path containing only this edge does not
have any history along it (no points about any initiality of )).
One can easily check whether for given edge e~ = he C1 C2i the inequality system
of the path e~ = hfP (e) C1ie~ htP (e) C2i in MG(P ) is contradictory or not. Due to
the Proposition 5.3 and Proposition 5.4 this check will give also the answer about the
path e~ feasibility.2
So we have completed the proof of Theorem 4.2.2
Lemma 5.6 There exists an algorithm which, given a nite path  in BG(P ) for a
LBASE program P exhibits a history of P along .
Proof: Any algorithm for solving the path inequality systems (i.e. linear inequality
systems over integer variable values) yields some solution ; of N (since  is feasible,
there is a solution of N). Take to be the history, generated by ;.2
We do not consider here the methods for solving path inequality systems, let us
note just that the very special form of the systems plays a crucial role for the solving
process.
Corollary 5.7 There exists an algorithm which, given an initial nite path  in a
LBASE program P
determines, whether  is feasible and,
if  is feasible, exhibits a program history along .
Proof: The path  is feasible if and only if it is a projection of some initial path 0
in BG(P ) (Proposition 4.15 and Lemma 4.17). Any history along 0 in BG(P ) is also
an initial history along .2
Note. Actually there is no need in the construction of the whole graph BG(P ) for
deciding feasibility of a certain program P path , it is enough to consider only that
part of BG(P ) which has as projections all feasible initial subpaths of . In BBK74]
even a simpler approach was chosen by associating a path inequality system directly
with a path in the program.
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Corollary 5.8 There exists an algorithm which, given a vertex n 2 V (P ) of a LBASE

program P
decides, whether n is reachable (f-correctly reachable) and
if n is reachable (f-correctly reachable), exhibits an initial program P history
along an (accepting) path  of P , which contains n, i.e. n = ni ( ) = ni() for
some i 2 CRd.
Proof: Given the vertex n 2 V (P ) we can look in the graph BG(P ), whether there
is a vertex hn C i 2 V (BG(P )) for some C 2 CP which is contained in some initial
(initial accepting) path 0 in BG(P ) (an initial path in BG(P ) is called accepting, if
it ends with hn0 C 0i for n0 being an accepting vertex in P and C 0 2 CP ). Let  be the
projection of 0. Clearly,  is feasible. We obtain the needed history along  using
the deciding algorithm of Proposition 5.7.2
Let us note that the actual graph BG(P ) building process should not necessarily
go through the construction of the maximal graph MG(P ). One can for given conguration C 2 CP , program vertex n 2 V (P ) with its operator p(n) and edge e s.t.
fP (e) = n construct all congurations
C 0 for which there exist ~v 2 C a 2 Z and
e
0
0
0
~v 2 C such that hn C i ;! htP (e) C i. In the case of the comparison or dummy operator one needs only to consider the conguration C 0 = C , for assignment operators
also the conguration C 0 is uniquely determined. If p(n) is an input operator, one must
consider "all possible places" where the value a can be put w.r.t. the conguration C .
This method of inductive building of the graph BG(P ) allows to avoid the construction of a usually very large number of unneeded maximal graph vertexes, so
saving a both the time and space resources for the reachability analysis. Actually also
the "optimized" algorithms have in the worst case both the runtime and used memory exponential in the number m of the program variables, however only gathering all
possible optimizations one can hope to obtain practically feasible program analysis
algorithms (see Section B.4.1 in Appendix B for the outline of some further possible
path feasibility graph reduction techniques).

5.2 Path Inequality Systems: LTIM

In a similar way as for LBASE programs, we consider a CP -graph G of a LTIM program
P , and dene an inequality system N for every path  in G.
We dene for the path  the set P t of points on , in a way P t = f(b r) j r 2
CRd b 2 BP (Cr ())g (i.e. r is a coordinate on  and b is a base point of the rth
conguration of ).
Given a history  along  in G we associate with it a mapping ; : P t ! Q,
dened
; ((a r)) = ~vr( ):a
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and called the generator of  .
Easy to see that every mapping ; : P t ! Q is a generator of the sequence

; = hn0() ;(~x 0)ie0() hn1() ;(~x 1)ie1() : : :  hnk () ;(~x k)i]
for k = card(CRd) ; 1, provided for every i
;(~x i) = h;(z i);(x1 i) ;(x2 i) : : : ;(xm  i)i:
As in the LBASE case, we call the sequence ; the sequence generated by the mapping
;.
Also in the case of a LTIM program P it is easy to see that for any history  along
the path  the sequence, generated by the generator of  is the history  itself (i.e.
; =  ).
Let for an arbitrary program P operator p and an arbitrary a 2 AP we say that
a ub p (a unchanged by p) if and only if p does not assign a new value to a. We extend
also the predicate ub p also to expressions in a way that, if expr1 ub p and expr2 ub p,
then also expr1 + expr2 ub p and expr1 ; expr2 ub p (it is especially important, that
whenever a ub p for a 2 V ars(P ) then for all c 2 Z a + c ub p).
Let for a given program P vertex n 2 V (P ) and edge label l 2 f" + " " ; "g for
x y 2 AP
x <nl y, if p(n) is a comparison operator x < y and l = " + ",
y nl x, if p(n) is a comparison operator x < y and l = " ; ",
+
x <nl z, if p(n) is a positive assignment operator z 
x and l = " ; ",
+
x and l = " + ".
z nl x, if p(n) is a positive assignment operator z 
We let also x nl y whenever x <nl y.
The relation  in the set P t of points along  is dened similarly, as for LBASE
programs:
(a r)  (b r) for a b 2 AP and r r +1 2 CRd whenever a nl b for n = nr ()
and l = lE(P )(er ())
if a ub p(nr ()) for a 2 BP (Cr ()) \ BP (Cr+1()) rr + 1 2 CRd, then
(a r)  (a r + 1) and (a r + 1)  (a r),
if a Cr () b for a b 2 BP (Cr ()), then (a r)  (b r),
the relation  is transitive, i.e. for w1 w2 w3 2 P t, if w1  w2 and w2  w3,
then also w1  w3.
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The path  inequality system is dened as the set of inequalities N = fw1  w2 j
w1 w2 2 P tg.
Let also in the LTIM case w = w0 for w w0 2 P t if and only if w  w0 and
w0  w, as well as, w < w0 if and only if w  w0 and the inverse w0  w does not
hold. Let w0  w mean w  w0 and w0 > w be another notation for w < w0.

Denition 5.9 Given a path  in a CP -graph G of a LTIM program P and a set
A  P t we call a mapping ;A : A ! Q a solution of N w.r.t. A if and only if
8c 2 Cons(P ) : ;A (c r) = c,
for any two points w1 w2 2 A:
1. if w1 = w2 then ;A (w1 ) = ;A (w2)
2. if w1 < w2 then ;A (w1 ) < ;A (w2), as well as

for (a r) (b r) 2 A, such that b = a + c (c 2 Z ), always ;A (b) = ;A (a) + c.
A mapping ; : P t ! Q is a solution of N, if it is a solution of N w.r.t. P t.

Similarly, as in the LBASE case, it can be obtained from the denitions that the
analogues of Proposition 5.3 and Proposition 5.4 hold also for CP -graphs of LTIM
programs.

Proposition 5.10 The construction of the graphs BG(P ) for LTIM programs P from

the program text is eective.

Proof: As in the proof of Proposition 5.5 we construct rst the maximal CP -graph
MG(P ). In order to obtain the needed graph BG(P ) it remains only to check whether
for given edge e~ = he C1 C2i in MG(P ) the inequality system of the path e~ =
hfP (e) C1ie~ htP (e) C2i in MG(P ) has a solution or not, and in the case of the solution
existence e ectively exhibit one. Indeed, the process of nding a solution for N = Ne
~

(as well as the process of nding a solution for any MG(P ) path inequality system)
reduces to solving a simple system of linear equations and inequalities w.r.t. the values
of the points (a r) 2 P t with a 2 V ars(P ) being program P variables (all equations
and inequalities of the system are of the form ;(w1);(w2 )+ c for w 2 P t and c 2 Z ,
;cmax c cmax,  2 f= < g). One can observe that also for LTIM programs we
do not have the obviously infeasible " ; "-labelled edges, outgoing from vertexes with
either input, assignment or variable activation (x  z + c) operators ascribed.2
Proposition 5.10 completes the proof of Theorem 4.3 (see Lemma 4.29), so resolving also last missing points in the proof of Theorem 4.1.2
As in the case of LBASE programs, we have also for LTIM programs the following
result.
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Lemma 5.11 There exists an algorithm which, given a nite path  in BG(P ) for a
LTIM program P exhibits a history of P along .

Proof: Any algorithm for solving the path inequality systems (i.e. linear inequality
systems over rational variable values) yields some solution ; of N (since  is feasible,
there is a solution of N). Take to be the history, generated by ;.2
Concerning the general case of the analysis of LTIBA programs we have the following consequences of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 5.12 The LTIBA program vertex reachability problem is decidable.
Proof: Build a projectivee H for the set of all nite feasible paths in given program
P and look whether there is a path  in H from the initial vertex to some vertex
n0 2 V (H ), labelled by the given P vertex n.2
Corollary 5.13 The set of all nite correct (accepting) paths for a LTIBA program
with nite acceptance set is T-projective.
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can due to Lemma 2.8 consider the cases
of LBASE and LTIM programs independently. For P being either a LBASE or LTIM
program with the nite acceptance set SF (P )  V (P ) let in the basic graph BG(P )
SF (BG(P )) = fhn C i 2 V (BG(P )) j n 2 SF (P )g.
Due to Proposition 4.15 (note the perfectness of BG(P ) according to Lemma 4.17
(LBASE) and Lemma 4.29 (LTIM))
every nite accepting feasible path  in P is a projection of some initial path
0 in BG(P ), 0 is accepting according to the denition of SF (BG(P )) due to
n() = n(0)
the projection of every nite initial accepting path in BG(P ) is a feasible accepting path in P .2
Corollary 5.14 The f-correct reachability problem for LTIBA program vertexes is
decidable.
Proof: Build a T-projectivee H for the set of all nite feasible paths in given program
P and look whether there is an accepting initial path  in H containing some vertex
n0 2 V (H ) which is labelled by the given P vertex n.2
Observing the fact that a path in a LTIBA program P is feasible if and only if it
is feasible in both the programs P B and P T (see Section 3.2) and using the e ectivity
of the solving of path inequality system both for LBASE and LTIM program basic
graphs (Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.11), we obtain also for LTIBA programs (see note
in Section 5.1 after the proof of Corollary 5.7) the following result.
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Corollary 5.15 There exists an algorithm which, given an initial nite path  in a

LTIBA program P

determines, whether  is feasible and,
if  is feasible, exhibits a program history along .

Corollary 5.16 There exists an algorithm which, given a vertex n 2 V (P ) of a
LTIBA program P

decides, whether n is reachable (f-correctly reachable) and,
if n is reachable (f-correctly reachable), exhibits an initial program P history
along an (accepting) path  of P , which contains n.

Proof: Follows from the proofs of Corollary 5.12 and Corollary 5.14 by Corollary 5.15.2

5.3 Point Classes
In what follows we develop some further techniques for innite path feasibility analysis
in both LBASE and LTIM programs.
From now on let us concentrate on the analysis of the basic graphs for LBASE
and LTIM programs out of the whole family of CP -graphs, dened in Section 4.2.
The similar denitions of path inequality systems in basic graphs BG(P ) for the
LBASE and LTIM programs allows to make some constructions for programs in these
languages in a uniform way, we assume that P is a LL-program for LL being either
LBASE or LTIM.
First of all we mention some simple and useful properties of the path inequality
systems in the graphs BG(P ) for LL programs P .

Fact 5.17 The inequality system N for every nite path  in BG(P ) for a LL
program P is not contradictory, i.e. there is a solution of N .
Proof: Follows from Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 5.4 (consider also its analogue for
LTIM programs).2

Fact 5.18 For every path  in BG(P ) and every r 2 CRd a b 2 BP (Cr ()) the
inequality (a r)

 (b r)

holds if and only if a

Cr () b

does.
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Proof: Follows from Fact 5.17: since N is not contradictory, there cannot be any
inequality of the sort (a r)  (b r) without the corresponding a Cr () b (notice
that for all a b 2 BP (C ) always either a <C b, or b <C a or a =C b).2
Fact 5.18 eliminates the need to consider the inequalities a  b generated by
a nr ()l b in the denition of the path inequality systems { every such inequality is
already contained in N because of the corresponding inequality in the graph vertex
hnr () Cr ()i conguration Cr ().
Let us for  being a path in BG(P ) for a LL program P and r 2 CRd dene the
set of points P t(r) associated with the path  coordinate r in a way

P t(r) = f(a u) 2 P t j r = ug
(for a LBASE program P 8u P t(u) = f(a u) j a 2 AP g, in the LTIM case P t(u) =
f(a u) j a 2 BP (Cu ())g).
Fact 5.19 If (a t)  (b t+r) for (a t) (b t+r) 2 P t, then for every i = 1 : : :  r ;1
there exists w 2 P t(t + i) such that (a t)  w  (b t + r).
Proof: Let (a s) 0 (b u) for (a s) (b u) 2 P t i either s = u and a C b for

C = Cu(), or a = b, s = u + 1 and a ub p(nu ()), or else a = b, u = s + 1 and
a ub p(ns ()). Since  is the transitive closure of 0, (a t)  (b t + r) implies the
existence of an inequality chain (a t) 0 w1 0 w2 0  0 (b t + r) easy to see
that wu 2 P t(t + i) for at least one wu in the sequence.2
A similar result can be easily obtained also for the relation .

Fact 5.20 If w1 = w2 for w1 2 P t(t) and w2 2 P t(t + r) then for every i =
1 : : :  r ; 1 there exists w 2 P t(t + i) such that w = w1.
Proof: Easily obtained from Fact 5.19.2
The following simple result guarantees the "locality" of the relations  , so

allowing to mix the usage of the inequality system of the whole path  with the
inequality system of a path  fragment  when considering the points within the
fragment  .

Fact 5.21 Let  be a subpath of  in BG(P ) from ith to j th path  coordinate
(i j 2 CRd ). Then for w 2 P t(i) and w0 2 P t(j ) w  w0 if and only if w  w0
and w  w0 if and only if w  w0.
Proof: Follows from Fact 5.18, Fact 5.19 and the denition of .2
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We consider the set P t of points along a path  in BG(P ) and dene a partitioning Q = fhhwii j w 2 P tg of P t according to the equivalence relation =, i.e.
hhw1ii = hhw2ii i w1 = w2 for any two w1 w2 2 P t. We often omit the index 
in the denotation of the = - equivalence classes if it is clear from the context.

Denition 5.22 We call any element of Q (i.e. any = - equivalence class) the
point class along the path .

We introduce also the extended set of point classes Q = Q f;1 +1g. We
extend the inequalities < =  to be dened also for the (extended) point classes
along the given path , we will allow ourselves even to mix the points and point
classes in some such inequalities. By denition, 8w~ 2 Q ;1  w~  +1, for
w 2 Q we have ;1 < w < +1.
The following notion of the point class stability is very important in studying the
innite path feasibility for LBASE programs.

Denition 5.23 Given an innite path  in BG(P ) we call a point class w~ 2 Q
stable along the path  if and only if there exists u 2 N such that for all u0  u one
can nd some P variable or constant a 2 AP (a base point a 2 BP (Cu ())) with the
point (a u0) 2 w~ .
0

Intuitively a point class corresponds to the "life-cycle" of a "value" in the program
during its execution along the path : the "value" is read from the input (at this
time the rst element of the point class appears in P t), afterwards it can "visit"
(be assigned and re-assigned to) various variables, may be at some path coordinate
the value "disappears" from the program since it becomes not held by any program
variable or constant (the constants hold only their own xed values, of course). A
point class is stable if it represents a "value" which never disappears from the program
while executing along the innite path  (obviously, every point class, containing a
constant at some stage, contains this constant forever and, so, is stable, however,
there can be also other stable point classes along the path (e.g. when some variable
keeps its "value" forever)).

Fact 5.24 The number of stable point classes along an innite path in BG(P ) for a
LBASE program P does not exceed the number card(AP ) of program P variables and
constants.

Proof: Starting from some point in the path after every execution step every stable
point class must be represented by some variable or constant (i.e. for some u 2 N and
every u0  u for every stable point class w~ there exists a 2 AP with (a u0) 2 w).2

Now we obtain some means for analyzing more carefully the relation  for a
given path . More precisely, given a point (a r) of the variable (constant) a at
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some coordinate r in the path, we want to know for every natural s, which points at
the coordinate r + s are greater, which are less and which incomparable with (a r)
according to the relations  < (these constructions are afterwards used in both the
LBASE and LTIM program innite path feasibility analysis).

Denition 5.25 Given a path  and a point (a r) 2 P t let us dene for a natural
s, such that r + s 2 CRd
the lower bound of (a r) at the coordinate r + s on  as the point class
inf ((a r) s) 2 Q such that
1. if w  (a r) for no w 2 P t(s + r), then inf  ((a r) s) = ;1,
2. otherwise, inf ((a r) s) = hh(b r + s)ii , where (b r + s) is the maximal of
points at the coordinate r + s with (b r + s)  (a r) (for every (b0  s + r) 2
P t(s + r), if b <Cr+s b0, then (b0 r + s)  (a r) is not contained in N)
the upper bound of (a r) at the coordinate r + s on  as the point class
sup((a r) s) 2 Q such that
1. if (a r)  w for no w 2 P t(s + r), then sup ((a r) s) = +1,
2. otherwise, sup((a r) s) = hh(b r + s)ii , where (b r + s) is the minimal of
points at the coordinate r + s with (a r)  (b r + s) (for every (b0  s + r) 2
P t(s + r), if b0 <Cr+s b, then (a r)  (b0 r + s) is not contained in N).
Example 5.26 For the path  from Example 5.1
inf ((x 0) 2) = hh(1 2)ii = f(1 0) (1 1) (1 2)g
sup((x 0) 2) = hh(y 2)ii = f(x 2) (y 2) : : :g
inf ((z 0) 2) = hh(y 2)ii
sup((z 0) 2) = +1.
Following there are some simple and useful properties of the point bounds. Let 
be a xed path in BG(P ) for a LL program P .

Fact 5.27 If (a r)

 (b r)

for some a b r then for every s
inf ((a r) s)  inf ((b r) s),
sup((a r) s)  sup((b r) s).

Proof: Follows from the transitivity of .2
Fact 5.28 If hhwii = hhw0ii = w~ 2 Q for w 2 P t(t) and w0 2 P t(t + r) then also
w~ = sup(w r) = inf (w r).
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Proof: Straightforward from denitions.2
Fact 5.29 If for some w 2 P t and some r inf (w r) = sup(w r) then also
hhwii = inf (w r) = sup(w r).
Proof: Follows from Fact 5.20 and the denitions.2
Proposition 5.30 For every w = (a i) 2 P t, for every j k 2 N , such that i+j +k 2
CRd
sup(w k + j )  sup(w k) and
inf (w k + j )



inf (w k).

Proof: According to Fact 5.19 there exists w0 2 P t(k) such that w

w0 
sup(w k + j ). According to Fact 5.18 for the conguration Ci+k (), the only possibility not to contradict the denition of sup is to take w0  sup(w k). The result
for the upper bounds follows by the transitivity of . The case of the lower bounds
is treated similarly.2


Proposition 5.31 If (b t+r) 2 sup((a t) r) then sup((b t+r) s) = sup((a t) r+
s) for every s. Similarly, if (b t + r) 2 inf ((a t) r) then inf ((b t + r) s) =

inf ((a t) r + s) for every s.

Proof: Let (b t + r) 2 sup((a t) r). Due to Proposition 5.30 sup((a t) r + s) 
(b t+r). If w  (b t+r) for some w 2 P t(t+r +s) such that w < sup((a t) r +s),
Fact 5.19 gives w0 2 P t(t + r) with (a t)  w0  w. In both cases, if either
w0 < (b t + r), or not, a contradiction with the denition of upper bound follows,
so sup((a t) r + s) = sup((b t + r) s). The case of the lower bounds is treated
similarly.2
Let us call this result the transitivity of lower and upper bounds of points.
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Chapter 6
LBASE: Innite Feasible Paths
It is easy to see that there can be innite not feasible paths with all nite prexes
feasible in both LBASE and LTIM programs, e.g.
?x " + " ?y " + " 3: x < y " + " ?v " + " v < y " + " y  v " + " goto 3: and
+
?x " + " 2: y < x " + " z 
y " + " y  z + 1 " + " goto 2: :

So, at least for some LBASE and LTIM programs P their basic graphs contain
innite infeasible paths. Moreover, it is not obvious how to nd out whether the given
program has an innite feasible path at all. This chapter addresses the problem for
LBASE programs.
Theorem 6.1 There is an algorithm which, given a LBASE program P , decides
whether it has an innite feasible path.
Proof: According to Fact 4.12 and Fact 4.13, an innite initial path in the program
P is feasible if and only if it is a projection of some initial feasible path in BG(P ). So,
instead of deciding the existence of an innite feasible path in the program, we can
decide the existence of such a path in its basic graph. In what follows, the variable
value information after every execution step, contained in basic graph vertexes will
be in essential use by the deciding algorithm.

Theorem 6.2 There is an algorithm which, given the graph BG(P ) for a LBASE
program P , decides whether it has an initial innite feasible path.

Proof: The idea of the proof is to nd a property PP of nite paths in BG(P ) such
that

every innite feasible path contains as subpath at least one path satisfying PP ,
71
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an innite path in BG(P ), consisting of innitely many times repeated path
satisfying PP , is feasible, and
it is decidable whether there is a nite path satisfying PP in BG(P ).

6.1 Accomplished Loops
We start with the denitions yielding the notion of an accomplished loop which is
afterwards proved to be able to serve as the abovementioned nite path property PP .
Let us call any P variable and constant set A  AP constant holding, if Cons(P ) 
A.
Given a constant holding (and so nonempty) set A  AP and a conguration
C 2 CP , let M = M (A C ) be one of the elements of A, such that 8a 2 A : a <C M
and m = m(A C ) 2 A such that 8a 2 A : m <C a (it may be the case that some
of the variables M m are not uniquely determined, in such a case take any suitable
variable or constant).
Let us introduce a partitioning fBAC  UAC  LAC g of the set AP in a way:
BAC = fa 2 AP j m C a C M g, we call this set the bounded interval of C
w.r.t. A
UAC = fa 2 AP j M <C ag, the upper interval of C w.r.t. A
LAC = fa 2 AP j a <C mg, the lower interval of C w.r.t. A.

Denition 6.3 We call a nite path  with CRd = f0 1 : : :  kg a (n C A k)- loop
for hn C i 2 V (BG(P )) and A  AP being a constant holding set i
hn0() C0()i = hnk () Ck ()i = hn C i,
hh(a 0)ii = hh(a k)ii for all a 2 A.
A (n C A k)-loop in BG(P ) is a path of the length k, starting and ending in the
same vertex hn C i, provided for all a 2 A
the point classes (see Denition 5.22) containing (a 0) have representants (a0 i) 2
hh(a 0)ii with a0 2 AP for all coordinates i along the path , and
these representants for i being the path's last coordinate k come back to the
variables a, i.e. 8a 2 A : (a k) 2 hh(a 0)ii.
A path in BG(P ) is called a (n C A)-loop, if it is a (n C A k)-loop for some k 2 N .

Denition 6.4 We call a (n C A k) - loop  in BG(P ) accomplished if
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for every a 2 BAC UAC the lower bound inf  ((a 0) k ) = hh(b k)ii for some
b 2 A,
for every a 2 BAC LAC the upper bound sup ((a 0) k ) = hh(b k)ii for some
b 2 A.

Intuitively, a path  is a (n C A)-loop whenever the variables and constants a 2 A
have persistent values along  (these values can be stored in other variables for the
intermediate path coordinates). The property of  being an accomplished loop tells
that the upper and lower bounds of all other program variables at the beginning of
the path reduce along the path to these variables with the persistent values (save the
upper bounds of variables upper the largest variable from A and the lower bounds of
variables below A).
Due to the niteness of the sets V (P ) CP  AP , the proof of the Theorem 6.2 now
follows from the following three lemmas:

Lemma 6.5 Every feasible innite path in BG(P ) contains a fragment, which is an
accomplished (n C A k) - loop for some n 2 V (P ) C 2 CP  k 2 N and A  AP constant holding set of P variables and constants.

Lemma 6.6 Every innite path  in BG(P ), which after some initial fragment 

consists of innitely many times repeated accomplished loop , is feasible. Moreover,
there exists an algorithm which given the initial fragment  and the loop  in BG(P )
computes some history along .

Lemma 6.7 There exists an algorithm which, given a vertex hn C i in BG(P ) and
a constant holding set A  AP , decides whether there is an accomplished (n C A) loop in BG(P ).

It is easy to see that, having proved these lemmas, one can look for the existence of
an accomplished loop in BG(P ), which is reachable (in the graph theoretic sense) from
the graph initial vertex, by using the algorithm yielded by Lemma 6.7 on all possible
arguments n C A. If in some case an appropriate accomplished loop is found, we
have got, according to Lemma 6.6, a cyclic innite feasible path in the BG(P ) (and
so, in the program P ). If it turns out that in no case of n C A a corresponding
accomplished loop exist, then according to Lemma 6.5 there is no innite feasible
path in BG(P ) (in P ).
Before proving the lemmas let us note that we do not claim the feasibility of every
innite feasible path which innitely many times contains an accomplished loop, the
proof of Theorem 6.17 below gives a counterexample. Lemma 6.6 just asserts the
feasibility of innite paths which, starting from some point contain nothing else but
some innitely many times repeating accomplished loop.
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6.2 Existence of Accomplished Loop

Proof of Lemma 6.5: Let us assume that we have in BG(P ) an innite feasible path
. Let W = fw~1 : : : w~s g be the set of stable point classes along  (the niteness
of the set W is by Fact 5.24). Let for every w~ 2 W #(w~) be the least path
 coordinate i for which the equation w~ = hh(a i)ii holds for some a 2 AP , let
# = maxf#(w~) j w~ 2 Wg (# 2 CRd is the least path  coordinate at which

all stable point classes along  already have their representants, clearly, for every
w~ 2 W and every i  # there exists a representant (a i) 2 w~).
Clearly, some of BG(P ) vertexes are repeated in  innitely many times, let us
take one of them, say hn C i, and let j1 j2 : : : be an innite sequence of increasing
indices j such that j1  #, which have the vertex hnj () Cj ()i coincident with
hn C i.
Let (w
~ i) 2 AP for w~ 2 W i 2 N denotes some P variable or constant a such
that hh(a ji)ii = w~. Let i : W ! AP for every i be the mapping with i(w~) = (w
~ i)
for every w~ 2 W.
Since the set AP is nite, there exist a mapping  : W ! AP which is (extensionally) equal with i for innitely many indices i. Let us x one such mapping 
and dene a subsequence (ls)s2N = (jis )s2N of (ji)i2N such that is =  for every s.
We dene the set A 2 AP by letting a 2 A for a 2 AP if and only if a =C b for
some b 2 (W) = f(w~ ) j w~ 2 Wg.
Now consider the sequence of nite paths
s = hnl1 () Cl1 ()ie~l1  : : :  hnls () Cls ()i
and prove that for some suciently large s the path s is an accomplished loop.
First of all, it is clear from the construction that for every s the path s is a
(n C A ls ; l1) - loop.
In order to prove that for some s the path s is accomplished (n C A ls ; l1) loop, assume the contrary. Without loosing generality, let for some a 2 BAC UAC
for every u 2 N inf ((a l1) u) is not a stable point class along  (the case of unstable
upper bound is analogical).
Observe that a 2 BAC UAC means a C m(A C ). Since Cl1 () = C we
obtain that (a l1)  (m(A C ) l1). Due to the monotonicity of the lower bounds
(see Fact 5.27) for all u
inf ((a l1) u)  inf ((m(A C ) l1) u) = hh(m(A C ) l1)ii
(observe that m(A C ) 2 A by the denition of m, so the point class hh(m(A C ) l1)ii
is stable along ).
Due to the feasibility of the path  there exists a history along it, generated by
some mapping ; : P t ! Z which preserves the relations  < = (see Denition 5.2), let ~ = ; ((m(A C ) l1)).
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The non-stability of the point classes inf ((a l1) u) u 2 N means that for innitely many coordinates ui the classes inf ((a l1) ui) are di erent. Moreover, due
to the Proposition 5.30, for uj > ui always

inf ((a l1) uj ) < inf ((a l1) ui):
Let u1 u2 : : : be such a sequence of the increasing coordinates ui with all the point
classes w(ui) = inf ((a l1) ui) di erent. Then the sequence
; (w(u1)) ; (w(u2)) : : :
is an innite decreasing sequence of integers having the lower bound ~ < ; (w(ui))
for every i, a contradiction.2

6.3 Accomplished Loops: Suciency
Proof of Lemma 6.6:

Let us prove rst that every path  in BG(P ) which consists of innitely many
times repeated accomplished (n C A k) - loop  (without any pre-period) is feasible.
First of all consider the inequality system N of the path . Let us call all the point
classes hh(a 0)ii for all a 2 A stable along  (by the denition of an accomplished
loop for every such a hh(a 0)ii = hh(a k)ii, so also for every i k one can nd b 2 AP
with hh(b i)ii = hh(a 0)ii. Recall that up to now we had dened stable point classes
only along innite paths).

Lemma 6.8 The path  inequality system N has a solution ; : P t ! Z such that
for every a 2 BAC (i.e. for every variable or constant a in the bounded interval of C

w.r.t. A) ;(a 0) = ;(a k ).

Let us introduce a new inequality system N0 , which consists of all the N inequalities,
as well as of the ones (a 0) =0 (a k) for all a 2 BAC . To prove the lemma means to
prove that the new system has a solution. Let us denote by =0 the transitive closure
of the relation (= =0) 2 P t  P t, as well as by 0 the transitive closure of
 =0, let w <0 w0 , if w 0 w0 and not w =0 w0 .

Denition 6.9 Let us call sequence of N0 inequalities w11w22 : : : wnn w1, where
wi 2 P t for every i the increasing loop, if for every i n i is either  or =0 and

n =<.

Obviously, did N0 contain an increasing loop, it were contradictory.
We prove the inverse, i.e., if N0 does not contain an increasing loop, it has a
solution.
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Let us show, how to dene the values ;(w) for nonnegative w 2 P t (i.e. for w
with (0 0)  w). Obviously, any constant is  - comparable with every w 2 P t,
the case of w  (0 0) is analogous with the considered one.
For any w 2 P t whenever w = (c 0) for some c 2 Cons(P ) let ;(w) = c.
Consider now the points from the set W = fw j w  (cmax 0)g. Due to the absence
of an increasing loop in N0 , one can order all the points w 2 W in a nite sequence
w1 w2 : : :  ws in a way to meet
wj <0 wi for no i < j and,
if wi =0 wi+s , then for all r s also wi =0 wi+r
(assume we have found which points w 2 W are to be taken as w1 w2 : : : wi;1 and
we want to determine wi, the ith element of the sequence. In the case, if there is no
not yet chosen points which are =0-equal with wi;1, one can let wi to be one of the
points for which wj <0 wi holds for no wj 2 W n fw1 : : : wi;1g: did not such wi
exist, we could get an increasing loop).
Clearly, one can dene now step by step the values ;(wi), starting from i = 1 to
i = s, letting ;(w1) = cmax + 1 and for every i > 1 ;(wi ) = ;(wi;1), if wi =0 wi;1,
otherwise ;(wi ) = ;(wi;1 ) + 1, so obtaining the needed solution ; of N0 .
Now in order to prove Lemma 6.8, it remains to prove the absence of increasing
loops in N0 .

Lemma 6.10 There is no increasing loop in N0 .
Proof: Assume the contrary: there is in N0 an increasing loop

w11w22 : : : wnn w1:
Note that N is not contradictory, so i is =0 for at least one i. Due to the transitivity
of  and the implications
w1 < w2  w3 ) w1 < w3
w1  w2 < w3 ) w1 < w3
referred to further on as the transitivity of <, one may assume that the given increasing loop consists only of boundary points, i.e. for every i either wi = (a 0) or
wi = (a k) for some a. Since C0() = Ck (), then (a 0)  (b 0) if and only if
(a k)  (b k) (recall Fact 5.18). So, if an increasing loop contains a fragment
(a 0) =0 (a k)  (b k) =0 (b 0)
this fragment can be replaced by (a 0)  (b 0) and can be further reduced by the
transitivity with the reduced loop still remaining to be increasing.
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Hence, if there exists an increasing loop in N0 , there also exists an increasing loop
in one of the following two forms:
(a1 0) =0 (a1 k)

 (a2  0) =

0 (a

2

 k)



:::

 (at 0) =

0 (a  k ) <
t

 (a1  0)

or

(a1 k) =0 (a1 0)  (a2 k) =0 (a2 0)  : : :  (at k) =0 (at 0) < (a1 k):
In the rst case there are two possibilities: either a1 C0() at, or ai >C0() ai+1 for
some i. For both alternatives we easily conclude that (b 0) =0 (b k) < (b 0) for some
b (recall the denition of =0), so, (b k) < (b 0) for some b 2 BAC . Were we taken the
increasing loop of the second form, this would lead us to the inequality (b k) > (b 0)
for some b 2 BAC . Because of the full symmetry, let us consider further only one
case, say, that of (b k) < (b 0).
According to the denition of an accomplished loop,
inf((b 0) k) = hh(a k)ii = hh(a 0)ii
for some a 2 A. Clearly, a 6= b, easy to see also hh(a 0)ii 6= hh(b 0)ii (otherwise,
due to C0() = Ck (), one could conclude also hh(b 0)ii = hh(b k)ii, what contradicts
(b k) < (b 0)).
By the denition of the lower bound (a k)  (b 0), so since (a 0) = (a k), also
(a 0)  (b 0). Hence by Fact 5.18 a C0() b, so a Ck () b, as well. Since a 6=Ck () b,
one concludes a <Ck () b, this brings the inequality (b k) < (b 0) in contradiction
with the denition of inf((b 0) k) = hh(a k)ii. 22
Now let us continue the proof of Lemma 6.6, namely, the proof of the feasibility
of the path , consisting of the innitely many times repeated accomplished loop .
Let us start to dene the solution ; : P t ! Z , yielding some history along  (let
us note just that the set P t is innite).
Lemma 6.8 ensures us about the possibility to assign in a consistent way the integer
values for all stable point classes along  and all points between them, i.e. for all
w 2 P t such that






hh(m(A C ) 0)ii = hh(m(A C ) t k)ii

hh(M (A C ) 0)ii = hh(M (A C ) t  k)ii
it is enough to consider one solution ;0 of N0 and for every point w = (a t  k + r)




w





with r < k dene ;(w) = ;0(a r).
In order to exhibit a complete solution ; of N it remains to dene ;(w) for


w > wmax = hh(M (A C ) 0)ii and w < wmin = hh(m(A C ) 0)ii :








Easy to see that these are independent tasks, due to the full symmetry let us consider
only the case of the points greater than wmax.
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Following the argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 6.8, if we
could exhibit a sequence w1 w2 : : : of all points wi > wmax such that wj < wi
for no i < j and wi = wj implying wi = ws for all s between i and j , we could
step by step dene the values ;(w) for all w > wmax in a way ;(wi+1 ) = ;(wi ), if
wi+1 = wi, and ;(wi+1 ) = ;(wi ) + 1 otherwise.
We exhibit the sequence w1 w2 : : : and dene the values ;(w1) ;(w2) : : : by
scanning inductively all the path  coordinates 0 1 2 : : : and at each coordinate
k dene the points wi wi+1 : : : wi+s (provided the points upto wi;1 were dened
before the kth coordinate) to cover all the points (a t) > wmax with t k for which
inf  ((a t) k ; t) = wmax and which are not dened to be wj for j < i (i.e. which
have inf  ((a t) k ; 1 ; t) > wmax (clearly, t < k)).
Since the inequality system N is not contradictory, we can for every k order all
the points wi wi+1 : : : wi+s to be dened at the path  coordinate k and dene their
values ;(w) in a consistent way with  . It follows from the denition of inf  and
the stability of wmax that also w  w0 is not possible for w dened at a coordinate
later than w0, hence the sequence wi with wj < wi for no i < j and wi = wj
implying wi = ws for all s between i and j can be (e ectively) exhibited and the
solution ;i e ectively dened for all w in this sequence.
The existence of the history along  is nally demonstrated by observing that
every point w > wmax sometimes appears in the sequence (wi)i2N . Really, according
to the denition of an accomplished loop and the transitivity of inf  (see Proposition 5.31) we have for every (a t) > wmax that inf  ((a t) r) = wmax at least when
one full  - loop is contained between the coordinates t and t + r in .
Observe that we have provided an algorithm dening a solution ; : P t ! Z
of the path  inequality system N , so demonstrating also the e ectivity of the
generation of a history along , let us denote the history, generated by ;, by ;.
If the path  in BG(P ) is prexed by some initial path  , so obtaining an innite
path  +  , the existence of a history along  +  is by Lemma 4.18 (a history
along  is by Lemma 4.17 and Lemma 5.6).
For the algorithm, generating a history along  +  , observe that the uniform
mappings i in the proof of Lemma 4.18 can be computed e ectively from ~v( ) and
~v0( ; ) (see Fact 4.24 and Fact 4.25). 2












































6.4 Accomplished Loops: Decidability

Proof of Lemma 6.7: We call a path  in BG(P ) a hn C i-path, if  is starting
from hn C i (i.e., if hn0() C0()i = hn C i).
Let for arbitrary nite hn C i-path  of the length k = card(CRd ; 1) for all
xi 2 V ars(P )
sup:xi = fa 2 AP j (a k) 2 sup((xi 0) k)g,
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inf :xi = fa 2 AP j (a k) 2 inf ((xi 0) k)g.
! def
! def
Let sup
 = hsup :x1 : : :  sup:xm i and inf  = hinf :x1 : : :  inf  :xmi.
Proposition
6.11
If two paths  and  end with the same vertex hn0  C 0i in BG(P )
! !
! =sup
! , then for every  , starting from hn0 C 0i,
and inf =inf  , as well as sup



!

!

! =sup
! :
inf + =inf +  as well as sup
+
+
Proof: Follows from the transitivity of bounds, see Proposition 5.31.2
Proposition 6.12 A hn C i-path  in BG(P ) is an accomplished (n C A k)-loop for
some k 2 N if and only if
a 2 sup:a a 2 inf :a for all a 2 A \ V ars(P ),
for every variable x 2 BAC UAC the set inf  :x contains at least one a 2 A,
for every variable x 2 BAC LAC the set sup :x contains at least one a 2 A.
Proof: Follows from the denition of an accomplished loop.2
!
!  inf
Fact 6.13 The set of all possible distinct pairs hsup

 i for  being a hn C i-path
in BG(P ) is nite.
Proof: Follows from the niteness of AP .2
Lemma 6.14 The set of all accomplished (n C A)-loops in the graph BG(P ) for
given hn C i 2 V (BG(P )) and a constant holding set A  AP is T-projective.
Proof: Follows from Lemma 2.10 according to Proposition 6.11, Proposition 6.12 and
Fact 6.13.2
The result of Lemma 6.7 now is a direct consequence from Lemma 6.14.2
So we have proved all the lemmas, needed for the proof of Theorem 6.2, so proving
also the theorem itself, as well as Theorem 6.1.22
Corollary 6.15 The problem of whether a given LBASE program P has an innite
feasible path containing a given vertex n in its graph, is decidable.
Proof: Test for the existence of an accomplished loop in the basic graph BG(P )
which is reachable (in the graph theoretic sense) from the BG(P ) initial vertex via
some vertex hn C i for some C 2 CP .2
Corollary 6.16 If a LBASE program P contains an innite feasible path, then it

contains also an innite periodic feasible path (possibly with some pre-period).
Proof: Follows from Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.6.2
For a real time system the existence of a periodic innite feasible path is a rather
natural feature saying that the system has a normal "execution cycle".
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6.5 Feasible Fair Paths
As one can see from the following example, the set of all innite feasible paths in
given LBASE program may be not characterizable as the set of projections of all fair
paths in some nite graph:
?x x > 0 " + " A :?y y < x " + " B : ?v v < y " + " y  v y > 0 " ; "

6

6

"+"

an innite path in this program is feasible i the sequence  of A and B labels in it
belongs to the set (AB +)! and 9k such that there are no more than k adjacent B 's
in . So we have proved the following result.

Theorem 6.17 The set of all feasible innite paths in a given LBASE program P is
not necessarily F-projective.

At the same time it is possible to check, whether a given LBASE program has an
innite feasible path satisfying some fairness conditions.

Theorem 6.18 There exists an algorithm which, given a LBASE program P with a
fairness set FS  V (P ), decides whether there is an innite feasible fair path in P
(i.e. a path containing some vertex n 2 FS innitely often).
Proof: We dene the fairness set BFS  V (BG(P )) for the vertexes of BG(P )
in a way hn C i 2 BFS i n 2 FS . An accomplished loop in BG(P ) is called

F-accomplished i it contains at least one vertex from BFS .
Lemma 6.19 Every innite feasible fair path in the basic graph BG(P ) of a LBASE
program P contains at least one F-accomplished loop.
Proof: Given an innite feasible fair path  in BG(P ), consider the sequence of
paths s dened in the proof of Lemma 6.5. Let s be that of these paths which is an
accomplished loop. Clearly, the paths s are accomplished loops also for all s  s0.
Since  is a fair path, the path s for some s contains a vertex hn0 C 0i 2 BFS , so s
is F-accomplished.2
Now, in a full analogy with the proof of Theorem 6.2, we decide, whether there is
a F-accomplished (n C A)-loop in BG(P ), which is reachable in the graph-theoretic
sense from the BG(P ) initial vertex. If some such F-accomplished loop  is found,
the path  consisting of innitely many times repeated loop  with some necessary
pre-period is both feasible (according to Lemma 6.6, taking into account Lemma 4.17
and Lemma 4.18) and fair (since there is at least one vertex from BFS in every
instance of the loop ). If the answer is that there is no (reachable) F-accomplished
0
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loops in BG(P ), we obtain according to Lemma 6.19 that there is no innite feasible
fair path in BG(P ).
As to the deciding of the existence of a F-accomplished (n C A)-loop for given
hn C i 2 V (BG(P )) and a constant holding set A  AP , notice that both the
sets of accomplished (n C A)-loops and paths containing at least one vertex from
BFS are T-projective (see Lemma 6.14 for the case of the accomplished loops).
Lemma 2.8 guarantees the T-projectivity also of these set intersection - the set of all
F-accomplished (n C A)-loops, so obtaining the decidability of the F-accomplished
(n C A)-loop existence problem.2
Let us note that using the innite feasible fair path existence decision algorithm,
yielded by the proof of Theorem 6.18, we can decide for LBASE programs also the
correct statement reachability problems, considered in Section 3.3.

Corollary 6.20 The problem of !-correct vertex reachability for LBASE programs is
decidable.

Corollary 6.21 The problem of correct vertex reachability for LBASE programs is
decidable.

The corresponding results with some proof ideas demonstrated are given in Section 7.5 for the more general case of LTIBA programs, here we do not focus on the
proof of the corollaries.
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Chapter 7
Innite Path Feasibility: LTIM and
LTIBA
As observed already in Chapter 6, there can be innite not feasible paths with all nite
prexes feasible also in LTIM programs. In this chapter we obtain the characteristics
of the set of all innite feasible paths in LTIM programs in the terms of F-projectivity,
as well as discuss the decidable innite path feasibility problems for the programs in
the "united" language LTIBA.

Theorem 7.1 The set of all innite feasible paths for every LTIM program P is
F-projective.

Observe that we can using the already established results easily have a more
general result for a sublanguage of LTIM:
Fact 7.2 The set of all innite feasible paths for every LBASQ program P is !projective.
Proof: Follows from Fact 4.28 and the e ectivity of the LBASE-like basic graph
construction for LBASQ programs (see Section 5.1).2
For the characteristic of the set of all innite feasible paths in LTIM0 programs,
see Corollary 7.12.
As in the case of LBASE and LBASQ programs, we study the innite path feasibility in the basic graph of the given program P . We obtain the result of Theorem 7.1
from the following
Theorem 7.3 There exists an algorithm which given a graph BG(P ) for a LTIM
program P constructs an F-projectivee for the set of all innite initial feasible paths
in BG(P ).
Moreover, if the graph BG(P ) is provided with a fairness set FS  V (BG(P )),
an F-projectivee can be constructed for the set of all feasible fair paths in BG(P ).
83
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Proof: In order to prove that some innite path in a given basic graph BG(P ) is

feasible, we follow the same general idea of exhibiting a sequence of "pointwise convergent" histories along the nite prexes of the given path, which turned useful for
LBASQ program basic graphs in the proof of Fact 4.28. However, since we do not
have the analogue of Lemma 4.26 for LTIM programs, we are to dene the objects,
converging to the overall history in more tricky ways, which are applicable only to
certain classes of BG(P ) paths (see the proofs of Lemma 7.7 and Lemma 7.11). We
are giving also a symbolic characteristic of the set of all feasible paths in BG(P )
(Lemma 7.5) what allows to obtain the needed F-projectivity of the feasible path set
(see Section 7.4).
First of all, if the program P does not have positive constants and, so, does not
have variable activation operators (except the ones of the form t  z), every innite
path in BG(P ) becomes obviously feasible (actually the LTIM programs without
positive constants are even simpler than LBASQ programs), so the graph BG(P )
with the innite path acceptance set taken to be V (BG(P )) serves as the desired
F-projectivee (actually, even as an !-projectivee).

7.1 Progressing and Conservative Paths
Let us call a LTIM program nontrivial, if it contains at least one positive constant
c > 0 and consider in this section only the LTIM programs of this kind. We start to
obtain some symbolic characteristic of every feasible initial innite path in BG(P ).

Denition 7.4 An innite path  in BG(P ) for a LTIM program P is said to be:
progressing, if for every natural k and every point w 2 P t(k) there exists j 2 N
such that inf (w j )

(z + cmax k + j )
conservative, if there exists j 2 N such that sup((z + 1 j ) k)) > (z j + k) for
every k 2 N (i.e. the inequality (z +1 j )  (z  j + k) does not hold for any k ).


Lemma 7.5 An innite initial path in the feasibility graph BG(P ) for a nontrivial

LTIM program P is feasible if and only if it is either progressing or conservative.

Proof: We prove the following:
every innite initial feasible path in BG(P ) is either progressing or conservative,
every initial conservative path in BG(P ) is feasible, and
every initial progressing non-conservative path in BG(P ) is feasible.
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Lemma 7.6 Every feasible initial path in BG(P ) for a nontrivial LTIM program P
is either progressing or conservative.

Proof: Consider an innite initial feasible path  in BG(P ) as well as an initial
history of BG(P ) along . There are two possibilities: either the sequence of values
(~vi( ):z)i2N is bounded by some constant M (i.e. ~vi( ):z < M for all i 2 N ), or for
every M 2 Q there exists i 2 N such that ~vi( ):z > M .
In the rst case there exists i 2 N with ~vj ( ):z + 1 > ~vj+k ( ):z for all k 2 N , so
it is easy to conclude that the path  is conservative (were it not so, some inequality
of the form (z + 1 k)  (z k + j ) would be present in the  inequality system N,
what implies that the mapping ; generating the history is not a solution of N, a
contradiction.
As to the case of ~vi( ):z > M for all M , it is easy to see in a similar way that the
path  must be progressing.2

7.2 Feasibility of Conservative Paths

Lemma 7.7 Every initial conservative path in BG(P ) for a nontrivial LTIM program

P is feasible.
Proof: A path  in BG(P ) is called fully conservative, if the inequality (z + 1 0) 
(z k) does not hold for any k. We prove that every fully conservative path in BG(P )
is feasible, the general result of the feasibility of arbitrary conservative paths follows
from Lemma 4.31 and the feasibility of all nite paths in BG(P ) (Lemma 4.29).
Let  be a fully conservative path in BG(P ). We obtain a solution (see Denition 5.9) ; : P t ! Q of its inequality system N as the pointwise limit of mappings
;i : P ti ! Q for i being the prex (initial subpath) of  with the length i and ;i
being the solution of N w.r.t. the point set P ti .
Let ;0 be some solution of the "path" 0 = hn0() C0()i inequality system
satisfying the inequality
;0(x 0) > ;0(z + cmax 0) + 1
for every x 2 BP (C0()) with x >C0 () z + cmax (easy to see that x 2 V ars(P ) for
every such x).
Let  be the shortest distance between any two non-equal values ;0(x 0) ;0 (y 0)
for x y 2 BP (C0()), we dene 0 = =3 as well as for all i i+1 = i=2.
Let us dene for every i 2 N the set Li in a way
Li = f(x k) 2 P t j k i & (x k)  (z + cmax i)g:
The sequence of mappings (;i )i2N is dened inductively in a way that for all i
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for w 2 Li ;i (w) < ;0(z + cmax 0) + 1 and
for w 2 P ti n Li ;i(w) > ;0(z + cmax 0) + 1.
Assume that we have already dened a mapping ;i which is a solution of N w.r.t.
the point set P ti and satises these requirements, we are to show, how to dene a
corresponding mapping ;i+1 .
We let i be the history along the initial fragment i of the path , generated by
;i . Since there exists a history along the one-edge path
0 = hni () Ci()iei() hni+1 () Ci+1()i
then according to Lemma 4.31 there exists also a history i+1 along the path i+1 =
i + 0, such that for all points (x k) 2 P ti ~vk( i+1 ):x = (~vk ( i ):x) for some
~vi( i):z + cmax-stable mapping . Let us denote the generator of the history i+1 by
; (; : P ti+1 ! Q already is a solution of N w.r.t. the point set P ti+1 , we will
obtain the mapping ;i+1 from the mapping ; by changing some its values slightly,
in order for ;i+1 to meet the additional requirements, imposed on the mappings ;i).
For the sake of comprehensibility let us introduce the notation zi for the points
(z + cmax i) along the path .
Due to the stability of the mapping  we have
;(w) = ;i (w) for all w 2 Li (observe that w  zi for all w 2 Li ) and
;(w) > ;i (zi ) for all w 2 P ti n Li (observe the strong monotonicity of ).
Let us dene ;i+1 (w) = ;(w) = ;i(w) for all w 2 Li.
Now we want to dene the values ;i+1(w) for w 2 + = Li+1 n Li (the denition
of ;i+1 (w) for w 62 Li+1 is done afterwards). The point set + consists, in general, of
two disjoint point sets
+0 = Li+1 \ P t(i + 1)
(the points at the new coordinate i + 1) and
Y = + \ P t i
(the points w 2 P ti for which w  zi+1 but not w  zi ).
Let U  +0 be the least set of points (x i + 1) with either (x i + 1) = (b i) for
some (b i) 2 Li, or x = y + c for c 2 Z and (y i + 1) 2 U (intuitively, the set U is
the set of points w at the coordinate i + 1 the values ;(w) of which are unequivocally
determined for any solution ; of the path i+1 inequality system by the denition of
the values ;(w0 ) = ;i+1 (w0) for w0 2 Li ), let us call every point w 2 U inherited.

Fact 7.8 For every ;(z i + 1)-uniform mapping  (see Denition 4.30) satisfying
(;(w)) = ;(w) for all w 2 U and for w = zi the mapping ;+ : Li+1 ! Q dened
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;+ (w) = ;(w) for w 2 Li and
;+ (w) = (;(w)) for w 2 +,
is a solution of N w.r.t. the point set Li+1 .

Proof: Follows from the denition of the path inequality system solution (Denition 5.9) by observing that (;(w)) > ;(zi) for all w 2 Y , observe also zi+1 2 U .2
Let U = +0 n U be the set of points, called new at the coordinate i + 1. We dene

for every new point w its basement bas(w) to be the largest (w.r.t. ) point among
the inherited ones and zi, which are less than w (clearly, all the points, considered
here, are mutually comparable w.r.t. ).
It can be obtained from the denition of the partitioning CP for LTIM programs
that one can dene the ; (z i + 1)-uniform mapping  considered in Fact 7.8 in a
way to meet ;+ (w) < ;+ (bas(w)) + i+1 for all w 2 U , let us dene ;i+1(w) = ;+ (w)
for w 2 Li+1 for one such xed mapping ;+ .
Regarding the already dened values of ;i+1 we can prove
Fact 7.9 ;i+1(z + cmax i + 1) < ;0(z + cmax 0) + 1.
Proof: We prove that ;i+1(z i +1) < ;0(z +1 0), what is equivalent to the statement
of the fact.
Let for every t = 0 1 : : :  i + 1 binf (t) be the maximal of points w 2 P t(t) with
w  (z i + 1) (binf (t) can be looked at as a "backwards lower bound" of (z i + 1)
at the path  coordinate t), (i.e. we require in addition to w  (z i + 1) that for
all w0 2 P t(t) whenever w0  (z i + 1), then also w0  w (we do not demand the
syntactical uniqueness of binf (t), just take one point which meets the requirements
of the denition)). Let

binf (t) = (bt t) 2 P t(t) for all t:
Due to the non-decreasing nature of the program real time counter z for all t z C bt
for C = Ct(). Since  is fully conservative, we obtain also that for all t bt C z + 1,
were it not so, we could obtain
(z i + 1)  binf (t)  (z + 1 t)  (z + 1 0)
a contradiction with the full conservativity of .
According to the denition of the mappings ;t (observe also ;j+k (w) = ;j (w) for
all w 2 Lj ) we have that for all t < i + 1
;t+1 (binf (t + 1)) ; ;t (binf (t)) < t+1
indeed, always binf (t) 2 Lt. So we obtain
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;i+1(z i + 1) = ;i+1(binf (i + 1)) < ;0(binf (0)) + (1 + 2 +  + i+1) <
< ;0(z + 1 0) ;  + 31  < ;0(z 0) + 1,
as requested (observe that
;0(binf (0)) < ;0(z + 1 0) ;  due to binf (0) < (z + 1 0)
according to the denition of ;0 and ).2
According to the denition of the set Li+1 we obtain from Fact 7.9 that ;i+1 (w) <
;0(z0) for all w 2 Li+1.
For (x k) 62 Li+1 we dene the values ;i+1(x k) the following way:
for k i always ;i+1 (x k) = ;i(x k), as well as
;i+1(x i + 1) = ;i (b i) whenever (x i + 1) =i+1 (b i) for some b. Otherwise
dene ;i+1 (b i + 1) = ((x) for some value
((x) > ;0(z + cmax 0) + 1
(such values ((x) can always be chosen in a way ;i+1 becomes a solution of N
w.r.t. P ti+1 nLi+1 since
;i (b i) > ;0(z + cmax 0) + 1 for all (b i) 2 P ti n Li+1
and for any two rationals values x y 2 Q such that x < y there always exists
v 2 Q such that x < v < y).
Now it is easy to see also that ;i+1 is the solution of N w.r.t. the whole point
set P ti+1 since the denition of the set Li+1 does not admit any inequality w  w0
to hold for w0 2 Li+1 and w 2 P ti+1 n Li+1, observe also that the points (b i + 1) 2
P ti+1 n Li+1 are not involved in any relation b = b0 + c for b0 2 BP (Ci+1()).
In order to show that we obtain the solution of N as a limit of the sequence
(;i )i2N it remains to show the convergence of (;i(w))i2N for every w 2 P t, what on
its turn follows from the fact that whenever ;i(w) 2 Q for some i, we have
if w 2 Li then for every j both w 2 Li+j and ;i+j (w) = ;i(w),
else, i.e., if w 2 P ti n Li then either
{ for every j w 62 Li+j and, so, ;i+j (w) = ;i (w), or else
{ w 2 Li+j for some j , what is the case considered above.
So we have completed the proof of Lemma 7.7.2
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Lemma 7.10 There exists an algorithm which for every cyclic conservative path 0 =
 +   in BG(P ) given its pre-period  and period  computes some history along 0.

Proof: For 0 =  +   being an innite conservative path in BG(P ) consisting of

the pre-period  and innitely many times repeated loop (path)  we have according
to the 0 conservativity that there exists a coordinate k starting from which the tail
of 0 is fully conservative. Due to the cyclic nature of   we conclude that fully
conservative is already the path  =  .
Let us show an algorithm which computes a history along the fully conservative
cyclic path , the computability of some history along the overall initial path 0 will
then follow according to Lemma 4.31 and Lemma 5.11.
For  being any fully conservative path in BG(P ) the construction of some appropriate mapping ;i+1 from ;i in the proof of Lemma 7.7 can be easily done e ectively.
The only problem with computing a history along any fully conservative path in
BG(P ) is the uncertainty for a given point w 2 P ti n Li whether or not w 2 Lk for
some k 2 N . This uncertainty can be resolved positively, in principle, at arbitrarily
large ks. We show how to overcome this problem for the cyclic fully conservative path
 in BG(P ).
Let hn C i = hn0( ) C0( )i = hn( ) C( )i. We denote by k the length of the
loop  .
Let for x 2 BP (C ) with x >C z + cmax (equivalently, (x kq) 62 Lkq for all q 2 N 
clearly, we have x 2 V ars(P )) dene b(x) 2 V ars(P ) f+1g to meet
(b(x) k) = sup((x 0) k), if sup((x 0) k) > (z + cmax k), and
b(x) = z, if sup((x 0) k)  (z + cmax k).

According to the denition of the sets Li we easily obtain that for q 2 N (x kq) 62 Li
for all i if and only if for bj (x) = z for no j 2 N , what can be easily tested due
to the monotonicity of b and the niteness of the set of considered variables x. The
monotonicity and transitivity of the point bounds (Fact 5.27 and Proposition 5.31)
allow to determine whether w 2 Li for some i also for other points along .2

7.3 Feasibility of Progressing Paths

Lemma 7.11 Every initial progressing non-conservative path  in BG(P ) for a non-

trivial LTIM program P is feasible. Moreover, there exists an algorithm which computes a history along every such .

Proof: Let  be an initial progressing non-conservative path in BG(P ). Let 0 1 : : :
be the sequence of all nite prexes (initial subpaths) of .
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In order to prove the feasibility of  we exhibit a solution (see Denition 5.9)
; : P t ! Q of the path  inequality system N. We dene for every k 2 N the sets
Lk = f(x i) 2 P t j i k & inf ((x i) k ; i) < (z + cmax k)g and
Ek = f(x i) 2 P t j i k & (x i) = (z + cmax k)g
0
let 8k Lk = Lk Ek .
Since  is progressing, for every natural k and every point w 2 P t(k) there exists
j 2 N with
inf (w j )  (z + cmax k + j )
. Due to the non-conservativity of 
(z + cmax k + j ) < (z + cmax k + j 0)
for some j 0 > j , so, according to the denition of inf , for every natural k and every
point w 2 P t(k) one can nd j 0 2 N with
inf (w j 0) < (z + cmax k + j 0) so
P t = k2N Lk . Clearly, also P t = k2N L0k , as well as L0k  L0k+1 for all k 2 N .
We obtain the solution ; as a pointwise limit of the sequence of mappings (;k )k2N
such that for all k ;k : L0k ! Q, each ;k being a solution of N w.r.t. L0k (see
Denition 5.9). Easy to see that, if we could exhibit such a convergent sequence of
mappings ;k , the limit mapping ; : P t ! Q would be a solution of N w.r.t. P t.
Now let us dene the mappings ;k satisfying for every k the additional requirement
that for all w 2 L0k ;k (w) ;k (zk ) (recall that we use the shorthand zi to denote
the point (z + cmax i) 2 P t).
First of all for every variable x 2 V ars(P ) and constant c 2 Cons(P ) let ;0 (x +
c 0) = c 2 N , as well as ;0(x 0) = 0 and ;0(c 0) = c.
Assume that we have dened an appropriate mapping ;i : L0i ! Q - a solution of
N w.r.t. L0i we show, how to dene ;i+1 : L0i+1 ! Q - a corresponding solution of
N w.r.t. L0i+1 .
First of all let ;0i : P ti ! Q be a solution of the path  inequality system N
w.r.t. the point set P ti , which is consistent with ;i for w 2 L0i (clearly the appropriate
values ;0i (w) for w > zi can be dened).
According to Lemma 4.31 and the relations between the program histories and
their generator mappings we obtain a mapping ; : P ti+1 ! Q which is a solution
of N w.r.t. the point set P ti+1 and meets ;(w) = ;0i (w) = ;i (w) for all w 2 L0i (it
is of importance that for all w 2 L0i we have ;0i (w) = ;i(w) ;i(zi)).
The mapping ; can be "almost" taken as the seeked mapping ;i+1 with the
only possible exceptions that ;(w) > ;(zi+1) for some w 2 L0i+1. Since ;(w) is a
solution of N w.r.t. P ti+1 , we easily conclude that in this case w 2 + for
+  P ti \ (Li+1 n L0i )
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being the set of points w which are -incomparable with zi+1.
For w 2 L0i+1 n + we dene ;i+1 (w) = ;(w). As to w 2 +, observe rst that the
set + can be non-empty only if zi+1 > zi (equivalently, if (z i + 1) > (z i)). In this
case the corrections made to the values ;(w) before taking them as the corresponding
values ;i+1(w) are the following.
Let w0 be the largest point (w.r.t. ) from the set
fw 2 P ti+1 j w < zi+1g fzig
(clearly, all points from this set are -comparable). We dene a strongly monotone
mapping  : Q ! Q satisfying (x) 2];(w0) ;(zi+1 ) for all x 2 Q and let for
w2+
;i+1 (w) = (;(w)):
It is easy to see that any mapping ;i+1 : L0i+1 ! Q dened the above described way
both is a solution of N w.r.t. L0i+1 and meets ;i+1 (w) ;i+1(zi+1) for all w.
So we have completed the inductive step of the construction of an appropriate
mapping ;i+1 from ;i . Clearly, the construction of some mapping ;i+1 can be done
e ectively from the given mapping ;i. So we have completed both the proofs of
Lemma 7.11 and Lemma 7.5. 22
We can apply the obtained result of Lemma 7.5 to the analysis of the programs
in the sublanguage LTIM0 of LTIM by observing that every path in the basic graph
BG(P ) for a LTIM0 program P is either conservative (in this case the value of z is kept
constant forever along the path starting from some path coordinate), or progressing
(x is the only variable for which the inequality (x k) > (z + cmax k) can hold at some
path coordinate k and whenever the positive assignment operator is executed at the
coordinate k + l, the lower bound of (x k) becomes obviously equal with (z + cmax l)).
So we have obtained the following result.

Corollary 7.12 Every innite path in the graph BG(P ) for a LTIM0 program P is
feasible (the set of innite feasible paths for a LTIM0 program P is ! -projective).

Let us just note that actually the theory of progressing and conservative paths
was not fully needed in order to obtain this corollary, it was just an easy way to state
it in the presence of the general theory, developed mostly for other purposes.

7.4 F-projectivity of Path Sets

Lemma 7.13 There exists an algorithm which, given a graph BG(P ) for a nontriv-

ial LTIM program P constructs an F-projectivee for all initial conservative paths in
BG(P ).
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Proof: First of all we show, how to build F-projectivees for all fully conservative paths
starting from one xed vertex hn C i 2 V (BG(P )) (i.e. fully conservative hn C i-paths

in BG(P )), the construction of the F-projectivee required by the lemma will be given
afterwards.
Let us associate with every nite hn C i-path  in BG(P ) a characteristic S () =
sup((z + 1 0) k) for k being the length of . It is easy to see according to the
denition and properties of the upper point bounds (see Section 5.3) that whenever
two hn C i-paths  and  end with the same vertex hn0 C 0i 2 V (BG(P )) and have
S () = S ( ), then for every hn0 C 0i-path  in BG(P ) S ( +  ) = S ( +  ). Clearly,
also the set of all possible S () values for various  is nite (always

S () 2 BP = fb 2 BP (C ) j C 2 CP g):
So, we can construct in a similar way, as in the proof of Lemma 2.10, a nite labelled
graph H hnCi with the vertexes hhn0 C 0i bi for hn0  C 0i 2 V (BG(P )) and b 2 BP (C 0)
such that for every hhn C i z + 1i-path 0, ending with hhn0 C 0i bi in H hnCi the
projection  = proj (0 ) is a hn C i-path in BG(P ), ending with hn0 C 0i, and having
the characteristic S () = b.
We associate with the graph H hnCi the innite acceptance (fairness) set

SI (H hnCi ) = fhhn0  C 0i bi j b >C zg:
0

Let us also delete the "garbage" consisting of the vertexes hhn0  C 0i bi with b C z
together with all edges incoming in and outgoing from these vertexes. It is easy to
see that the obtained graph H hnCi serves as the desired F-projectivee for all fully
conservative hn C i-paths in BG(P ).
In order to have an F-projectivee for all initial conservative paths in BG(P ) let us
take rst the graph BG(P ) itself and label every vertex and edge in it by itself). For
every edge e in the considered graph, leading from hn C i to hn0  C 0i, let us introduce
a new edge from hn C i to the initial vertex of H hn C i, labelled also by e. Let the
initial vertex of the newly obtained graph H be that of BG(P ) and the innite
acceptance set be the union of all innite acceptance sets for all graphs H hnCi for
hn C i 2 V (BG(P )). Since an initial path in BG(P ) is conservative if and only if
some its postx (a terminal subpath) is fully conservative, the graph H can be taken
as the requested F-projectivee for all initial conservative paths in BG(P ). Observe
also that all constructions made in order to obtain the graph H from BG(P ) are
e ective.2
0

0

0

Lemma 7.14 There exists an algorithm which, given a graph BG(P ) for a nontriv-

ial LTIM program P constructs an F-projectivee for all initial progressing paths in
BG(P ).
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Proof: Let us show how to build the F-projectivees for the sets of all progressing
hn C i-paths which contain the vertex hn C i innitely often. The F-projectivees for
initial paths in BG(P ), containing some specic vertex hn C i innitely often are easily

obtained due to the fact that the addition of an initial fragment to the path in BG(P )
does not change the path property of being or being not progressing (observe Fact 5.27
and Proposition 5.31). An F-projectivee of the set of all initial progressing paths in
BG(P ) can be built according to Lemma 2.9 (observe the niteness of V (BG(P )),
every innite progressing path in BG(P ) contains at least one graph vertex innitely
often).
Assume that we have the vertex hn C i xed and consider the hn C i-paths in
BG(P ). Let m 2 BP (C ) be the maximal base point of BP (C ), the only nontrivial case
to consider is m >C z + cmax (otherwise the construction of the needed F-projectivee
is trivial).
Let for every nite hn C i-path  in BG(P ) the characteristic S ()= inf ((m 0) k)
for k being the length of . It is easy to see according to the denition and properties
of the lower point bounds (see Section 5.3) that whenever two hn C i-paths  and
 end with the same vertex hn0 C 0i 2 V (BG(P )) and have S () = S ( ), then for
every hn0 C 0i-path  in BG(P ) S ( +  ) = S ( +  ). Clearly, also the set of all
possible S () values for various  is nite. So, we can construct in a similar way, as
in the proof of Lemma 2.10, a nite labelled graph H with the vertexes hhn0 C 0i bi for
hn0 C 0i 2 V (BG(P ) and b 2 BP (C 0), such that for every hhn C i mi-path 0, ending
with hhn0  C 0i bi in H the projection  = proj (0 ) is a hn C i-path in BG(P ), ending
with hn0 C 0i and having the characteristic S () = b.
We introduce in the graph H one more vertex hhn C i i, labelled by hn C i and
having the following incoming and outgoing edges:
an incoming edge, labelled by e 2 E (BG(P )) from x 2 V (H ) whenever an edge
labelled by e is drawn in H from x to hhn C i bi for some b C z + cmax
outgoing edges with the same labels and targets, as the edges leading from
hhn C i mi.
Let the graph H initial vertex be hhn C i mi and the innite acceptance set SI (H ) =
fhhn C i ig.
In order to prove that H is an F-projectivee for the set of all progressing hn C ipaths which contain the vertex hn C i innitely often, let us observe rst that due to
Fact 5.27 and Proposition 5.31 an hn C i-path, containing the vertex hn C i innitely
often is progressing if and only if there exists a sequence of the path  vertexes
(hnij () Cij ()i)j2N such that
for all j hnij () Cij ()i = hn C i and
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S (j ) C z + cmax for every path j dened as the fragment of  from
hnij () Cij ()i to hnij+1 () Cij+1 ()i
(since the vertex hn C i is contained in  innitely often we can wait for hnij () Cij ()i
insertion in the dened sequence of path  vertexes until S (j;1) C z + cmax, it is
due to the progressivity of  that such a moment will be eventually reached at some
 coordinate).
Now it is easy to see that both
for the projection  = proj (0 ) of any accepting path 0 in H the abovedened
sequence of the path  coordinates ij can be chosen (let us take the sequence
of indices ij for which the ij th vertex of 0 is hhn C i i), and
for every path  with the abovedened sequence of coordinates ij there exists
an initial path 0 in H such that both  = proj (0 ) and for every ij the ij th
vertex of 0 is hhn C i i.
So we conclude the proof of Lemma 7.14.2
The proof of Theorem 7.3, and so also the proof of Theorem 7.1 now is obtained
from Lemma 7.5, Lemma 7.13 and Lemma 7.14 using also Lemma 2.9 for building the
needed F-projectivees for the sets of paths being either conservative or progressing in
the graphs BG(P ). Lemma 2.9 is used also to build the F-projectivee for the set of
all feasible fair paths in BG(P ).22
There is one more interesting path set in every LTIM program (the graph BG(P )
for a program P ), namely the set of all paths feasible with no bound on the limit value
of the real time counter z, let us call these paths non-Zeno feasible both in a program
P and its graph BG(P ). It turns out that the set of all non-Zeno feasible paths in
every graph BG(P ) for a LTIM program P (and, so, in the program P itself) is also
F-projective. We do not consider the detailed proof, just note the following results:
Lemma 7.15 An innite path  in BG(P ) for a LTIM program P is non-Zeno
feasible if and only if for every k 2 N the inequality (z  k + l)  (z + 1 k) does
not hold for some l (i.e. sup(z k + l) > (z + 1 k) for some l).
Proof idea: Clearly, for every non-Zeno feasible path for every k the corresponding
l can be found.
In order to prove the reverse, show that for every history k along the prex k
of  there exists a continuation k+l of k (perhaps with some values ~vs( k ):x >
~vk ( k ):z + cmax modied) along k+l such that ~vk+l( k+l ):z > ~vk ( k ):z + 1.2
Lemma 7.16 There exists an algorithm which, given a graph BG(P ) for a LTIM
program P constructs an F-projectivee for all initial paths  in BG(P ) such that for
all k sup (z  k + l) > (z + 1 k) for some l.
Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 7.14.2
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7.5 Innite Path Feasibility in LTIBA
In this section we sum up the results obtained both for LBASE and LTIM programs
in order to characterize the possibilities to analyze the innite path feasibility in the
programs in the language LTIBA containing the means for the description of both
data and time dependencies.
Theorem 7.17 There is an algorithm which, given a LTIBA program P , decides,
whether it has an innite feasible path. There is an algorithm which, given a LTIBA
program P with an innite acceptance set, decides, whether it has an innite feasible
fair path.
If the program P contains an innite feasible (fair) path, the deciding algorithm
can be asked to compute a history along one such path.
Proof: Consider the LTIM program P T which is obtained from P by replacing all
LBASE operators of P by the dummy LTIM operator NOP and the LBASE program
P B which is obtained from P by replacing all LTIM operators of P by the LBASE
operator NOP (see Section 3.2). Consider the basic graph BG(P T ) of the program
P T . According to Theorem 7.3, let us build an F-projectivee H (P ) for the set of all
innite initial feasible (fair) paths in BG(P T ).
Every vertex n~ 2 V (H (P )) is labelled by some program P vertex n = lV (~n) 2
V (P ) (actually, is labelled by some BG(P T ) vertex, which is on its turn labelled by
n 2 V (P )), as well as every edge e~ 2 E (H (P )) has a label lE (~e) 2 E (P ).
We construct a LBASE program H B from H (P ) by replacing every H (P ) vertex
label n 2 V (P ) by its P B operator p(n) (if the vertex n has a LTIM operator p
associated with it in P then p(n) is the dummy LBASE operator NOP) and every
H (P ) edge label e 2 E (P ) by the edge e label lE (P ) 2 f" + " " ; "g in P .
According to Theorem 6.18 one can decide whether the program H B has an innite
feasible fair path (the fairness set for the program H B is inherited from the graph
H (P )).
If some innite fair path  in H B is found, we can take, according to Lemma 6.5
and Lemma 6.6  to be a path consisting of innitely many times repeated accomplished (F-accomplished) loop. According to Lemma 6.6 we can generate a history
B along the H B path .
Consider the path  in H (P ) (the vertexes and edges of H (P ), as well as the
vertex and edge incidence are in H (P ) the same, as in H B ), let 0 be the projection
of  in BG(P T ). Since  is cyclic in H (P ), so is 0 in BG(P T ). Since H (P ) is
an F-projectivee of the set of all initial innite feasible (fair) paths in BG(P T ), we
have that the path 0 is feasible (and fair). According to Lemma 7.5, the path 0 is
either progressing, or conservative. Since 0 is cyclic, it is easily decidable, whether
it is conservative, or not, so in each case one can generate a history T along 0 (see
Lemma 7.10 and Lemma 7.11).
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Let 00 be the projection of the BG(P T ) path 0 in P T (and, so, in P ). Clearly,
we have that T is a history along 00 in P T . It is also straightforward from the
construction of H B and the construction of the path 00 that the dened H B history
B is also a history along 00 in the LBASE program P B , so we have demonstrated
the existence of an innite feasible (fair, according to the construction) path 00 in P
together with an algorithm generating a history along 00.
On the other hand, if there is an innite feasible (fair) path  in P , it is a projection
of some initial fair path 0 in BG(P T ), what on its turn is a projection of some initial
fair path 00 in H (P ). Observe that 00 is also an initial fair path in H B , as well as that
the H B path 00 vertex and edge label sequence (which is the only information which
determines the feasibility of a path) coincides with that of the P B path . Since  is
feasible in P B , also 00 is feasible in H B  so we conclude that 00 is an initial feasible
fair path in H B .2

Corollary 7.18 There exists an algorithm which given a vertex n 2 V (P ) for a

LTIBA program P decides whether there exists an innite feasible path in P containing
the vertex n innitely often.

Proof: Follows from Theorem 7.17 by dening the fairness set for the program P to
be fng.2

As to the possibilities to characterize the set of all innite feasible paths in LTIBA
programs, we can note the following
Corollary 7.19 The set of all feasible innite paths in a given LTIBA program P is
not necessarily F-projective.
Proof: Follows from Theorem 6.17 since every LBASE program is also a LTIBA
program.2
However, as in the case for both LBASE and LTIM programs, we have
Corollary 7.20 If a LTIBA program P contains an innite feasible path, then it
contains also an innite periodic feasible path (possibly with some pre-period).
Proof: Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.6 allow to nd a periodic feasible path in the
program H B from the proof of Theorem 7.17.2
Let us note that using the innite feasible fair path existence decision algorithm,
yielded by the proof of Theorem 7.17, we can decide for LTIBA programs also the
correct statement reachability problems, considered in Section 3.3.

Corollary 7.21 The problem of !-correct vertex reachability for LTIBA programs

is decidable. Moreover, if some vertex n in a program P is ! -correctly reachable,
there exists an algorithm generating a history of P along an innite accepting path 
containing the vertex n.
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Proof: Construct for the given program P and vertex n 2 V (P ) an F-projectivee

F (P ) of the set of all fair paths in P containing n (at this point we have no claim about
the feasibility of the paths, clearly, such a projectivee F (P ) can be constructed). We
dene a program P 0 as the one obtained from F (P ) by replacing every F (P ) vertex
label n = lV (F (P ))(~n) 2 V (P ) by the P operator p(n) and every edge label e 2 E (P ) by
lE(P )(e) 2 f" + " " ; "g. Clearly, there exists an innite feasible fair path, containing
n, in P if and only if there exists an innite feasible fair path in P 0, what is decidable
according to Theorem 7.17. Moreover, every history along an innite feasible fair
path  in P 0, generated by the algorithm of Theorem 7.17, is also a history along the
projection 0 of  in P , what is a fair path in P and contains the given vertex n.2

Corollary 7.22 The problem of whether a given LTIBA program P has an innite
feasible path containing a given vertex n in its graph, is decidable.

Proof: Follows from Corollary 7.21.2
Corollary 7.23 The problem of correct vertex reachability for LTIBA programs is
decidable. Moreover, if some vertex n in a program P is correctly reachable, there
exists an algorithm generating a history of P along an accepting path  containing
the vertex n.

Proof: Follows from Corollary 5.14, Corollary 5.16 and Corollary 7.21.2
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Chapter 8
Programs With Integer Counters
The main aim of this chapter is to prove the undecidability of the vertex reachability
problem for programs in the language LTIM', what is the variant of LTIM over integervalued variables. We give also some background illustrating the decidability and
undecidability results for various program classes with integer counters known so far.
An interesting result, yielding a subclass of LTIM' programs with decidable vertex
reachability problem, is considered in Section 8.3.

8.1 Undecidability of Reachability for LTIM'
We dene the language LTIM' the following way.
Every program in LTIM' is assumed to have a nite number of integer-valued ordinary variables x1 x2 : : :  xm and a counter z with the following operators permitted:
all LBASE operators (input, assignment, comparison) over the ordinary variables xi

z < x and x < z - the LBASE comparison between z and ordinary variables
a counter increasement z  z + 1, increasing the value of the counter z by 1.
The program begins its execution from its initial vertex and all variable values set to
0. The formal semantics of LTIM' programs is given in a similar way, as for LBASE
and LTIM programs in Chapter 3.
We have included in the system of operators of LTIM' only those which are needed
in order to prove the undecidability of the vertex reachability problem. As to the
counter increasement operator z  z + 1, it can be easily modelled by operators
which syntactically more resemble LTIM operators (variable activation and positive
assignment) as a block:
99
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- z + x + -

- xz + 1

Theorem 8.1 The statement (vertex) reachability problem for LTIM' programs is

undecidable.
Proof: The proof follows from the well-known result (see Min67]) that for every
recursive function 'i there exists a so-called Minsky machine which computes the
function 'i. Every Minsky machine is a program which uses only two counters Z1
and Z2 in the following allowed operations:

Zi  Zi + 1 ,
Zi  Zi ; 1 ,
Z =0
STOP .
? i
?,
Without the loss of generality we can consider only those Minsky machines which
have 0 as the initial value for both its counters Z1 and Z2. We demonstrate the
undecidability of the vertex reachability problem for LTIM' programs by showing,
how to construct for every considered Minsky machine M a corresponding LTIM'
program P (M ) which has a special end vertex @ 2 V (P (M )) reachable if and only if
M stops its execution with the nal counter values Z1 = Z2 = 0.
For every Minsky machine M the corresponding LTIM' program P (M ) will have
5 ordinary internal variables a1 a2 b1 b2 and x, as well as the counter z. For v 2
fa1 a2 b1 b2g we dene the macro v  v+1 to stand for the following sequence of
operators:
- ?x
- x>v + - vx First of all we show, how to construct for every Minsky machine's instruction its
modelling block of LTIM' operators:
1. Zi  Zi + 1, the counter increasment (i = 1 2):

- z  z +1 - a3;i a3;i +1 - b3;i b3;i +1 - bi  bi + 1 - bi  bi + 1 2. Zi  Zi ; 1, the counter decreasment (i = 1 2):
- z  z +1 - a3;i a3;i +1 - b3;i b3;i +1 - ai  ai + 1 - ai  ai + 1 3. Zi = 0, the test for 0 (i = 1 2):

- ai = z
+
?
bi = z

;
+

- bi = z

; ;+-
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4. STOP , the halting operator:
- a1 = z + - a2 = z

+ - b1 = z

+ - b2 = z
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The program P (M ) is constructed from the given Minsky machine M by replacing
every M instruction by the its modelling block. Let V (M ) be the set of the machine
M vertexes, we dene a conguration of M as a triple hn p1 p2i for n 2 V (M ) and
p1 p2 2 N being the values of the counters Z1 and Z2, respectively. We say that
a program P (M ) state hn0~vi for n 2 V (P (M )) and ~v 2 N  Z 5 models the given
conguration hn p1 p2i of the machine M , if n0 = n 2 V (M ) and

~v:b1 ; ~v:z = ~v:z ; ~v:a1 = p1 ~v:b2 ; ~v:z = ~v:z ; ~v:a2 = p2:
If the machine M stops with the values of counters Z1 Z2 being p1 = p2 = 0, then
P (M ) can reach its vertex @ by a history proceeding along the same path, as M ,
and executing every macro-operator v  v+1 as v  v + 1 (i.e. the corresponding
value read from the input into the variable x in each case must be just v + 1), in this
case for the sequence c1 c2 : : : ck of M congurations there is a sequence s1 s2 : : : sk
of P (M ) states in such that si models ci for all i k, and sk = h@~v0i for some ~v0
with
~v0:a1 = ~v0:a2 = ~v0:b1 = ~v0:b2 = ~v0:z
so the vertex @ is reachable in P (M ).
On the other hand, if the vertex @ is reachable in P (M ), then consider an initial
history along a path  in P (M ), which contains @.
Observe that in every history 0 of P (M ) we have according to the P (M ) construction that, if ni( 0) 2 V (M ) (i.e., if the ith vertex of the history 0 is also the
machine M vertex), then both

~vi:b1 ; ~vi:z  ~vi:z ; ~vi:a1 and ~vi:b2 ; ~vi:z  ~vi:z ; ~vi:a2:
As to the history , if for some ni( ) 2 V (M ) we have either

~vi:b1 ; ~vi:z = (~vi:z ; ~vi:a1) + d or ~vi:b2 ; ~vi:z = (~vi:z ; ~vi:a2) + d
for d > 0 then for all j  i with nj ( ) 2 V (M ) also

~vj :b1 ; ~vj :z  (~vj :z ; ~vj :a1) + d or ~vj :b2 ; ~vj :z  (~vj :z ; ~vj :a2) + d:
Since at the end of the history we have

~v:b1 ; ~v:z = ~v:z ; ~v:a1 = 0 and ~v:b2 ; ~v:z = ~v:z ; ~v:a2 = 0
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we conclude also

~vi:b1 ; ~vi:z = ~vi:z ; ~vi:a1 and ~vi:b2 ; ~vi:z = ~vi:z ; ~vi:a2
for all i with ni ( ) 2 V (M ).
This means that in the history every P (M ) macro-operator v  v+1 was
actually executed by increasing the value of v just by 1.
Clearly, the path  consists of consequent fragments, each fragment modelling one
machine M instruction, let 0 be the path in M which corresponds to the P (M ) path
. It is straightforward to prove by induction using the construction of P (M ) that the
machine M executes along the path 0 and that for s1 s2 : : :  sk being the sequence
of states si = hni~vii in for which ni 2 V (M ) and c1 c2 : : : ck being the sequence
of M congurations each ci is modelled by si.
Since the vertex @ appears in P (M ) only in the modelling fragment of the M
halting operator, we establish also that M indeed stops with 0 nal values of its
counters Z1 and Z2 .2

8.2 Comparison with Background
In this section we formulate some already known decidability and undecidability results for the vertex reachability problem for some program classes which permit the
use of counters in the programs.
Let us dene the language L1 by allowing programs in it to have all the facilities
of LBASE, as well as one special counter variable z with the permitted operations
being the assignments z  c for c 2 Z , the standard two-way counter operations:
z  z + 1, z  z ; 1 and the test z = 0 with 2 exits: " + " and " ; ".
The language L2 is dened by enriching the LBASE program facilities in another
way: every program in L2 is allowed to have in the addition to all LBASE facilities a
special counter variable z with the permitted operations z  c for c 2 Z , the counter
increasment z  z + 1, and the test z < x (x < z) with 2 exits: " + " and " ; " for
x being an ordinary program variable. Notice that there is no counter decreasment
operations in the language L2, the counter used by any program in the language is
"one-way".

Theorem 8.2 BBK77]. The vertex reachability problem is decidable for L1 programs, but undecidable for L2 programs.

It can be learned from the theorem that the comparison of the counter variable
with an ordinary variable (which can receive its value from the input) is rather lethal
for the deciding of the reachability (it is possible to obtain the undecidability even if
considering only one one-way counter in the programs). The proof of the theorem,

8.3. "POSITIVE" LTIM PROGRAMS
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given in BBK77], uses the modelling of a Minsky machine's conguration sequence
by the input to the program, the counter is used just to check that the sequence of
values appearing on the input encodes such a sequence (what can be easily done, if
the counter can be reset to the constants as many times, as needed).
The result of Theorem 8.1, obtained originally in this work, is stronger since it
allows to get the undecidability of the reachability problem out of the program class for
which the comparison between the counter and ordinary (input) variables is allowed,
but which do not have the possibility to decrease the counter in any way.

8.3 "Positive" LTIM Programs
Comparing the time constraint specication formalisms over the discrete (integer)
and dense (rational) time variable value domains, the result of Theorem 8.1 vs. the
Corollary 5.12 seems at rst sight rather surprising for the "normal" intuition tells
us that the discrete case should be the subject of an easier analysis automation (as
it is in the most of other timed specication formalisms). What is the reason for the
undecidability of the vertex reachability for LTIM' programs, is the innite discrete
structure with every element of it being "individual" in some sense (this "individuality" can be characterized by the property that whenever x < y for x y 2 Z , then
also x y ; 1). If one disables this "individuality" property of integers in one or
another way, the vertex reachability problem for the programs of the restricted kind
may again become decidable, as it is shown by the following result (outlined).
Let us call a path in a LTIM program "positive", if every exit from a comparison
operator in it is labelled by " ; " (recall that we have only strong inequalities x < y,
x < c, x < c admitted in the LTIM comparison operators) and every exit from the
positive assignment operator is labelled by " + ". Let us call a history  of a LTIM
program P integer-valued, if for every i 2 CRd and every x 2 V ars(P ) we have
~vi( ):x 2 Z . We call a path  in a LTIM program integer feasible, if there is an
integer-valued history along it.
Lemma 8.3 Every feasible positive path in a LTIM program P with all explicit constants being integers is also integer feasible.
Proof: Consider a feasible path  in a given program P with all explicit constants
being integers, let  be some history along . The integer valued history  0 along 
is obtained from the history  by dening for all i 2 CRd and a 2 V ars(P )
~vi( 0):a = b~vi( ):ac
(by bxc we denote the "integral part" of the real number x (i.e. the largest integer
which does not exceed x)). Since for x y we have always also bxc byc, as well as
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for an integer constant c always bx + cc = bxc + c, we obtain that  0 is a history along
 from the semantics (state transition system) denition for the LTIM programs (the
positivity of the path  guarantees that at no point at the path the further control
ow is passed in accordance with x < y for some variable values x and y, in which
case the analogue bxc < byc would not necessarily hold).2
Let us call a LTIM program "positive", if all the constants used in its comparison
and variable activation operators are integers and it has only positive paths. Clearly,
we obtain from Lemma 8.3 the following result
Theorem 8.4 The set of all feasible paths in a positive LTIM program coincides with
the set of its integer feasible paths.
Observe that a path in a LTIM' program is feasible if and only if it is integer feasible
in "the same" LTIM program (just having the variable values interpreted over the
variable value space of rational numbers), so, in fact the result of Theorem 8.4 together
with Theorem 4.3 allows to give the projectivity characteristics to the set of all nite
feasible paths in a given positive LTIM' program, what implies the decidability of the
vertex reachability for positive LTIM' programs.
Regarding the path feasibility analysis for positive LTIM0 programs, the program
feasible path set coincidence with the set of all integer feasible paths allows to use
for this analysis, in fact, just simple FSM state space enumeration techniques, which
apply to the integer valued analogues of the LTIM0 programs.

Part II
Models With Real Time Semantics
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Chapter 9
Parallel Timer Processes
We begin the consideration of real time specication models by the Parallel Timer
Processes (see Section 1.5 for some motivation) for which the decidability of both the
vertex reachability and the strong and weak bisimulation equivalence problems (see
Chapter 11 and Chapter 12) are demonstrated.
In this chapter we introduce the basic model of PTPs (Section 9.1) and show the
decidability of the reachability problem for PTPs via modelling of PTPs by LTIM0
programs (see Section 9.2). Further on a number of possible enrichments of the basic
PTP model which still retain decidable at least the vertex reachability problem are
considered in Chapter 10.

9.1 The Basic PTP Model
Assume that we have a predened nite set L of events. We dene the basic model
(model class) of Parallel Timer Processes over the event set L.
Let G = hV E f t L labi be a nite edge-labelled graph with the set of vertexes
V , the set of edges E , the set of edge labels L being the set of events, and the edge
labelling function lab : E ! L (when compared with labelled graphs from Section 2.1,
the graph G does not have vertex labels, the graph's initial vertex also is not specied
yet).
We assume that in the graph G every edge e 2 E is coloured either red (instantaneous) or black (possibly waiting), we denote the set of red edges of G by R and that
of black ones by B .
Given such a graph G and a nite set of timers (time variables) T , we dene a
timer automaton by associating with every e 2 E :
a set  (e)  T of timers, called the edge e condition (on what timers the
transitions along e depend) and
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a timer setting function (e) : T ! T Q+0 (every timer can be set either to
some nonnegative rational constant, or to some (other) timer value, some timer
values may remain unchanged).
We denote a concrete timer setting function : T ! T Q+0 by a vectorial
assignment
ht1 t2 : : : tmi  h (t1) (t2) : : :  (tm)i
or, if no confusion can arise, also as a vector of simple assignments
t1  (t1) t2  (t2) : : :  tm  (tm):
Moreover, it for some t 2 T we have (t) = t, the corresponding simple assignment
can be omitted (see below the semantics for the intuitive justication).
For - = hV E f t L lab T   i being a timer automaton we dene the set of its
states to be
S  = fhv i j v 2 V  : T ! Q+0g:
The parallel timer process (PTP, for short, called also timed process, if no confusion can arise) is dened as a pair P = h- si, where - = hV E f t L lab T   i is
a timer automaton and s 2 S  is dened to be the process P initial state.
For the process h- si with the set of timers T = ft1 t2 : : : tmg let 8i m
def
i = (ti) and ~ = h1 : : : mi.
Example 9.1 In order to have some illustration for the constructs, used in the Parallel Timer Process denition, consider a process P with

v1, v2
T = ft1 t2 t3 t4g
e1
from v1 to v2, red, labelled by a,
condition ft1 t3 g,
timer setting ht1 t2 t3 t4i  ht2 7 t2 5i
e2
from v2 to v1, red, labelled by a,
condition ft1 t4 g,
timer setting ht1 t2 t3i  h3 6 t2i
e3
from v2 to v1, black, labelled by b,
condition ft3g,
timer setting ht3i  ht4i and
Initial state s0 = hv1 h0:7 3:14 2 0ii (the vector h0:7 3:14 2 0i is the encoding of the
function  with (t1) = 0:7 (t2) = 3:14, etc.).
The pictorial representation of P is given in Figure 9.1. Here and further on we

Vertexes
Timers
Edges

follow the convention to represent the black edges as dashed. Notice also the way, how
the initial state of the process is depicted.
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ft1 t3g
h0:7 3:14 2 0i
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ht1 t2 t3ih3 6 t2i
6

a
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ht1 t2 t3 t4i  ht2 7 t2 5i
?




ht3i  ht4i
6 b ft3g


ft  t g

v2

a

1

4

Figure 9.1: A Parallel Timer Process
For a timer automaton - we interpret all its edge labels  2 L as the real events
which may occur during the "life time" of the processes, associated with - (such an
action can be either a sending or receiving a signal, reading or writing some data, some
kind of synchronization, or any other kind of communication with the automaton's
environment we abstract here from the nature of the actions).
For every real action  there are certain rules (see below the formal denition)
according to which a process, which is allowed to perform , is changed to another
process (associated with the same automaton -) while performing the action (the
automaton - changes its state while executing the action ). To
formalize this be
 S 
haviour we
dene
below
for
every

2
L
the
transition
relation
;!
in
the
set
S

with P ;!
Q meaning that the process P can perform the action  and then become
Q.
Every process P = h- si is assumed to work in time, to formalize this behaviour
we dene also, as in Wan90], a special kind of delay actions (d) with d 2 Q+0 for
(d)
the processes, meaning by the relation P ;!
Q that the process P can become Q
just by letting time to pass for d units.
Every real (non-delay) action, occurring in the process, is associated with the
change of the process initial
vertex along some edge of the timer automaton, so we
e:
dene rst the relations ;!
for e 2 E and  2 L.
Let - = hV E f t L lab T   i be a timer automaton, then
e:
h- hv ii ;!
h- hv0 0ii

if the edge e 2 E is leading from v to v0 and is labelled by lab(e) = , and
for every t 2  (e) (t) = 0 (timing enabling condition the transition of the
process along the edge is possible only when the values of timers this edge
depends on have reached 0) and
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for every timer t 2 T its new value 0(t) is computed by the setting (e) in a
way:
{ if (e)(t) = c 2 Q+0, then 0(t) = c,
{ if (e)(t) = t0 2 T , then 0(t) = (t0).

e:
Let h- hv ii ;!
h- hv0 0ii i h- hv ii ;!
h- hv0 0ii for some e 2 E .
For delay transitions:
(d)
h- hv ii ;!
h- hv 0ii iff
for every red edge e 2 R outgoing from v (i.e. having f (e) = v) there exists
t 2  (e) with (t)  d (no red edge will be enabled during the waiting of

d seconds. If a transition along a red edge is enabled, a longer delay of the
process at the current vertex is not possible (either this transition, or some
other, must re immediately)),

for every t 2 T 0(t) = (t)  d, where x  y def
= maxf0 x ; yg for all x y (the
values of all timers are synchronously decreasing downto 0 along the passage of
time).
 0

Let for s s0 2 S  s ;!
s whenever h- si ;!
h- s0i for being either  2 L or
+0
(d) with d 2 Q .

Example 9.2 For the timed process from Example 9.1 the following chain of transitions is possible:

(2)
(1:14)
(3:86)
a
b
s0 ;!
s1 ;!
s2 ;!
s3 ;!
s4 ;!
s5     where
s0 = hv1 h0:7 3:14 2 0ii,
s1 = hv1 h0 1:14 0 0ii,
s2 = hv2 h1:14 7 1:14 5ii,
s3 = hv2 h0 5:86 0 3:86ii,
s4 = hv1 h0 5:86 3:86 3:86ii,
s5 = hv1 h0 2 0 0ii.

Since there are no enabled red edges at s3 , the process could, starting from it,
develop also as
(2:25)
(1:61)
b
s3 ;!
s6 ;!
s7 ;!
s5   or
(3:86)
(3)
a
s3 ;!
s8 ;!
s9 ;!
s10   where
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s6 = hv2 h0 3:61 0 1:61ii,
s7 = hv1 h0 3:61 1:61 1:61ii,
s8 = hv2 h0 2 0 0ii,
s9 = hv1 h3 6 2 0ii,
s10 = hv1 h0 3 0 0ii.
Concerning the labelled transition system semantics of Parallel Timer Processes
the following important properties can be observed:
(d) 0
(d) 00
time determinacy ( Wan90]) meaning that, if P ;!
P and P ;!
P , then
P 0 = P 00
(d+e) 0
(d) 00 (e)
time continuity ( Wan90]), meaning that P ;!
P if and only if P ;!
P ;!
P 0 for some P 00

time-stop freeness (this property is similar to the deadlock-freeness considered
in NSY91]), meaning that for every PTP P always
(d)
{ either P ;!
P (d) for every d 2 Q+0 for some P (d), or
(d) 0 
{ P ;!
P ;! P 00 for some d 2 Q+0 and some  2 L.

Let us assume that the given set of L of events contains a special event (action)
 2 L assuming the transitions ;! to be internal transitions of the process, they are
invisible for any external observer of the process. We dene L0 = L n f g be the set
of all visible events from the set L (this set is usually ranged over by ).
The presence or absence of the  labels in the processes is absolutely irrelevant
when one studies the vertex reachability problem in the processes (see Section 9.2).
The  actions become important when one studies various equivalences between processes (e.g., the weak bisimulation equivalence dened in Section 11.1) which want to
consider two processes as equivalent, if they exhibit the same observable behaviour,
no matter how many and what internal actions each one of these processes performs.
Also the compositional operators for processes (see Chapter 14) may distinguish between visible and internal actions of the processes.
It is not claimed that Parallel Timer Processes is a completely new model it has
a number of constructions, similar to the models of the Timed Graph family (see
AD90], ACD90] and NSY91]). Some discussion on the relations between PTPs and
other timed specication formalisms is done in Section 1.6 and Appendix A.
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9.1.1 A Simple Example

Let us show how the PTPs can be used in the description of a simple real time
process in telephone exchanges, which controls the timed aspects of the dialling of
phone numbers by the abonents. It is assumed that a phone number is a sequence
of digits containing at least two digits. The abonent dials all the number's digits
one after another and leaves some time between the dialling of any two digits. The
controlling process is assumed to interrupt the number dialling in any of the following
three cases:
the rst digit of the number does not arrive in 30 seconds after the beginning
of the dialling (picking up the receiver)
the current digit which is not the rst does not arrive in 20 seconds after the
arrival of the previous digit and
the total time delay from the beginning of the number dialling reaches 60 seconds.
The process shown in Figure 9.2 has the following external events as the labels on
its edges: "Call", "Digit", "Tim" and "Connect". The number dialling begins with
the event "Call", the reception of every digit is modelled by the event "Digit". The
event "Tim" means the interruption of the number dialling (the corresponding signal
is sent to the abonent) and the event "Connect" stands for the successful completion
of the number dialling. The process timer set is T = fD T g, where D controls the
current digit arrival time (observe that the timer D is set on di erent edges to di erent
values (timeout periods)), and the timer T controls the total number dialling time.
The process vertexes are "SLEEP", "WFD" (Waiting First Digit), "WD" (Waiting
Digits) and "CONN". We dene also every edge labelled by the label "Call" or "Digit"
to be black (these events are normally initiated by the environment of the process),
all edges in the process labelled by either "Tim" or "Connect" are red, the transitions
along these edges (timeout, or succesful completion) must occur as soon as they are
enabled. The initial state of the process is assumed to be the pair consisting of the
vertex "SLEEP" and the timer value assignment  with (t) = 0 for all t 2 T .

9.2 Modelling of PTPs by LTIM Programs
In this section we show, how the Parallel Timer Processes, introduced in Section 9.1,
can be modelled by LTIM0 programs. So we both illustrate one possible methodology
of the language LTIM (see Section 3.2) construct interpretation in a model with real
time semantics and obtain some useful results about the path set projectivity in PTPs
(implying the decidability of the reachability problem for PTPs).

SLEEP 
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~0 -

?Call
T  60 D  30

6
Tim
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D  20

fT g Tim

6
Tim
fDg
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?Digit
D  20

Figure 9.2: A Dialling Control Process
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It should be noted that the vertex reachability problem for a model similar to
PTPs (Timed Graphs) is already solved in ACD90] by the method of time regions,
without any use of intermediate models (like LTIM0 programs in our case). The primary interest in the PTP as LTIM program modelling methodology is in showing the
relations between the analysis of programs (processes) with real time semantics (ex(d)
pressed in the terms of the constructs like the relations ;!
) and programs with other
data structures. Some further points about this relation can be found in Chapter 10,
where by a similar process modelling techniques the vertex reachability problem is
proved decidable for more general model classes with the real time semantics.
Let us introduce rst some notation. Let for a PTP A = h- si with
- = hV E f t L lab T   i and s = hv i
- = -(A), and sA0 = s together with v0A = v and A = 
V (A) = V (-) = V , E (A) = E (-) = E , T (A) = T (-) = T ,  A =  , A = ,
and
S A = S  (i.e. the set of the process A states is dened to coincide with the set
of the automaton - states).
Let +A be the set of all mappings T ! Q+0 (so, S A = V (A)  +A).
For a PTP A = h- si we call a sequence
(hsi ei : (di i) si+1i)i2N (or (hsi  ei : (di  i) si+1i)i<k )
an innite (resp. nite) initial history of A work provided
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s0 = s and si 2 S A for all i,
(di ) ei :i
si ;!
;! si+1 with di 2 Q+0 i 2 L for all i.
Associated with these histories there are paths v0e0 v1e1 : : : and v0e0 v1e1 : : :  vk in
the graph (see Section 2.1) AG = hV E f t L lab v0Ai of the process A (see Section 2.1, let us say further on "in the process A"), with si = hvi ii for all i. Let
us say, as in the case of LTIBA programs, that the dened histories go along the
associated paths.
We call a path in the timed process A initial, if it begins with the vertex v0A.
An initial path in the process A is called feasible, if there is an initial history along
it. A vertex v 2 V (A) is called reachable, if it is contained in some feasible initial
path of A.

Theorem 9.3 There exists an algorithm which, given a Parallel Timer Process A

constructs a projectivee for the set of all (both nite and innite) feasible paths in A.

Corollary 9.4 The vertex reachability problem for Parallel Timer Processes is decid-

able.

Proof of Theorem 9.3: Given a PTP A we construct for it rst the modelling

LTIM0 program M (A).
We let the program M (A) vertex set to contain, rst, the set of all process A
vertexes: V (A)  V (M (A)) (some other vertexes of M (A) will appear later on). We
dene for every A timer t 2 T a corresponding variable xt in the program M (A). For
every program M (A) variable value vector ~v 2 VM (A) let (~v) be the mapping  2 +A
dened
(t) = ~v:xt  ~v:z for all t 2 T (A)
(z is the real time counter of the program M (A) and  is the positive minus operation).
Let us say that the program variable value vector ~v is modelling the process timer
value assignment (~v) (it can be the case that for one process timer value assignment
there are more than one modelling program variable value vectors).
We say also that the program M (A) state s = hn~vi for n 2 V (A) (recall V (A) 
V (M (A))) models the process A state

S (s) def
= hn (~v)i:
We complete the modelling program construction by building for every process
A edge e 2 E (A) leading from a vertex n to n0 a program fragment of the LTIM0
operators which is to be put between the vertexes n and n0 in M (A) and allows a
modelling program history (transition chain) through the fragment from the program
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state s = hn~vi to some state s0 = hn0~v0i if and only if the process A can do a
transition along e (possibly preceded by some waiting) from S (s) to S (s0) (see
Lemma 9.5 for the modelling statement expressed more precisely).
Assume that we have an edge e 2 E (A), leading from n to n0 in A, let  (e) =
ft1 : : : tsg. The edge e is modelled in M (A) by the program fragment, having the
following block structure:

 
 

n: ?x - z + x + - A0 - A - B -: : : - C -ASS - n':
Figure 9.3: Modelling Block Structure

where x is the input variable for M (A) (recall the denition of the programming
language LTIM0 in Section 3.2) and the blocks A0, ASS and A B : : : C are dened
in the following.
We clarify simultaneously also the roles which are plaid in the modelling by every
block, so we assume that the program is executing the modelling fragment, starting
from some state hn~vn i which corresponds to the process state hn i for  = (~vn).
Let the program variable value vectors at the beginning of every block A0 A B : : :
be denoted by ~vA0~vA~vB : : : respectively.
The block A0 checks that after waiting d = ~vA0:z ; ~vn :z units of time in the
state hn i the transition along the edge e in A is enabled (i.e. for all t 2  (e)
(t) d). It is dened to be the chain

- z <xt ; - z <xt ; -: : :
1

2

- z <xts ;-

The blocks A B : : : C are associated every one with one outgoing red edge from
the vertex n in the process. Every of these blocks checks that the corresponding
red edge did not become enabled before waiting d units of time (so preventing
the process ability to wait d units and then execute a transition along the edge
e). The block, corresponding to a red edge e0 with  (e0) = fu1 : : : ur g is dened
as

- xu <z + - xu <z + -: : :
;
;
?
1

2

- xur <z
;
?

Figure 9.4: The A,B,...,C blocks

-
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The block ASS models the timer setting (e) by the changing the program
M (A) variable values in order to obtain 0 = (~vn ). It contains for every A
timer t 2 T such that (e)(t) 6= t the assignment operator
{ xt  z + c, if (e)(t) = c 2 Q+0, and
{ xt  xu , if (e)(t) = u 2 T
(since the timer setting (e) has the vectorial semantics, it can be needed in
some cases to replace some of these assignment operators by a pair of operators
x0  xu and xt  x0 where x0 is an auxiliary variable, the rst of these
operators must be put in the assignment sequence before any assignment with
xu as the lefthand side).
We add into the program M (A) also the initializing fragment, containing the
assignments xt  A(t) for all t 2 T (A).
Let us dene for every program M (A) edge e the corresponding process A edge
e~ = E (e) to be the edge in the modelling fragment of which the program edge e lies.
Let for n n0 2 V (A), d 2 Q+0 and e~ 2 E (A)
0

d~e
hn~vi ;!
hn0~v0i mean that

~v0:z = ~v:z + d and
there exists a nite history of M (A) with hn~vi as the initial value and with
hn0~v0i as the nal value such that E (ei( )) = e~ for all i < card(CRd ).
(d) e:
Lemma 9.5 If hn i ;!
;! hn0 0i in the process A, and the program variable value
de
vector ~v 2 VM (A) is taken such that (~v ) =  , then we have also hn~v i ;!
hn0~v0i in

the program M (A) for some ~v0 with (~v0) =  0.
de
Reverse, if hn~vi ;!
hn0~v0i in the modelling program M (A) and  = lab(e) 2 L,
(d) e:
then hn (~v)i ;!
;! hn0 (~v0)i.

Proof: Follows from the construction of the modelling program.2
Let us introduce for the program M (A) the nite and innite acceptance sets
SF (M (A)) = SI (M (A)) = V (A).
We dene for every initial accepting path  in M (A) a corresponding path P ()
to be the path 0 = n0e0 : : :  nk ] in the process A for which
n0 n1 : : :  nk ] is the sequence of all path  vertexes which belong to V (A), and
for every two vertexes ni and ni+1 in 0 every program M (A) edge e which lies
in the path  between ni and ni+1 has E (e) = ei.
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Lemma 9.6 An initial path 0 in the process A is feasible if and only if there exists
a feasible initial accepting M (A) path  with 0 = P ().

Proof: Let  be a (nite or innite) feasible accepting path in M (A) and 0 = P ().

Let us denote by i1 i2 : : :  ik ] the sequence of all indices i for which the ith vertex
of the path  ni () 2 V (A). Then for every history along  in M (A) we have
d~ej
hnij ( )~vij ( )i where
hnij ( )~vij ( )i ;!
+1

+1

e~j = E (eij ()) and
d = ~vij+1 :z ; ~vij :z for every two adjacent indices ij and ij+1.
According to Lemma 9.5 the sequence
0 = (hhn~ j  j i e~j : j  hn~ j +1  j +1 ii)
for hn~ j  j i = S (hnij ( )~vij ( )i) and e~j = E (eij ), j = lab(~ej ) for all j is a history
of the process A along 0. The initiality of 0 in A is by the construction of M (A)
and the initiality of in M (A).
Reverse, if the path 0 is feasible in A, the existence of an appropriate feasible
initial path  in M (A) also is straightforward from Lemma 9.5.2
Finally, we show how to construct for the process A the graph G(A) which is the
projectivee for both the sets of all nite and innite feasible paths in A. Having built
the modelling program M (A) for the process A, let us build a projectivee BG(M (A))
for the set of all initial nite feasible paths of M (A) (see Theorem 4.3). Since M (A)
is a LTIM0 program, the graph BG(M (A)) is also a projectivee (!-projectivee) for
the set of all innite feasible paths in M (A) (see Lemma 7.12).
Given the graph BG(M (A)), the construction of G(A) is done, as follows:
V (G(A)) = fhn C i 2 V (BG(M (A))) j n 2 V (A)g, a vertex hn C i in G(A) is
labelled by n 2 V (A)
there is an edge from hn C i to hn0 C 0i, labelled by e~ 2 E (A), if and only if there
exists a path  in BG(M (A)) from hn C i to hn0 C 0i with E (ei( )) = e~ for all
i < card(CRd ) (i.e. for all program M (A) edges in the projection of  ).
the graph G(A) initial vertex is hvA  C0Ai where C0A = ~v0A] for the M (A) variable
value vector ~v0A which is obtained after the executing the initializing fragment
with the assignments xt  A(t) for all t 2 T (A) (clearly, (~v0A) = A, it is
according to the denition of conguration for LTIM programs that the set C0A
is singleton (the scaling of number line must be done before in order to make
all program constants integers)).
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:::

- NOP

- xu <z
;
1

?

xu2 <z

;
?

:::

?

xur <z

;
?

-

Figure 9.5: The "Positive" A,B,: : : ,C blocks
The proof that G(A) is the needed initial projectivee for the set of all feasible paths
in A is straightforward.2

Note. The presented modelling methodology of PTPs by LTIM0 programs in
general admits also non-positive paths in the obtained modelling programs (see Section 8.3 for the denition of a "positive" LTIM program). However, if one changes
the transition impossibility controlling blocks A,B,: : : ,C (depicted in Figure 9.4), as
shown in Figure 9.5 (in fact we just introduce a somewhat wide nondeterminism in
the programs), it can be easily seen that for every PTP A its modelling program
M (A) is a positive LTIM0 program (all the modelling characterizing results remain
true also for the "new" modelling program).
It is easy to dene the notion of an integer valued history and integer feasible
paths (as well as integer reachable vertexes) also for PTPs, as it was done for LTIM
programs in Section 8.3. Using the positivity of the modelling program, as well as
the result of Theorem 8.4 we easily obtain the following result characterizing the set
of all feasible paths in a PTP.
Theorem 9.7 The set of all feasible paths in an arbitrary PTP with all explicit con-

stant used in the timer settings and the initial timer value assignment being integers
is feasible if and only if it is integer feasible.

This result gives yet another way for the deciding the vertex reachability problem
for Parallel Timer Processes.

Chapter 10
Enrichments of PTPs
In this chapter we consider some enrichments of the Parallel Timer Process model
which can be introduced still retaining the possibility of the automated reachability
analysis. We look also for the ways how the additional specication constructs can
be modelled by means of the languages LTIM and LTIBA. Of particular importance
in this chapter is Section 10.4, where the data dependent enrichments of PTPs are
considered and studied w.r.t. their analysis automation possibilities.

10.1 Processes with Inactive Timers
In various timed specication formalisms, the programming language SDL CC89]
being a typical example, a timer uses to be an abstract device which can be either
active (set up to produce a timeout after some period of time), or inactive (never
going to produce a timeout without a prior activation). Only if a timer is active,
it has in a given process state an associated time value showing the time remaining
before its timeout. The inactive timer idea can be easily adopted also for PTPs the
following way (we call the newly obtained processes the PTPs with Undened values,
or simply "PTPU"s, for short).
Let u be a special timer value ("u" for "undened"), u 62 Q. We let ud = u for all
d 2 Q+0 (the values u  u and d  u for d 2 Q+0 are not dened), let Q+0 = Q+0 fug.
The value u is assumed to be also incomparable with the numbers on being less or
greater (i.e. no one of the relations u < d, d < u, u = d holds for any d 2 Q+0).
The denition of PTPUs now is simply obtained from the basic denition of PTPs
(see Section 9.1) by, rst, allowing every process state to be a pair hv i for v 2 V (P )
and  : T ! Q+0 (instead of  : T ! Q+0), and, second, allowing the value u to
appear in the timer settings associated with the process edges (i.e. for every edge e of
a PTPU A (e) : T ! T Q+0).
Figure 10.1 shows, how the process controlling the timing aspects of the phone
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number dialling, described in Section 9.1.1, can be rewritten to exploit the undened
timer value possibility to reduce the process vertex set cardinality (observe that we
have here an auxiliary timer L which can assume only the values 0 and u). For the
sake of illustration we replace the only timer D, controlling in Figure 9.2 the current
digit arrival time by two timers: F for controlling the rst digit arrival time and N
for the "next" (not the rst) digit arrival time.

SLEEP 
 

~0 -

?Call
T  60 F  30
N  u L  u

6


6 

Tim
fF g
WD

?Digit
F  u
N  20
L0

fN g Tim

-

fT g Tim 
Connect
fLg
Digit

- CONN 

Figure 10.1: A PTPU for Dialling Control
It is easy to see that the proof of Theorem 9.3 can be easily generalized to apply
also to the processes with undened timer values, what means also the decidability
of the vertex reachability problem for PTPUs.
The idea of dealing with the undened timer values consist in modelling of them
by the corresponding program variables assuming a certain xed otherwise not used
value, say, ;1. So, every edge e timer setting (e) with (e)(t) = u causes the
operator xt  (;1) to be included in the corresponding modelling program fragment
(the block ASS associated with e).
It is not dicult to dene the appropriate mapping  : VM (A) ! +A and to invent
the modelling fragments in LTIM0 which should be used as the blocks A0 A B : : : C
and ASS in order to obtain the analogue of Lemma 9.5 holding, we do not consider
the details.

10.2 Processes with Extended Time Conditions
One particular peculiarity of the PTP model is that the timer value conditions which
allow a transition along a given edge to be performed are of the form (ti) = 0 for
all ti 2  (e). It seems useful sometimes to have these conditions of a more general
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kind, allowing, as in the Timed Graph model ACD90, AD90] them to be boolean
expressions over the predicates tici for ti 2 T ,  2 f<  =  >g and ci 2 Q+0. A
transition along an edge e with such condition in the generalized process, called EPTP,
is enabled in a state hv i for v = f (e) if and only if the condition's boolean expression
interpreted in the standard way over the timer values (t1) : : : (tk ) evaluates to
true. Again, whether a transition along an enabled edge must be executed, or a
further delay of the process is allowed, is the matter of the edge e colour (i.e. either
e is red or black). In order to obtain the time-stop freeness of the process labelled
transition systems let us require that every predicate b over the timer values, which is
associated with a red edge, is closed in the sense that only the non-strong inequalities,
joined by the positive connectives (i.e. & or _) are allowed to dene b.
The extended time conditions do not cause any very principal problems in applying
the above considered schema of the deciding the vertex reachability problem for the
processes by reducing it to the nite and innite path set projectivity of LTIM0
programs. The most important new point, if compared with the modelling of the
basic PTPs, here appears in the constructions for the check, whether in the current
process state hn i the transition, requiring the conditions, say, (t) > 5 and (u) 7,
can be performed, or not. As in the proof of Theorem 9.3 (see Figure 9.3) we input
rst the (absolute) time moment of the transition ring (?x), then assign it positively
to z. It remains to check now that the current value of xt is greater than z + 5 and
that the value of xu is not greater than z + 7, what is done, as follows (observe that
the variable x does not carry any essential information at this moment and we are
free to use it as an auxiliary variable):
- x  z + 5 - x<xt + - x  z + 7 - x<xu ;-

10.3 Processes with Nondeterministic Timer Settings
The ability to ascribe the same external behavior (=the same label) to both red (instantaneous) and black (possibly waiting) edges in a PTP gives a possibility to express
in the PTP model nondeterministic interval-like delays saying that, for example, an
action a is going to be executed in a process P between 3 and 5 seconds passed after
some other action b was performed. These are constructs, typical in Time Petri Nets
MF76, GMMP89] (see also Section 1.6 for some discussion).
Here we look at another possibility to introduce delays of nondeterministic length
in the PTP model. First of all, let I (Q+0) be the set of all intervals of Q+0, i.e.

I (Q+0) = f c1 c2] c1 c2  ]c1 c2] ]c1 c2 j c1 2 Q+0 c2 2 Q+0 f+1g c1 c2g:
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We obtain the denition of a PTP with Nondeterministic timer setting (a PTPN,
for short) from the denition of PTP by letting for every process edge e 2 E to have
the timer setting
(e) : T ! T I (Q+0)
(intuitively, every timer can be assigned either the value of other timer, or some value
from a specied time value interval).
The semantics of such a timer setting is dened to have early binding of the
concrete ti value from the specied interval at the moment of the setting execution
(the moment of a transition ring along the edge), i.e. for (e)(t) = c1 c2] we require
in the denition of the transition
e: 0 0
hv i ;!
hv   i
that 0(ti) 2 c1 c2] \ Q+0, (in the other cases the corresponding interval (i.e. ]c1 c2],
etc.) must be taken instead of c1 c2]).
We call a PTPN bounded, if all nondeterministic timer settings on its edges have
nite upper delay bounds c2 < +1. The model of bounded PTPNs appears to have
theoretically approximately the same expressive power, as standard PTPs and can be
analyzed both w.r.t. reachability, path feasibility and equivalence by almost the same
methods, as developed for PTPs. However, the unboundedness of the nondeterminism
brings essentially new problems in the process analysis (PTPNs can not be any longer
modelled by LTIM0 programs (in a sense of retaining a homomorphism between the
state sets), more general LTIM constructs are needed). In the case of the unbounded
nondeterminism some innite not feasible paths with all nite prexes feasible may
appear in the processes and their modelling programs (see e.g. Figure 10.2), so eliminating also the possibility of modelling PTPNs by LTIM0 programs also in the sense
of the path feasibility.

 INIT - T  0+1
  R1


R1
LOOP 

6
fRg fT g

-

Figure 10.2: Innite Infeasible Path: An Example
For modelling PTPNs by LTIM programs one can use the same schema as in the
modelling of PTPs by LTIM0 programs. Also the state modelling relation S : V (A) 
VM (A) ! S A can be taken precisely the same as in the proof of Theorem 9.3. The only
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di erence appears in the edge modelling fragments just in the block ASS modelling
the timer setting, when for (e)(t) = c1 c2 we have the modelling fragment
- ?xt
- x  z + c1 - xt <x ; - x  z + c2 - xt <x +For, say, (e)(t) = c1 +1 the corresponding modelling fragment is
- ?xt
- x  z + c1 - xt <x ; One can observe that in the case of the only bounded nondeterminism in a PTPN
A all innite paths in the modelling program M (A) path feasibility graph BG(M (A))
are progressing in the sense of Section 7.1, so, according to Lemma 7.5 we again have
the initial projectivity of the sets of both nite and innite feasible path sets in A.
As to the unbounded nondeterminism, a counterexample to the innite feasible path
set initial projectivity is straightforward (Figure 10.2 again).
It is possible to prove for bounded PTPNs also the decidability of bisimulation
equivalences (see Section 13.1), this decidability is hardly believable for the unbounded
PTPNs, even in the simplest case of the strong bisimulation (it is still an open problem).

10.4 Processes with Data Parameters
In this section we consider a more principal possibility to enrich the PTP model by
introducing in it the integer-valued data (we call the newly obtained processes the
PTPBs ("B" for the LBASE system of commands over the parameters)).
Assuming predened the set nite L of events the processes can participate in, we
dene a PTPB process to be a pair P = h- si for - being a TD-automaton ("T" for
"time" and "D" for "data"):
- = hV E L lab T  W  labW  T  W  T  W i where
V E L and T are the sets of - vertexes, edges, edge labels and timers, respectively, lab : E ! L is the - edge labelling function (see the denition of PTPs
in Section 9.1)
for every e 2 E T (e) and T (e) are the timer condition and timer setting,
associated with e, also dened already for PTPs
W = fx1 x2 : : : xng is a nite set of integer-valued variables
labW : E ! W ascribes to every process edge a variable
for every automaton's edge e 2 E W (e) is called the variable value condition,
associated with e, and is an arbitrary boolean formula built by the connectives
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& _ and : from the elementary predicates of the form a < b, where every of
the elements a and b is either a process variable x 2 W , or an integer constant
c 2 Z (let us call the formulas of this kind linear)
for every automaton's edge e 2 E W (e) : W ! W Z is the variable setting
function (analogous to the timer settings T (e0)) we have also
s = hv0P  TP  WP i for v0P 2 V , TP : T ! Q+0 and WP : W ! Z being the process initial
state. Every state of the process also is a triple hv T  W i for v 2 V , T : T ! Q+0
and W : W ! Z .
The idea behind the semantics of PTPBs is that every real transition of the process
along an edge e 2 E is associated both with the event lab(e) 2 L and with the input
of some integer value into the e:variable
labW (e) 2 W . Given an edge e 2 E with
u
lab(e) =  2 L, the transition ;! for u 2 Z from the state hv T  W i s.t. v = f (e)
along e with the input of the value u into the variable labW (e) = xi is possible i both
T (ti) = 0 for all ti 2 T (e) and
the interpretation of the formula W (e) over the variable values W0 (x) for x 2 W ,
dened
W0 (x) = W (x) for x 6= xi and W0 (xi) = u
evaluates to true (treating the meaning of the inequality signs and the logical
connectives in the standard way). Observe that variable value condition is
interpreted taking into account the new value of the input variable xi = labW (e).
The target state of such a transition along e is ht(e) T0  W0 i where t(e) is the target
vertex of e and T0 , W0 are obtained from T and W0 by the settings T (e) and W (e)
in a standard way:
T0 (t) = T (t0), if T (e)(t) = t0 2 T , and
T0 (t) = c, if T (e)(t) = c 2 Q+0, as well as
W0 (x) = W0 (y), if W (e)(x) = y 2 W , and
W0 (x) = c, if W (e)(x) = c 2 Z .
We retain for PTPBs the edge colouring (red and black edges) and assume that
a transition along a red edge must occur as soon as it is enabled (if there are some
values u 2 Z for which the transition is enabled and some others for which the
condition W (e) forbids the transition, one of the enabling values must be taken and
the transition along the edge has to be executed immediately).
The denition of the semantics of PTPBs is completed by saying that they admit
(d)
also the delay transitions ;!
during which no variable values are changed and the
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timers change their values by synchronous decreasing downto 0 as in the case of basic
PTPs. More precisely,
(d)
h- hv T  W ii ;!
h- hv T0  W ii iff
for every red edge e 2 R outgoing from v either
{ there exists t 2 T (e) with T (t)  d, or
{ for all u 2 Z the variable value condition W (e) interpreted over the values
W0 (x) yields false (if for some u 2 Z a transition along a red edge can be

executed, no further delay is possible)
for every t 2 T T0 (t) = T (t)  d.
Using the facilities o ered by PTPBs we give in Figure 10.3 a slightly more detailed
"specication" of the phone number dialling control process (see Section 9.1.1, as well
as Figure 9.2 and Figure 10.1). First of all we replace the "ctive" timer L from the
PTPU specication (Figure 10.1) by an (integer-valued) variable x. More importantly,
every signal "Digit", incoming into the process now carries an integer parameter d
which is to be bound between 0 and 9 (which digit has been dialled). In our toy
example it is not possible to deliver any reasonable information about all the dialled
digits to the connection seeking process (initiated by the event "Connect"), so we
deliver just the last digit of the dialled number. Formally, this delivery is done by the
"input" of some value into another variable, n, however the variable value condition
requires this new value to coincide with the current value of d. So, if the connection
seeking process "synchronizes" with our process on the event "Connect" by o ering
any variable value for this synchronization, the synchronization will necessary be
performed on the value of d.
At rst sight it seems rather obvious to generalize the modelling methodology,
given in the proof of Theorem 9.3 (see Lemma 9.5) also to the case of the PTPB
modelling by LTIBA programs. However, the situation turns so that we have the
following, at rst sight rather surprising result:

Theorem 10.1 The vertex reachability problem for PTPBs is undecidable.
Proof sketch: The construction, presented in Figure 10.4, allows to increase the

value of an arbitrary variable a by 1 every time when the path fragment from the
vertex U to the vertex U 0 is executed (@ is an auxiliary vertex from which no other
vertex is reachable, every edge in this fragment is red): had b received any other
value (i.e. not that of a + 1) greater than the value of a, the process execution would
reach the vertex @ since the transition, pending on the timer t1 becomes enabled in 1
second after the process reaching the UU vertex. So, such a block can be used as the

 SLEEP 
  hi 
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Figure 10.3: The PTPB phone
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Figure 10.4: A Variable Increasment in PTPB
operation a  a +1 in any machine with counters. The variable value decreasment is
done in a similar way, recall for the undecidability that in PTPBs we have unlimited
possibilities to use the variable comparison operation.2
It turns out that we can restrict the PTPB model just slightly in order to retain
the decidability of the vertex reachability (and the nite feasible path set projectivity)
for the restricted model, called PTPB0.
First of all, given a linear formula (predicate) W over the variables x 2 W , let
us call W semi-closed w.r.t. xi 2 W , if the formula contains positively (i.e. within
an even number of negations) no more than one occurrence of inequalities xi < a
and a < xi for a being either a variable x 2 W , or an integer constant (the number
of negative occurrences of these inequalities (corresponding naturally to the positive
occurrences of inequalities xi  a and a  xi) is not limited).
We call a PTPB A a PTPB0, if for every red edge e 2 E (A) its variable condition
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W (e) is semi-closed w.r.t. the edge input variable labW (e) 2 W (the variable value
conditions on black edges are not constrained by any additional requirements).
Even a simpler natural way of restricting PTPBs when seeking the decidability
of the vertex reachability problem would be rather acceptable: one could simply
forbid any use of the input variable value in the inequality system determining the
possibility of the transitions along the edge. However, as the further results show,
this is not necessary, so we manage to save a considerable modelling power of the
decidable specication formalism (also the phone number dialling process, described
in Figure 10.3 is a PTPB0).
We dene for PTPBs the notions of the process graph, path, history, feasible path,
etc. the same way as it is done for PTPs in Section 9.2.
Given a PTPB A we let +AT to be the set of all mappings T : T (A) ! Q+0 and
A
+B to be the set of all mappings W : W (A) ! Z .
Theorem 10.2 There exists an algorithm which, given a PTPB0 A constructs a projectivee for the set of all nite feasible paths in A.

Corollary 10.3 The vertex reachability problem for PTPB0s is decidable.
Proof of Theorem 10.2: Given a PTPB0 A we construct for it the modelling LTIBA

program M (A) following similar lines, as in the proof of Theorem 9.3 for the PTP
modelling.
We let rst the program M (A) vertex set to contain the set of the process A
vertexes: V (A)  V (M (A)) (some other vertexes of M (A) will appear later on).
We dene for every A timer t 2 T a corresponding LTIM variable xTt in the
program M (A), for every A variable y 2 W the LBASE variable xBy is dened in
M (A), as well.
For every program M (A) variable value vector ~v = h~vB ~vT i 2 VM (A) let T (~vT ) be
the mapping T 2 +AT dened
T (t) = ~vT :xTt  ~vT :z for all t 2 T (A)
let B (~vB ) = B 2 +AB be dened by
B (y) = ~vB :xBy for all y 2 W (A):
Let us say that the program variable value vector ~v is modelling the process timer
and variable value assignment (~v) = hT (~vT ) B (~vB)i.
We say also that the program M (A) state s = hn~vi for n 2 V (A) (recall V (A) 
V (M (A))) is modelling the process A state
S (s) def
= hn (~v)i:
As in the case of modelling PTPs by LTIM0 programs, we dene the modelling
program fragments, corresponding to the process A edges in order to meet
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(d) e:
Lemma 10.4 If hn i ;!
;! hn0 0i in the PTPB process A, and the program
variable value vector ~v 2 VM (A) is taken such that (~v) = , then we have also
de
hn~vi ;!
hn0~v0i in the program M (A) for some ~v0 with (~v0) = 0.
de
Reverse, if hn~vi ;!
hn0~v0i in the modelling program M (A) and  = lab(e) 2 L,
(d) e:
then hn (~v)i ;!
;! hn0 (~v0)i.
(The denition of the relation ;! is just the same, as in the proof of Theorem 9.3,
take into account that now every M (A) variable value vector ~v is a pair h~vB ~vT i

and that the existence of the history in M (A) is equivalent to the existence of
corresponding histories B and T in the programs M (A)B and M (A)T (see Section 3.2
for the denitions of the programs P B and P T from given LTIBA program P )).
The modelling of one edge e 2 E (A) is also done following similar lines, as the
modelling of PTP edges in the proof of Theorem 9.3, however, some technical details
are additional.
Lemma 10.5 For every linear formula  over the variable set W there exists a
LBASE program block B ( ) with one entry and two exits (labelled by " + " and " ; "),
such that the computation of the block starting from the variable values
~v:xBy = B (y) for all y 2 W
leads to the exit " + " if and only if the process variable values B satisfy the formula
 otherwise the computation always leads to the " ; " exit.
Proof: The elementary predicates are translated, as follows (here and further on the
little labels on the edges denote the exits of the modelling block components (program
operators blocks, corresponding to subformulae), while the labels, shown as the edge
targets denote the exits of the whole block):

- xBy > c
?;

y > c:

+

- + and

y > u:

- xBy > xBu
?;

+

-+

As to the composed formulas, their translations by the program blocks are obtained
inductively on the subformula structure the following way (here B ( ) denotes the
block for translating the formula  ):
1

& 2: - B (1)
-

+

- B (2)
?

+

-+
-;
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- B (1) - - B (2) - - ;
+

:

:

+

- B ( )
?-

?
-+
+;

+

The correctness of the translation is straightforward.2
As in the modelling of PTPs, we consider an edge e 2 E (A), leading from n to n0
in a PTPB A, let  (e) = ft1 : : : tsg. The modelling block structure for the edge e in
M (A) is similar to that in Figure 9.3, however, some slight additions and changes are
present (the input of a LBASE variable xBy which corresponds to the process variable
y = labW (e) 2 W , the block A0 is moved to the end of the modelling chain for it
makes use of the new value of xBy while the A B : : : C blocks need the "old" value):

n:

  n':
  

?xT - z  xT + - A - B -: : : - C - ?xBy - A0 -ASS +

Figure 10.5: Modelling Block Structure: LTIBA

The blocks A0, ASS and A B : : : C have the same principal roles as in Figure 9.3,
The block A0 checks the satiscation of the edge e conditions (both (ti) = 0 for
ti 2 T (e) after waiting of d time units and W (observe the interpretation of W over
the variable value assignment W0 , including the value, received from the input):
- z <xT ; - z <xT ; -: : : - z <xT ;- B (W (e)) +t1

t2

ts

The block ASS is obtained from the settings T (e) and W (e) as in the modelling
of PTPs (for every variable xBy the assignment xBy  xBu for u = W (e)(y) 2 W
(xBy  c for c = W (e)(y) 2 Z ) is present (similarly for variables xTt for t 2 T )).
Up to this point the constructions made were possible also for the whole class of
PTPBs. The problem in the modelling PTPB processes is that we cannot in general
build for given red edge e a corresponding LTIBA block which allows a control ow
through it if and only if there does not exist any input value for which the transition
along e becomes enabled (because of the fulllment of the condition W (e)), the
example in Theorem 10.1 is based just on this point, see Figure 10.4.
In the case of PTPB0s we obtain the modelling possibility from the following
important result (combined with Lemma 10.5).
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Lemma 10.6 For every linear formula  over the set W of integer-valued variables,
if  is semi-closed w.r.t. y 2 W , then there exists a corresponding linear formula  0
over the set of variables W 0 = W n fy g such that
 0 is true for xed variable values (x), x 2 W 0 if and only if
there exists a value u = (y ) 2 Z such that  is true for the variable values (x),
x 2 W.
Moreover, for every such  the corresponding formula  0 can be eectively obtained
from  .

Proof: Exclude the variable y from the formula  by replacing every chain of relations
a1y2b for x1 x2 2 W 0 Z and i 2 f< g by ab, where  is the strongest of the

relations i . Due to the semi-closeness of  no more than one of i is strong inequality
(<), so in the case of the validity of  0 over some variable value assignment , also the
value of y yielding the validity of  can be found, we do not consider further details.2
Now the modication of the transition impossibility controlling blocks (Figure 9.4)
is straightforward: the block, corresponding to a red edge e0 with T (e0) = fu1 : : : ur g
is dened as:
- xT <z + - xT <z + -: : : - xT <z + - B (W (e0)0)
u1

;

u2

;
?

ur

;
?

;
?

-

Figure 10.6: Transition Impossibility Controlling Blocks
We add into the program M (A) also the initializing fragment, containing the
assignments xTt  TA(t) for all t 2 T (A) and xBy  BA(y) for all y 2 W (A).
The rest of the proof of the theorem is very similar to the case of the basic PTPs
(Theorem 9.3), its detailed consideration is omitted (since the graph BG(M (A)) has
not been dened for LTIBA programs, we have to use simply some T-projectivee
for the set of all nite feasible accepting paths in M (A) (obtained in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 from the graphs BG(M (A)B ) and BG(M (A))T ) by Lemma 2.8).2
Via the modelling of PTPB0s by LTIBA programs (Lemma 10.4) on can prove
also various interesting results about the innite path feasibility in PTPB0s (see Section 7.5 for some list of results in LTIBA program analysis).
There is also another alternative for introducing the data in the parallel timer
model: we obtain the denition of a PTP with Rational data (PTPQ, for short) if we
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replace the integer data type of the non-timer variables in the denition of PTPBs by
the rational one.
For the linear formulas over rational-valued variables the requirement of semicloseness is not necessary for an analogue of Lemma 10.6 to hold. So, using a similar schema, as in the PTPB0 modelling, one can model every PTPQ in the language, called, say, LTIQ0, every program in which is allowed to have two complects
of rational-valued variables: one of them with allowed LTIM0 commands over them
(used in handling the timed aspects of the process behaviour) and the other without
the real time counter and allowed LBASQ commands (used in handling the data aspects of the process behaviour), any interaction between both the variable complects
is forbidden (clearly, every LTIQ0 program is also a LTIM program).
Since the programs in both the languages LTIM0 and LBASQ have !-projective
innite feasible path sets (see Corollary 7.12 and Fact 7.2), the !-projectivity result holds also for the sets of all innite feasible paths in LTIQ0 programs due to
Lemma 2.9.
Using the modelling of PTPQs by LTIQ0 programs one shows the !-projectivity
of the set of all innite feasible paths also for PTPQs (an analogue of Lemma 9.5
and Lemma 10.4 is useful for the modelling correctness proof, we do not consider the
details).
In Section 13.2 we give also the principal schema of the deciding bisimulation
equivalences for PTPQs (in fact we consider for the sake of simplicity only the strong
equivalence), what is interesting to mention is that a similar algorithm if tried on
the deciding bisimulation equivalences for PTPB0s, runs into serious problems about
which it is not clear for the moment, how they can be dealt with at all.
All the above considered enrichments of the PTP model still retained the decidability
of, at least, the process vertex reachability problem (as it will be seen from the proofs
of Chapter 11 and Chapter 12, the most of the enriched models (save the cases of not
bounded PTPNs and the integer data dependent formalisms PTPB, PTPB0) permit
also the automated bisimulation equivalence decision). However, it is very easy to
extend the PTP model also in a way to have all the interesting analysis problems,
including the vertex reachability, undecidable, a very natural (and rather "similar" to
PTPQs) such extension is considered in Chapter 15.
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Chapter 11
Deciding Bisimulation Equivalences
This chapter is devoted to the deciding bisimulation equivalences for Parallel Timer
Processes. After the denitions of the equivalences in Section 11.1 we consider the
notion of region (symbolic) processes which play a crucial role in the deciding algorithms (Section 11.2) and show the algorithm of deciding the strong bisimulation
equivalence in Section 11.3. The further arguments, needed in the deciding of the
weak bisimulation equivalence, are postponed to the next chapter.

11.1 Strong and Weak Equivalences
Let . def
= L f(d)jd 2 Q+0g be the set of all actions ranged over by .
We dene the strong timed bisimulation equivalence in the set P of timed processes
in the usual way (see HLW91]):
Denition 11.1 Let F (R) be the set of all hP Qi 2 P  P satisfying


i) whenever P ;!
P 0 then Q ;!
Q0 with hP 0 Q0i 2 R for some Q0


0
ii) whenever Q ;! Q then P ;! P 0 with hP 0 Q0i 2 R for some P 0:

Then R is a timed bisimulation if R  F (R). We dene the timed bisimulation
equivalence, written , to be the greatest xpoint of F .

We prove in this chapter the following theorem.
Theorem 11.2 There is an algorithm which, given two Parallel Timer Processes A
and B , decides whether A  B or not.
It has been proved to be often useful to abstract from certain actions when observing a process behavior, this leads to the notion of weak (abstracted) bisimulation
equivalence in process algebras. In our case with the semantics of processes given by
133
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the timed transition systems we face two principal alternatives whether to abstract
from timed transitions in the process behaviour or not.
(d)
Here we choose to have the timed transitions (i.e. ;!
) non-abstractable (as it was
done in Wan91b]). As to the time abstracted case we just note that the equivalence
obtained this way still depends on the timing constraints on the behaviour of the
process: these constraints can eliminate some still observable action sequences as
impossible. The reader may himself convince that this equivalence can be shown
decidable by using the path set projectivity techniques, demonstrated for PTPs in
Section 9.2, combined with the standard bisimulation deciding algorithms for Finite
State Machines
(see e.g. KS83]).

Let P =)
Q if and only if P (;!)Q (i.e. P may become
Q by doing
a sequence

 
of ;!-transitions). Dene for  2 L0 the relation P =) Q as P =);!=) Q. For
d)
delay transitions let, as in Wan90] P =()
Q whenever
(dk ) 
 (d1 ) 
P =)
;!=)   ;!
=) Q

for some d1 d2 : : : dk with d1 + d2 +  dk = d.
d)
Intuitively, =()
is rather complex relation for it allows the abstracted waiting to
be split into elementary waitings by the  -actions at arbitrary time moments and
without a priori bound on the number of the splitting moments (we afterwards show
such an a posteriori bound, see Lemma 12.4).
Letting to range over L0 f(d) j d 2 Q+0g we can now dene the weak timed

bisimulation for timed processes (observe that P =)
Q i P =(0)
) Q):
Denition 11.3 Let F (R) be the set of all hP Qi 2 P  P satisfying

i) whenever P =) P 0 then Q =) Q0 with hP 0 Q0i 2 R for some Q0
ii) whenever Q =) Q0 then P =) P 0 with hP 0 Q0i 2 R for some P 0:
Then R is a weak timed bisimulation, if R  F (R). We dene the weak timed
bisimulation equivalence, written , to be the greatest xpoint of F .

Theorem 11.4 There is an algorithm which, given two Parallel Timer Processes A
and B , decides whether A  B or not.
Observe that the result of Theorem 11.2 follows from that of Theorem 11.4 in the
case of no edges in the processes A and B are labelled with the  -actions.
Let for a given nite process P = h- hv ii d~(P ) be the set of processes h- hv0 0ii
with v0 being a vertex in - graph and 0(t) cP for every P timer t, where cP is dened
to be a constant which exceeds both all timer values from  and all constants used
in - edge assignments. It is easy to see that every P derivative (= a process which
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can be obtained from P by performing some sequence of transitions) falls into the
set d~(P ) (the converse might not be true). So, without loosing generality in deciding
whether A  B , A  B one can consider  and  to be the maximal bisimulations
in the set d~(A)  d~(B )  P  P .

11.2 Symbolic Processes
Without the loss of generality we assume that all the explicit constants c, used in the
edge timer value assignment vectors (e) in the graphs of A and B , are integers (were
it not so one could change the scale of the number line to ensure it easy to see that
the behaviour of the processes is not a ected by the scale change).
In order to decide whether A  B , A  B we give an e ective characteristic (by
the means of a nite partitioning) of all bisimilar process pairs within d~(A)  d~(B )
in a way described below (it turns out to be too rough for the proof to consider
partitionings of d~(A) and d~(B ) independently: the proof cornerstone Lemma 11.7
does not hold for any nontrivial partitioning of d~(A)  d~(B ) which is obtained as the
product of independent partitionings of d~(A) and d~(B )).
For T = ft1 t2 : : : tmg being a nite set of timers, let us represent every T timer
value assignment  : T ! Q+0 as the vector h(t1) : : : (tm)i 2 (Q+0)m. Let 
= be
an equivalence relation in the set +T of T timer value assignments such that 1 
= 2
if and only if

b1(ti)c = b2(ti)c for every i = 1 : : :  n and
for every i j
{ f1(ti)g  f1(tj )g if and only if f2(ti)g  f2(tj )g
{ f1(ti)g = 0 if and only if f2(ti)g = 0
(here bxc denotes the \integral part" of x, i.e. the largest integer, which is not greater
than x, and fxg stands for the fractional part of x (i.e. fxg = x ; bxc )).
Given  2 +T , let us denote the equivalence class C  +T w.r.t. 
= with  2 C by
C () and call it the time region of T , corresponding to .
Given a timer value assignment one can easily compute its corresponding time
region (one can use the time region representations, say, by linear inequality systems
in order to make all computations with them e ective).

Example 11.5 If T = ft1 t2 : : : t7g and  = h0:7 1 1:23 4 17:23 17:75 17:75i,
then the time region C () can be described as an inequality system
C () = (0 < t1 < 1 = t2 < t3 < 2 < 4 = t4 < 17 < t5 < t6 = t7 < 18
0 = ft2g = ft4g < ft3g = ft5g < ft1g < ft6g = ft7g).
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Clearly, if for every t 2 T and every timer value assignment  2 +  +T always
(t) 2 0 c]  Q+0, then the set of the corresponding time regions fC () j  2 +g is
nite.
The presented time region construction is actually the same, as used in ACD90] for
demonstrating the e ectivity of the model checking procedure over Timed Graphs.
One may see also ABBCK91] to nd out other situations, where similar ideas of
variable value space partitioning have worked in deciding reachability for various
classes of data-dependent programs.
Denition 11.6 Let Pi = h-A  hvPi  Pi ii 2 d~(A), Qi = h-B  hvQi  Qi ii 2 d~(B ), we
say that hP1  Q1i 
= hP2  Q2i i
vP1 = vP2 and vQ1 = vQ2 (i.e. the vertexes of corresponding processes coincide)
and
~P1 :: ~Q1 
= ~P2 :: ~Q2 , where :: denotes the concatenation of two vectors.
It is important to notice that for hP1 Q1i 
= hP2 Q2i it is not enough to have
P
P
Q
Q
2
1

2
v 1 = vP2  vQ1 = vQ2 and P1 




,
one
needs also the timer values in P1
=
=
to be ordered w.r.t. the timer values in Q1 the same way as the timer values in P2 are
ordered w.r.t. those in Q2.
Lemma 11.7 Let P1  P2 2 d~(A) Q1 Q2 2 d~(B ), such that hP1  Q1i = hP2 Q2i.
Then P1  Q1 if and only if P2  Q2 .
Proof: Let us give another characteristic of the equivalent process pairs:
Denition 11.8 We call a mapping  : Q+0 ! Q+0 uniform if
 is strongly monotone (x > y implies (x) > (y)),
(x) + c = (x + c) for every natural c and every x 2 Q+0,
(0) = 0.
We extend any mapping  : Q+0 ! Q+0 in a polymorphic manner to any structures containing nonnegative rationals as elements in such a way that the mapping
 is applied to every component a 2 Q+0 of the structure and does not change any
component of other type, for example,
(1 2 : : :  m) = ((1) (2) : : : (m))
as well as for P 2 d~(A) Q 2 d~(B ) hP Qi = hP 0 Q0i, where P 0 and Q0 have the
same vertices as P and Q respectively, but the corresponding timer vector ~P :: ~Q =
(~P :: ~Q), etc. The proofs of the following facts easily follow from denitions:
0

0
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Fact 11.9 hP1 Q1i = hP2  Q2i if and only if there exists a uniform mapping , such
that hP1  Q1i = (hP2  Q2i).
Fact 11.10 Whenever  : Q+0 ! Q+0 is a uniform mapping, then for every d 2 Q+0
the mapping d , dened d (x) = (x + d) ; (d) for every x, is also uniform.
Fact 11.11 Whenever  : Q+0 ! Q+0 is a uniform mapping, then for every d d0 2
Q+0 and every x 2 Q+0
(d)d (x) = d+d (x):
Proof:
(d)d (x) = d(x + d0) ; d(d0) =
= (x + d + d0) ; (d) ; ((d + d0) ; (d)) =
= (x + d + d0) ; (d + d0) = d+d (x):2
Proposition 11.12 Whenever P2 = (P1) for the processes P1 P2 2 d~(A) d~(B ) and
0

0

0

0

some uniform mapping , then,


if P1 ;!
P10 , then P2 ;!
(P10 ),

(d) 0
( (d))
if P1 ;!
P1, then P2 ;!
d(P10 ),
if P1 =) P10 , then P2 =) (P10 ),
d) 0
( (d))
if P1 =()
P1, then P2 =
) d (P10 ).

Proof: Consider rst the untimed transitions. Since P1 and P2 have the same graph

vertex, as well as the same timers with 0 values and, so, the same transitions along the
same edges enabled, the result follows by observing that for every possible newly appearing timer value c 2 N (remember
scaling!) (c) = c (because
of the  uniformity),
 

use induction along the (;!) derivation for the transition =).
(d) 0
As to the timed transitions consider rst the case P1 ;!
P1. Let P1 have a state
(d)
hv i, then the state of P2 is hv ()i. By the denition of ;! for every red edge e,
outgoing from v, there exists ti 2  (e), such that (ti)  d. By the monotonicity of 
( (d)) 0
for every such ti ((ti))  (d), so P2 ;!
P2 for some P20 .
In order to prove that P20 = d(P10 ) it remains to consult the denitions of the
(d)
transition relation ;!
and the mapping d (for every P1 timer ti consider 2 cases
whether (ti) d or (ti) > d, in both the result follows easily).
d) 0
The general case of P1 =()
P1 follows from Fact 11.11 by the induction along the
d)
elementary transition chain in the derivation =()
.2
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Let P 0 Q if and only if P1  Q1 for some hP1  Q1i 
= hP Qi. By showing that
0
 is a weak bisimulation we complete the proof of the lemma.
Take some P 0 Q, let P1  Q1 and hP1 Q1i 
= hP Qi, then hP1 Q1i = (hP Qi)
for some uniform  (Fact 11.9). By Proposition
11.12 whenever P =) P 0 then P1 =)

(P 0). Since P1  Q1, then also Q1 =) Q01 for some Q01 with (P 0)  Q01. Since the
inverse of a uniform mapping is also uniform, Proposition 11.12 gives Q =) ;1(Q01),
easy to see that hP 0 ;1(Q01)i 
= h(P 0) Q01i and so P 0 0 ;1(Q01), as requested.
All the other cases (including the timed ones) are very similar to the considered
one, their detailed analysis is omitted.2
Now let us consider a partitioning XAB of the set d~(A)  d~(B ), generated by 
=,
~
~
easy to see that it is nite (for every P 2 d(A) d(B ) any its timer value does not
exceed maxfcA cB g). For arbitrary P 2 d~(A) Q 2 d~(B ) let us denote by X (P Q) the
element in this partitioning to which the pair hP Qi belongs to and call it a region
process, corresponding to hP Qi (one could call the region processes also symbolic
processes due to their symbolic nature).
For the completion of the proof of Theorem 11.4 it suces to check whether for a
given set X  XAB the corresponding set of process pairs RX = fhP Qi j X (P Q) 2
Xg is a bisimulation (observe that there is only a nite number of di erent symbolic
process sets X  XAB ), we deal with these problems in Section 11.3 for the case
of strong bisimulation and in Chapter 12 for the weak bisimulation (see especially
Section 12.2).

11.3 Deciding Strong Equivalence
For the sake of simplicity we consider rst the deciding of the strong (i.e. nonabstracted) bisimulation equivalence. We begin with some results, characterizing
the "waiting behaviour" of the processes.
Let for P 2 P P (d) be the process which is obtained from the process P by letting
(d)
time to pass for d units (P ;!
P (d)) provided P can perform such a waiting (observe
that according to the semantics of timed processes (time-determinacy property) such
process P (d) is always unique for every P and d).
We let (P ) for P 2 P to denote the minimal nonzero P timer value fractional part
(if all timer values in P are integers, let (P ) = 1), let (P Q) = minf(P ) (Q)g.
WT
We call a process P stable, written P ;!
, if and only if there exists d > 0, such that
(d)
P ;! P (d).
(d)
WT
Fact 11.13 For P 2 P , if P ;!
, then for all d (P ) P ;!
P (d).
WT
WT
~
~
For P 2 d(A) and Q 2 d(B ), if P ;! and Q ;! then for all d d0 2]0 (P Q)
always P (d) Q(d) P (d0 ) Q(d0 ) exist and X (P (d) Q(d)) = X (P (d0 ) Q(d0)).
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Proof: Follows from the semantics of processes and the denition of region processes
(equivalence relation 
=).2
WT
WT
Denition 11.14 Let for X = X (P Q) 2 XAB with P ;!
and Q ;!

next0(X ) = X (P (=2) Q(=2)) and
next1(X ) = X (P () Q()), where  = (P Q).
According to Proposition 11.12 and since for hP 0 Q0i = (hP 00 Q00i) for uniform
 always (P 0 Q0) = ((P 00 Q00)), we obtain that the operation next1 for region
processes is well (uniquely) dened. In order to obtain the well-denedness of next0,
consider also the monotonicity of  and Fact 11.13.
The following result is used below (see Lemma 11.17) to obtain a symbolic characteristic of waiting for region processes.
Lemma 11.15 Given a set RX = fhP Qi j X (P Q) 2 Xg with X  XAB , the
following two statements are equivalent:
(d)
(d)
1. for every hP Qi 2 RX and every d > 0 whenever P ;!
P (d) then also Q ;!
Q(d) and hP (d) Q(d)i 2 RX and
WT
2. for every X = X (P Q) 2 X , if P ;!
, then both next0(X ) 2 X and next1(X ) 2
X.
WT
Proof: Consider (1:) ) (2:) and assume hP Qi xed. Since P ;!
, according to
(d)
Fact 11.13 for all d 2 0 (P Q)] P ;! P (d). According to (1:) we obtain that also
(d)
Q ;!
Q(d) for all d 2 0 (P Q)], moreover hP ((P Q)=2) Q((P Q)=2)i 2 RX ,
hence next0(P Q) 2 X , and hP ((P Q)) Q((P Q))i 2 RX , so, next1(P Q) 2 X .
(d)
As to (2:) ) (1:), assume hP Qi 2 RX and d 2 Q+0 with P ;!
P (d) xed, and
consider the sequence

hP0 Q0i hP1  Q1i hP2  Q2i : : : where
P0 = P and Q0 = Q, as well as
Pi+1 = Pi(i ) and Qi+1 = Qi(i) (we abbreviate i = (Pi  Qi)).
According to (2:) we inductively establish that hPi  Qii 2 RX for all i all the time the
elements hPi  Qii can be dened. If at some stage either Pk (k ), or Qk (k ) does not
exist, we have hPk  Qki 2 RX , so we conclude according to (2:) and Fact 11.13 that
6 WT , in this case we have 0 + 1 +
the process P cannot continue its waiting: Pk ;!
: : : + k;1  d.
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Since for every i the sum 0 + 1 + : : : + i can be expressed as f + c for f being a
fractional part of some P or Q timer value and c 2 N (it follows from the semantics
of timed processes), as well as both the processes P and Q have just nite number of
di erent timer value fractional parts, no more than nite number of the elements in
the dened sequence can occur before the time moment d is reached.
So we have either P (d) = Pi and Q(d) = Qi for some i, or P (d) = Pi (0)
and Q(d) = Qi(0) with 0 < i, in both cases we obtain hP (d) Q(d)i 2 RX according to (2:) (observe that X (Pi (0) Qi(0)) = X (Pi (i =2) Qi(i=2)) according to
Fact 11.13).2

Let us introduce
in
the
set
X
AB of region processes the relations ;! for  2 L in


a way
X ;!
X 0 i there exist hP Qi 2 X and hP 0  Q0i 2 X 0 such that P ;!
P 0 and

Q ;! Q0. We use the following notion of symbolic bisimulation in order to give an
ecient characteristic of the set of all bisimilar process pairs hP Qi 2 d~(A)  d~(B ):
Denition 11.16 The set X 2 XAB is a strong symbolic bisimulation if and only if
for all X = X (P Q) 2 X


whenever P ;!
P 0 then X ;!
X (P 0 Q0) 2 X for some Q0


whenever Q ;!
Q0 then X ;!
X (P 0  Q0) 2 X for some P 0
WT
WT
whenever P ;!
, or Q ;!
, then both next0(X ) 2 X and next1(X ) 2 X .
Since every (strong) bisimulation RX  d~(A)  d~(B ) contains together with every
pair of timed processes hP Qi also all process pairs hP 0 Q0i with X (P 0  Q0) = X (P Q)
(see Lemma 11.7) and the set XAB of all region processes is nite, the following two
results complete the proof of Theorem 11.2 (decidability of strong timed bisimulation
equivalence for PTPs).
Lemma 11.17 The set RX = fhP Qi j X (P Q) 2 Xg is a strong timed bisimulation
if and only if the set X is a strong symbolic bisimulation.
Proof: Easily obtained from Lemma 11.15, Proposition 11.12 and the denitions.2
Lemma 11.18 It is decidable whether a given set X  XAB is a strong symbolic
bisimulation.
Proof: In order to check, whether X is a symbolic bisimulation (i.e. whether RX is
a strong timed bisimulation), we take for every X 2 X a representative hP Qi 2 X .
Since for every  2 L the set of -derivatives
P 0 of every given timed process P0

0
0
is nite
(i.e. the set fP 2 P j P0 ;! P g), the check whether for all P 0  with

P ;! P 0 there exists Q0 with both Q ;! Q0 and X (P 0 Q0) 2 X (as well as the case
with P s and Qs in changed roles) is e ective. As to the case of timed transitions, the
WT
WT
check, whether for given X 2 XAB with either P ;!
or Q ;!
for some (=for every)
representative hP Qi 2 X the processes next0(X ) and next1(X ) exist and belong to
X are clearly e ective.2

Chapter 12
Deciding Weak Equivalence
In this chapter we complete the proof of Theorem 11.4 (decidability of weak bisimulation equivalence for Parallel Timer Processes). We begin with some technical points
about the timer value inheritance.

12.1 Timer Value Inheritance
In this section we briey consider some technical points regarding the timer value
maintenance along the process derivations. The results of this section will be used to
prove the correctness of the weak bisimulation deciding algorithms below.
d)
Denition 12.1 Let P 2 P and P =()
Pd. We say that a process Pd timer t inherits
d)
the value from the process P timer t0 2 T (P ) along the given derivation P =()
Pd,
(d ) 0
0
if for every process P contained in this derivation and having P =) P there exists
a timer t0 2 T (P ) with P (t0) = P (t0 ) ; d0 (so, also Pd (t) = P (t0) ; d).
0

0

d)
Proposition 12.2 If P =()
Pd for d < 1, then for every Pd timer t 2 T (Pd ) = T (P )
P
d
with 0 < f (t)g < 1 ; d the timer t inherits its value from some P timer t0 2 T (P )
with f P (t0)g > 0.

Proof: Assume the contrary and look for the earliest process P 0 in the given derivation
d)
d)
P =()
Pd such that the Pd timer t inherits its value from some P 0 timer t0, let P 0 =()
Pd
0

for d0 d. Since P 0 is the earliest such process, we infer, according to the semantics
of timed processes and the agreement to have all constants used in P timer settings
integers, that P (t0) 2 N . The denition of the timer value inheritance gives us
Pd (t) = P (t0) ; d0, due to d0 d we obtain fPd (t)g  1 ; d, a contradiction (the
case d0 = 0 is excluded by the proposition requirements).2
0

0
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d)
d)
Fact 12.3 Whenever P =()
Pd , Q =()
Qd for d < (P Q) we have (Pd  Qd) 
(P Q) ; d.
Proof: Straightforward from Proposition 12.2 and the denition of (P Q).2

Lemma 12.4 Let for a sequence of process pairs (hPi  Qii)i2I with I = N , or I =
di )
di )
Pi+1 and Qi =()
Qi+1 with di = (Pi Qi)
0 1 : : :  s for some s 2 N , we have Pi =()
P
Q
for all i. Then for k = card(T (P0 )), k = card(T (Q0)) and i > u(kP + kQ + 1)
with u 2 N -arbitrary we have d0 + d1 +  + di;1  u.
Proof: Let for every i d0 + d1 +  + di;1 = pi. According to Proposition 12.2
we obtain that, if pi+1 = pi + (Pi Qi) < 1, then every Pi timer t0 with fPi (t0)g =
(Pi  Qi) inherits its value from some P0 timer t with fP0 (t)g > 0, as well as every
Qi timer t0 with fQi (t0)g = (Pi  Qi) inherits its value from some Q0 timer t with
fQ0 (t)g > 0.
Since the processes P0 and Q0 have together no more than kP + kQ di erent timer
value fractional parts, the delays pi 2]0 1 can be for no more that kP + kQ di erent
indices i, so we have pkP +kQ +1 > 1. We can now repeat the construction by taking
hPkP +kQ +1 QkP +kQ +1i instead of hP0  Q0i as many times, as needed, so obtaining the
result of the lemma.2

12.2 Deciding Weak Equivalence
For the deciding whether the processes A and B are weakly bisimilar, we follow the
same principal lines, as in the deciding strong equivalence, considered in Section 11.3.
We dene rst the generalized ("weak") versions of the next operators for process
pairs.
Let for P 2 d~(A), Q 2 d~(B ) for  = (P Q)
d)
WT
whenever P ;!
then N0A (P Q) = fX (P (d) Qd ) j Q =()
Qd & 0 < d < g and
() 0
A
0
N1 (P Q) = fX (P () Q ) j Q =) Q g, as well as
d)
WT
Pd & 0 < d < g and
whenever Q ;!
then N0B (P Q) = fXd  Q(d)) j P =()
() 0
B
0
N1 (P Q) = fX (P  Q()) j P =) P g

Fact 12.5 For hP Qi = hP 0 Q0i always NjI (P Q) = NjI (P 0 Q0), where I = A B and

j = 0 1.

Proof: Follows from Proposition 11.12.2
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Fact 12.6 For every X 2 N0A (P Q) and for every d 2]0 (P Q) there exists Qd
d)
with both Q =()
Qd and hP (d) Qd i 2 X .
d)
Proof: According to the denition of N0A and the transition relation =()
we have
(dx ) 
 (d1 )  (d2 )
Q =)
;!=);!  ;!
=) Qd

0

with di > 0 and d1 + d2 + : : : + dx = d0 for some d0 2]0 (P Q) .
It is easy to see by the induction along the Qd derivation that if we change in the
derivation of Qd the values of di to d0i s in a way d0i > 0 and d01 + d02 + : : : + d0x = d, we
obtain the needed derivation of Qd with X (P (d) Qd) = X (P (d0) Qd ).2
A similar result can be obtained also for the set N0B .
Note: In the case both the processes A and B satisfy the maximal progress assumption, stating that  -labels in the processes can be ascribed only to red (instantaneous)
edges (i.e. the internal actions in the processes must occur as soon as enabled), the
dened sets N0A (P Q), N1A (P Q), N0B (P Q) and N1B (P Q), and, so, also all the deciding algorithm and its correctness proof given below become much simpler (we could
(d)

have, for instance, that NA0 (P Q) = fX (P (d) Qd ) j Q =)
Q0 ;!
Qd & 0 < d < g).
However, since the overall proof follows the same principal ideas as the proof of Theorem 11.2 (see Section 11.3), we consider just the general case and leave to nd the
simplications, obtained in the maximal progress case, for the reader himself.
0

0

0

The following lemma plays an important role in obtaining symbolic characteristics
of weak bisimulations RX  d~(A)  d~(B ).

Lemma 12.7 Given a set X  XAB with RX = fhP Qi j X (P Q) 2 X the following
two statements are equivalent:
(d)
d)
1. for every hP Qi 2 RX and every d > 0, if P ;!
P (d) then Q =()
Qd for some
Qd with hP (d) Qdi 2 RX and
WT
2. for every X (P Q) 2 X , if P ;!
, then both X 0 2 N0A \ X and X 00 2 N1A \ X
for some X 0 X 00.

Proof: (1:) ) (2:) follows from Fact 11.13 and the denitions of N0A and N1A .
As to (2:) ) (1:) assume hP Qi 2 RX and consider the sequence
hP0 Q0i hP1  Q1i hP2  Q2i : : :  where
P0 = P and Q0 = Q (so, X (P0 Q0) 2 X ), as well as
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(i )
Pi+1 = Pi(i) and Qi =
) Qi+1 with X (Pi+1  Qi+1) 2 N1A (Pi Qi) \ X (we
abbreviate i = (Pi Qi)), such Qi+1 can always be taken due to (2:) provided
WT
X (Pi  Qi) 2 X and Pi ;!
.

(d)
Clearly, if P ;!
P (d), then either the sequence of hPi Qii is innite, or Pi = P (d0)
for d0  d for some i (the end of the sequence can be reached at Pk only when Pk ;!
6 WT ).
According to Lemma 12.4 Pi = P (d0) for d0  d for some i in every case.
So, for a xed value d with existing P (d) we have either
d)
P (d) = Pi for some i, in this case hP (d) Qi i 2 RX as well as Q =()
Qi or

P (d) = Pi (0) with 0 < i again we have X (Pi  Qi) 2 X with Q (=d;) ) Qi, so we
d)
obtain hP (d) Qd i 2 RX for some Qd with Q =()
Qd from (2:) using Fact 12.6.2
In what follows we give a symbolic characteristic of every weak bisimulation RX 
d~(A)  d~(B ).

We introduce
for
2
L
0 fg in the set XAB of region processes the relations =)
in a way X =) X 0 i there exist hP Qi 2 X and hP 0 Q0i 2 X 0 such that P =) P 0
and Q =) Q0.
0

Denition 12.8 Let for any X  XAB F (X ) be the set of all X (P Q) satisfying
if P =) P 0, then X (P Q) =) X (P 0  Q0) 2 X for some Q0
if Q =) Q0, then X (P Q) =) X (P 0  Q0) 2 X for some P 0
WT
if P ;!
, then both X 0 2 N0A (P Q) \ X and X 00 2 N1A (P Q) \ X for some
X 0 X 00 and

WT
if Q ;!
, then both X 0 2 N0B (P Q) \ X and X 00 2 N1B (P Q) \ X for some
X 0 X 00.

Then X is a weak symbolic bisimulation, if X  F (X ).

The proof of Theorem 11.4 (the decidability of the weak bisimulation equivalence)
now can be completed by showing the following two results.

Lemma 12.9 For X 2 XAB and RX = fhP Qi j X (P Q) 2 XAB g X is a weak
symbolic bisimulation if and only if RX is a weak (timed) bisimulation.

Lemma 12.10 It is decidable, whether a given set X  XAB is a weak symbolic
bisimulation.
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Corollary 12.11 It is decidable, whether there exists a weak symbolic bisimulation
X with X (A B ) 2 X .
Proof of Lemma 12.9: Let X be a weak symbolic bisimulation. In order to prove
that RX is a weak (timed) bisimulation, take hP Qi 2 RX . Since X is a weak symbolic
bisimulation and due to Lemma 11.7 all  for  2 L0 and - moves by P can be
matched by the corresponding moves of Q, and vice versa (whenever
P =) P 0, then

X (P Q) =) X (P 0  Q0) 2 X , according to the denition of =) for region processes
Q =) Q0. hP 0 Q0i 2 RX since X (P Q) 2 X ).
d) 0
We show, how to nd a corresponding match Q0 with Q =()
Q and hP 0  Q0i 2 RX
d) 0
for P 0 with P =()
P (the case of P s and Qs in opposite roles is analogous).
(d) 0
Since P =) P , we have a derivation
(d1 )
(d2 )
(dx )



P = P0 =)
P00 ;!
P1 =)
P10 ;!
P2  Q0x;1 ;!
Qx =)
Q0x = Qd

for d1 +  + dx = d and di > 0 for all i. We inductively establish that there exist
Qi Q0i for all i such that

hPi  Qii 2 RX and hPi0  Q0ii 2 RX , as well as
pi )
pi ) 0
Q =()
Qi and Q =()
Qi for pi = d1 + d2 + : : : + di.

Qi =)
Q0i with hPi0 Q0ii 2 RX provided hPi  Qii 2 RX is proved already above
+1 )
Q0i (=di)
Qi+1 with hPi+1  Qi+1i 2 RX for hPi0  Q0ii 2 RX follows from Lemma 12.7.

The proof that for every weak timed bisimulation RX = fhP Qi j X (P Q) 2 Xg
the set X is a weak symbolic bisimulation is straightforward from the denitions,
Fact 12.5 and Lemma 12.7.2

Proof of Lemma 12.10: Since for every pair
of timed processes
hP Qi 2 d~(A)d~(B )


0
0
0
0
the set of process pairs hP  Q i with P =) P and Q =) Q for every 2 L0 fg
is nite and e ectively computable from hP Qi (though the set of all corresponding

derivations can be innite due to the repeating  -loops, observe that the all newly appearing timer values in the processes in these derivations are integers from a bounded
interval), Proposition 11.12 guarantees the decidability
of the untimed match existence for all processes X (P Q) with either P =), or Q =).
Let us demonstrate the e ectivity of the check, whether for given X 2 X with
WT
P ;! for some (=for all, see Proposition 11.12) hP Qi 2 X both the sets

N0A(P Q) \ X and N1A (P Q) \ X
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are not empty. Due to the niteness of XAB it suces to show the algorithms,
generating the sets N0A (P Q) and N1A(P Q) from the given processes P 2 d~(A) and
Q 2 d~(B ).
For this purpose we generalize slightly the notion of the region process (compare
the following denition with Denition 11.6).

Denition 12.12 Let for a given set T of timers we denote by +T the set of all
timer value assignments  : T ! Q+0 . Let for P1  P2 2 d~(A), Q1 Q2 2 d~(B ) and
1 2 2 +T we say that hP1  Q1 1i 
= hP2 Q2 2i i
vP1 = vP2 and vQ1 = vQ2 , and
P1 :: Q1 :: 1 
= P2 :: Q2 :: 2

(see Section 11.2 for the denition of the relation 
= for timer value vectors).
T be the partitioning of (d~(A)  d~(B ))  +T , generated by the relation 
Let XAB
=, let
T
for every triple hP Q i 2 d~(A)  d~(B )  + X (P Q ) denotes the element of the
T to which the triple belongs to (i.e. hP Q  i 2 X (P Q  )) and is
partitioning XAB
called a (rened) region process, corresponding to hP Q i.
Let us mention the following simple properties of the rened region processes.

Fact 12.13 Whenever X (P Q ) = X (P 0 Q0 0) for any  0, then always X (P Q) =

X (P 0 Q0).

Proof: Follows from denitions.2
Fact 12.14 hP1  Q1 1i = hP2  Q2 2i if and only if there exists a uniform mapping
, such that hP1  Q1 1i = (hP2  Q2 2i).
Proof: Follows from denitions.2
Let for a given triple hP Q i (P Q ) be the minimal timer value fractional
part among either P or Q timer values, or the values (t) for t 2 T .
WT
WT
Fact 12.15 For P 2 d~(A), Q 2 d~(B ) and  2 +T , if P ;!
and Q ;!
, then for all
d d0 2]0 (P Q ) always P (d) Q(d) P (d0) Q(d0) exist and
X (P (d) Q(d)   d) = X (P (d0) Q(d0)   d0):
Proof: Follows from the semantics of processes and the denition of rened region
processes.2

Denition 12.16 We dene the processes next0(X ) and next1(X ) for X (P Q ) 2
T with (P Q  ) =  in a way
XAB
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next1(X (P Q )) = X (P () Q()   ) and
next0(X (P Q )) = X (P (=2) Q(=2)   =2).
T the processes next0(X ) and next1(X )
Fact 12.17 For every region process X 2 XAB
are unique (i.e. the operations next0 and next1 over the rened region processes are
well-dened).
Proof: Assume X (P Q ) = X (P 0  Q0 0). According to Fact 12.14 hP 0 Q0 0i =
(hP Q i) for some uniform . So we have (P 0 Q0 0) = ((P Q )), denote
 = (P Q ).
Clearly, (P :: Q :: )   
= (P :: Q :: )  (), so
X (P () Q()   ) = X (P 0 (()) Q0(()) 0  ())
what means the well-denedness of next1.
In a similar way
X (P (=2) Q(=2)   =2) = X (P 0 ((=2)) Q0((=2)) 0  (=2)):
According to Fact 12.15 and the uniformity of  we have also
X (P (=2) Q(=2)   =2) = X (P 0 (()=2) Q0(()=2) 0  ()=2)
i.e. the well-denedness of next0.2

Now let us continue the proof of Lemma 12.10. Let us dene T = ft0g and let
T the transitions ;!, ;!
0(t0) = 1 + (P Q). Let for every region process X 2 XAB
e
and ;!
for the process Q edge e 2 E (Q) (=for the process B edge) with lab(e) = 
be dened as
 nextT (X ),
X ;!
0
 nextT (X ) and
X ;!
1
e
e:
X (P 0  Q0 ) ;!
X (P 0 Q00 ) for e 2 E (Q0) with Q0 ;!
Q00.
Let R0PQ be the set of region processes X (P 0 Q0 ) which are reachable from
 and ;!
e
X (P Q 0) using the dened transitions ;!
. Let RPQ  R0PQ be the set of
 transition. We let also R0 to
processes with a derivation containing at least one ;!
PQ

0
be the set of region processes, reachable from processes of RPQ by one ;! transition,
e
followed by a number of ;!
transitions.
Easy to see that both the sets RPQ and R0PQ can be computed in a nite time
from the given processes P 2 d~(A) and Q 2 d~(B ).
The proof of Lemma 12.10 now is completed by providing a simple decision algorithm via the following result.
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Proposition 12.18 NA0 (P Q) = fX (P 0 Q0) j 9 : X (P 0  Q0 ) 2 RPQg and
NA1 (P Q) = fX (P 0  Q0) j 9 : X (P 0 Q0 ) 2 R0PQg.
Proof: Consider rst X (P (d) Qd) 2 N0A (P Q). According to the denition of N0A
d)
d)
we
we have Q =()
Qd for some d 2]0 (P Q) , so according to the denition of =()
can obtain

(d1 )
(d2 )
( dx )



Q = Q0 =)
Q00 ;!
Q1 =)
Q01 ;!
Q2  Q0x;1 ;!
Qx =)
Q0x = Qd

with d1 +    + dx = d and di > 0 for all i. Easy to see that for pi = d1 +  + di 8i
e1 e2
eu
for every i x X (P (pi ) Qi 0 ; pi ) ;!
;! : : : ;!
X (P (pi ) Q0i 0 ; pi ) with
ej 2 E (Q) for j = 1 2 : : :  u, as well as
 X (P (p ) Q   0 ; p ) (according
for every i < x X (P (pi ) Q0i 0 ; pi ) ;!
i+1
i+1
i+1
to Fact 12.3 and the denition of 0 we have (P (pi ) Q0i 0 ; pi )  di+1 ),
so we inductively along the derivation of Qd conclude that all the abovementioned
region processes X (P (pi ) Qi 0 ; pi) and X (P (pi ) Q0i 0 ; pi) belong to the set R0PQ,
so also
X (P (d) Qd  0 ; px) 2 R0PQ.
Since d > 0, we have x > 0, so
X (P (d) Qd  0 ; px) 2 RPQ,
as requested.
As to X (P () Q ) 2 N01(P Q), consider again a derivation
(d1 )
(d2 )
(dx )



Q = Q0 =)
Q00 ;!
Q1 =)
Q01 ;!
Q2  Q0x;1 ;!
Qx =)
Q0x = Q

with d1 +    + dx =  and di > 0 for all i.
As in the above case we establish X (P (px;1 ) Q0x;1 0 ; px;1) 2 R0PQ. Fact 12.3
gives us
(P (px;1 ) Q0x;1 0 ; px;1)  (P Q 0) ; px;1
according to the denition of 0 we obtain

(P (px;1 ) Q0x;1 0 ; px;1) = (P Q 0) ; px;1
 , we obtain X (P () Q   0 ; ) 2 R0 , hence
so, according to the denition of ;!
x
PQ
also X (P () Q  0 ; ) 2 R0PQ, as requested.
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Assume now X 2 R0PQ, let us prove that hP (d) Qd  0 ; di 2 X for some d 2 0 
d)
and some Qd with Q =()
Qd.
 and ;!
e
0
Since X 2 RPQ, it has a derivation from X (P Q 0) by the dened ;!
transitions. We nd the delay d and the process Qd inductively along the derivation
of X . For the empty derivation take d0 = 0 and Q0 = Q.
Regarding the induction step for X 2 R0PQ assume X = X (P (d) Qd  0 ; d) with
d)
d 2 0  and Q =()
Qd. Consider 2 cases:
(d) 0
e
e:
0 and, so, Q =
X ;!
X 0 = X (P (d) Q0 0 ; d), in this case Qd ;!
Q
)Q
e
follows from the denition of the transition relation ;!

 X 0 , according to Fact 12.5 we have
X ;!

X 0 = X (P (d + d0) Qd(d0) 0 ; (d + d0)) for d0 = ((P (d) Qd 0 ; d))=2,
clearly Q (=d+)d ) Qd(d0).
 transition in the derivation of X , we
It is easy to see that, if there is at least one ;!
have also the corresponding delay d > 0.
 , ;!
e
 from
For X 2 R0PQ consider again the derivation of X by ;!
and ;!
X (P Q 0), the existence of appropriate Q again is straightforward.2
0
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Chapter 13
Equivalences for PTP Enrichments
In this chapter we outline the bisimulation equivalence decidability proofs for two
enrichments of the basic PTP model. Regarding the processes with nondeterministic timer settings (see Section 13.1) the obtained result appears to be mostly of the
theoretical interest for it is just outlining a slightly more general model with timing
with the decidable both strong and weak bisimulation equivalences. The second result regarding the processes with the dependencies on rational-valued external data
could be, at least in principle, of larger practical importance for the principally new
modelling abilities possessed by the processes (however, only a brief outline of the
proof is given in Section 13.2).

13.1 Processes with Nondeterministic Timer Settings
In this section we consider the deciding bisimulation equivalences for bounded PTPNs
(see Section 10.3). The PTPNs have already got labelled transition system semantics,
the denition of bisimulation equivalences for them is standard (see Denition 11.1
and Denition 11.3).
Regarding the deciding the strong equivalence for PTPNs, it does not contain any
new ideas, if compared with the basic PTP case. Since the decidability of the strong
equivalence follows from the decidability of the weak one, we further on focus only on
the weak equivalence for PTPNs.
Also the proof of the decidability of the weak bisimulation equivalence for PTPNs
appears just to be a generalization of the corresponding proof for the basic PTPs and
follows the same schema. What turns the situation with PTPNs more complicated,
is that we cannot give any upper bound for the number of times per time unit when
some timer in the process reaches the 0 value (so, possibly enabling a transition along
a new edge), Lemma 12.4 does not generally hold for PTPNs.
151
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Theorem 13.1 There exists an algorithm which, given two bounded PTPNs A and
B , decides whether A  B , A  B , or not.
Proof outline: First of all observe that the generalization of Lemma 11.7 and Propo-

sition 11.12 to the case of PTPNs is completely straightforward (one does not need
evene: the boundedness at this stage) with the onlye: new point in showing that, if
P ;! P 0, then for a uniform mapping  also (P ) ;! (P 0), what can be dealt with
by observing that all interval bounds in the edge e timer setting are (taken) integers.
The niteness of the intervals in the edge timer settings is important to ensure the
niteness of the region process set XAB .
Let us show, how, given a set X  XAB , check, whether the corresponding set
RX = fhP Qi j X (P Q) 2 Xg  d~(A)  d~(B )
is a weak bisimulation (in the case of the strong bisimulation the proof continue to
go precisely along the same lines, as in the case of PTPs, and is demonstrated in
Section 11.3).
Clearly,
given
X 2 X and a representative hP Qi 2 X , the test whether all real


(i.e. ;! or =)) transitions of P into P 0 can be matched by corresponding transitions
of Q with the resulting pair of processes in RX is straightforward, though in the case
of nondeterministic settings there can be innitely many di erent target states after
performed some real transition, these states can be easily grouped w.r.t. the region
processes the pairs hP 0 Qi belong to.
Using the techniques similar to those of the proofs in Section 12.2 one can reduce
the proof of the decidability of whether RX for given X is a bisimulation to the
following lemma.
WT
Lemma 13.2 Given hP Qi 2 RX such that P ;!
, it is decidable whether for all
(d)
d 2 0 (P )] there exists Qd with both Q =) Qd and hP (d) Qdi 2 RX .
Note: Observe that we are using here (P ) instead of (P Q) used in the formulation

of Lemma 12.4 for Lemma 12.4 being not generally true for PTPNs. The building of
the sequence
hP0 Q0i hP1 Q1i hP2  Q2i : : : 
as in the proof of Lemma 12.7 now is based on the idea of Pi+1 = Pi ((Pi )) and is
used together with the result of Lemma 13.2 directly in the proof of the decidability
(d)
whether for a given pair of processes hP Qi 2 X 2 X all ;!
moves of one process
(d)
can be matched by =) moves of another process.
Proof: Let 1 2 : : : s be all di erent P and Q timer value fractional parts with
0 < 1 < : : : < s = (P ).
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We dene T = ft1 t2 : : : tsg and let 0(ti) = 1 + i for all i = 12 : : :  s. Let
T the transitions X ;! nextT (X ),
us dene for every rened region process X 2 XAB
0

e
e:
X ;! nextT1 (X ) and X (P 0 Qe 0 ) ;! X (P 0 Q00 ) for e 2 E (Q0) with Q0 ;!
Q00
than one
(observe that the transition ;! of the region
processes can still have more
!
 and ;!

target for the same source process). Let ;!
denotes any sequence of ;!
transitions.
Let RPQ be the set of region processes X (P 0 Q0 ) which
  ;!
 and ;!
e
are reachable from X (P Q 0) using the dened transitions ;!
,
and

have (ts)  1 (i.e. we consider the waiting only until the least P timer value
fractional part reduces to 0).
Easy to see that the set RPQ can be computed in a nite time from the given processes
P 2 d~(A) and Q 2 d~(B ).

Fact 13.3 Whenever hP (d) Q0 i 2 X 2 RPQ we have  = 0 ; d.
Proof: Follows from denitions.2
Let X = fX (P 0  Q0 ) j X (P 0  Q0) 2 Xg. Easy to see that the proof of Lemma 13.2
can be obtained from the following result.

Lemma 13.4 For Q0 2 d~(B ) Q =()i) Q0 and hP (i ) Qi i 2 RX if and only if
X (P (i ) Q0 ) 2 RPQ \ X for some  with (ti) = 1.
d)
Given d with i < d < i+1 (resp. d < 1) there exists Qd with Q =()
Qd and
0
0
0
0
hP (d) Qdi 2 RX if and only if X (P (d ) Q  ) 2 RPQ \ X for some Q  d   with
(ti) < 1 < (ti+1) (resp. 1 < (t1)).

Note: Have one proved the lemma, it would be possible for every interval ]i i+1
(and every xed delay value i ) to look in the generated set RPQ whether it contains
a region process with corresponding values (tj ), which belongs to X , so nding out
d)
the answer about the timed match Qd with Q =()
Qd and hP (d) Qdi 2 X existence
for all d (P ) = s.

Proof of Lemma 13.4: Let for d d0 (P ) = s d ' d0 whenever di i d0i
for  2 f  g, i 2 f1 : : :  sg. Consider the following two propositions.
d)
Proposition 13.5 If Q =()
Qd for some d 2 0 s], then X (P (d) Qd  0 ; d) 2 RPQ.
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d)
Proof: According to the denition of =()
we have
(d )
(d )
( dx )



Q = Q0 =)
Q00 ;!
Q1 =)
Q01 ;!
Q2  Q0x;1 ;!
Qx =)
Q0x = Qd
with d1 +    + dx = d and di > 0 for all i. Easy to see that for pi = d1 +  + di 8i
e e
eu
for every i x X (P (pi ) Qi 0 ; pi ) ;!
;! : : : ;!
X (P (pi ) Q0i 0 ; pi ) with
ej 2 E (Q) for j = 1 2 : : :  u, as well as
!
for every i < x X (P (pi ) Q0i 0 ; pi ) ;!
X (P (pi+1 ) Qi+1 0 ; pi+1 ).2
Proposition 13.6 Given d 2 0 s], whenever hP (d0) Q0 0 ; d0i 2 X 2 RPQ for
d)
some d0 ' d, there exists Qd with Q =()
Qd and hP (d) Qd  0 ; di 2 X .
d) 0
Proof: We prove rst that hP (d0 ) Qd  0 ; d0i 2 X with Q =()
Qd for some
d02

0
0 s ].e Since X 2 RPQ, it has a derivation from X (P Q  ) by the dened ;!, ;!
and ;! transitions. We nd the delay d0 and the process Qd inductively along the
1

2

1

2

0

0

0

derivation of X . For the empty derivation take d0 = 0 and Q0 = Q.
d)
Assume for X 2 RPQ X = X (P (d0) Q0  0 ; d0) with Q =()
0

d

cases:

Q0d. Consider 3

(d ) 0
e
e:
0 and, so, Q =
X ;!
X 0 = X (P (d0 ) Q0 0 ; d0), in this case Q0d ;!
Q
)Q
e
follows from the denition of the transition relation ;!
 X 0 , we have X 0 = X (P (d0 + d00) Q0 (d00 )  0 ; (d0 + d00))
X ;!
d
00
0
0
0 ; d0 ))=2 and Q (d=+
)d ) Q0d(d00)
for d = ((P (d ) Qd 
 X 0 , we have X 0 = X (P (d0 + d00) Q0 (d00 )  0 ; (d0 + d00))
X ;!
d
(d +d ) 0 00
00
0
0
0
0
for d = (P (d ) Qd  ; d ), again Q =) Qd(d ).
Observe that in the case of d = i we have also d0 = i , the proved result gives us
d)
already the needed Qd with Q =()
Qd for in this case hP (d0) Qd  0 ; d0i 2 X requires
0(ti) ; d0 = 1 (we have
hP (d0  Q0 0 ; d0i 2 X and 0(ti) ; d0 = 0(ti) ; i = 1,
hence 0(ti) ; d0 = 1 (recall the denition of region processes), so, d0 = i.
d)
Since Q =()
Qd , we have a derivation
(d1 )
(d2 )
(dx )



Q = Q0 =)
Q00 ;!
Q1 =)
Q01 ;!
Q2  Q0x;1 ;!
Qx =)
Q0x = Qd
for d1 +    + dx = d0 and di > 0 for all i. The idea is to change the delays and the
timer values in this derivation slightly in order to have it ending with Qd and have
X (P (d) Qd  0 ; d) = X (P (d0) Qd  0 ; d0).
Since in the case i < d < i+1 we also have i < d0 < i+1 and, so, i < d0 < i+1
0

0

0

00

00

0

0

0

0

0
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(0(ti) ; d0 < 1 < 0(ti+1) ; d0, so 0(ti) ; d0 < 1 < 0(ti+1) ; d0,
we let 0 = 0 to allow to treat the case d < 1 uniformly), we can take a uniform
mapping  : Q+0 ! Q+0 (see Denition 11.8) satisfying
(x) = x for all x 2 (P ) 1] and for x = i , i s
(d0 ) = d.
It follows from Fact 11.10, Fact 11.11 and Proposition 11.12 that we obtain the derivation of Qd with X (P (d) Qd 0 ; d) = X (P (d0) Qd  0 ; d0) by changing every utimer
value g = Qu (t) of the process Qu , placed in the derivation of Qd in a way Q =(d)) Qu,
to du (g).2
The result of Lemma 13.4 and, so Lemma 13.2, now can be obtained from Proposition 13.5, Proposition 13.6 and Fact 13.3.222
0

0

13.2 Processes with Data Dependencies
In this section we briey outline the bisimulation deciding algorithms for the processes
which can depend both on quantitative time constraints and rational-valued external
data, namely, we consider PTPQs from Section 10.4.
We assume that PTPQs have already got the semantics in thee:u
terms of labelled
transition systems (analogically with PTPBs) over the transitions ;!
for  2 L, u 2
(d)
Q, and ;! for d 2 Q+0. So, the denitions of the bisimulation equivalences for PTPQs
is standard (for the sake of simplicity we consider only the strong bisimulations,
dened to be the relations R  P Q  P Q such that for every hP Qi 2 R and every
2 (L  Q) f(d)jd 2 Q+0g


i) whenever P ;!
P 0 then Q ;!
Q0 with hP 0 Q0i 2 R for some Q0


0
ii) whenever Q ;! Q then P ;! P 0 with hP 0 Q0i 2 R for some P 0
and the strong bisimulation equivalence, written , dened as the largest strong
bisimulation).
Theorem 13.7 There exists an algorithm which given two PTPQs A and B decides
whether A  B , or not.
Proof outline: The proof follows the same principal lines, as the proof of Theorem 11.2, we outline the di erent points.
First of all we construct the region processes. For this purpose we assume all timed
constants (those used in the settings T (e)) in both the graphs of A and B integers.
We dene also an equivalence relation 
=L in the set of the data variable value
vectors W : (W (A) W (B )) ! Q in a way that 1 
=L 2 if for every t t0
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1(t) 1(t0) i 2(t) 2(t0) and
1(t) c (1(t)  c) i 2(t) c (2(t)  c), here c is any constant used either
in A B graph edge variable settings W (e), or in conditions W (e).
Two process pairs hP1  Q1i and hP2 Q2i for Pi 2 d~(A) and Qi 2 d~(B ) with the
corresponding states
hvPi  TPi  WPi i and hvQi  TQi  WQi i
are called equivalent, written hP1 Q1i 
=P hP2  Q2i, if and only if
vP1 = vP2 and vQ1 = vQ2 ,
TP1 :: TQ1 
= TP2 :: TQ2 (cf. Denition 11.6) and
WP1 :: WQ1 
=L WP2 :: WQ2 .
A region process is a class of equivalent process pairs.
The uniform mapping technique is also used to characterize the equivalent process
pairs, in fact we have that hP1  Q1i 
=P hP2  Q2i if and only if
vP1 = vP2 and vQ1 = vQ2 ,
TP1 :: TQ1 = (TP2 :: TQ2 ) and
WP1 :: WQ1 = L (WP2 :: WQ2 )
for a uniform  (see Denition 11.8) and a strongly monotone, A and B data constant
preserving, mapping L.
The analogues of Proposition 11.12 and Lemma 11.7 for PTPQs with the dened
equivalence relation 
=P are obtained in a similar way, as the original results are for
PTPs. Observe that the data part of the PTPQs is insensitive to the process waiting,
so also the symbolic characteristic of the bisimulations is obtained for PTPQs in a
rather similar way, as for
PTPs (see Denition 11.16), one just denes for P 2 P Q
u

P ;! P 0 whenever P ;! P 0 for some u 2 Q. Also the decidability of the symbolic
bisimulation predicate for PTPQ region processes can be obtained easily.2
If one tries to obtain in a similar way a bisimulation deciding algorithm for PTPB0s
the rst problem encountered would be the unawareness, how to obtain an appropriate
nite partitioning of the data variable value space to have an analogue of Lemma 11.7
holding. Intuitively, the diculty lies in the "individuality" of every integer number,
which can be sooner or later forced to appear in the possibility or impossibility of
some chains of transitions.
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It is hardly believable that the bisimulation equivalence problems for PTPB0s
could be decidable by any method, however, this hypotheses still needs some kind
of proof statement. Perhaps one could look also to some very restricted cases of
PTPBs, e.g., to the processes, permitting the comparison of the data variables in the
edge conditions only on being equal or not equal, (actually, for just this class the
decidability of the bisimulation equivalence problems seems to be the case).
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Chapter 14
Compositional Properties of PTPs
The Parallel Timer Process model allows a number of useful algebraic operations to
be dened over the processes, these are mostly various kinds of static process algebra
combinators, such as hiding, renaming, parallel composition, etc. (see Hoa85, Mil89]
for the use of combinators in process algebras).
In this chapter we show how two kinds of parallel composition operators can be
dened for PTPs: one in the spirit of the CSP parallel composition ( Hoa85]), see
Section 14.1, the other one (considered in Section 14.2) resembling the parallel composition of Timed CCS ( Mil89], Wan90]). We dene in Section 14.2 also other
CCS-style static process algebra combinators and discuss how to use these compositionality properties for the modelling of a large class of Timed CCS processes from
Wan90] by PTPs. Such a modelling allows us to decide bisimulation equivalences for
the considered class of TCCS processes (called here TCCS nets).
For the sake of simplicity we do not consider in this chapter the processes with
value-passing (such as PTPBs and PTPQs from Section 10.4), we restrict our attention
just to the basic PTP model.
:
Let for a Parallel Timer Process A we write v 7;e!
A v 0 for v v 0 2 V (A) and
e 2 E (A) with f (e) = v, t(e) = v0 and lab(e) = .
Technically, if we have a mapping : T ! T Q+0 for some nite set T then
dene for a nite set X the mapping
(  X ) : (T  X ) ! (T  X ) Q+0
in a way that for every x 2 X
(  X )(ht xi) = h (t) xi whenever (t) 2 T , and
(  X )(ht xi) = (t), if (t) 2 Q+0.
For T1 and T2 being disjoint sets and the mappings 1 : T1 ! T1 Q+0 and 2 : T2 !
T2 Q+0 let the mapping
= ( 1 ? 2) : (T1 T2) ! (T1 T2) Q+0
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be dened as (t) = 1(t) for t 2 T1 and (t) = 2(t) for t 2 T2.

14.1 CSP-like composition
Recall that we have L to be the set of events for PTPs (used as edge labels), as well
as L = L0 f g for  62 L0 being an invisible (internal) event.
Let for a timed process A rlabs(A)  L denote the set of labels which are ascribed
to the red edges in A (i.e. rlabs(A) = f 2 L j 9e 2 R  E (A) with lab(e) = g).
Let A and B be timed processes and K  L0 with

K \ (rlabs(A) rlabs(B )) =
be some set of visible events. We dene the process C = A j K ] jCSP B called the
(CSP-like) parallel composition of A and B with the synchronization on the event set
K in a way

V (C ) = V (A)  V (B ) and

T (C ) = fht 1i j t 2 T (A)g fht 2i j t 2 T (B )g,
:
as well as hv wi 7;e~!
C hv 0 w0 i for  2 L if and only if one of the following holds:
:
 2 L n K , w = w0 2 V (B ) and v 7;e!
A v 0 for some e 2 E (A), the colour of e~ is
inherited from that of e and

{  C (~e) =  A (e)  f1g,
{ C (~e) = A(e)  f1g or
:
 2 L n K , v = v0 2 V (A) and w ;
7 e!
B w0 for some e 2 E (B ), the colour of e~ is

inherited from that of e and

{  C (~e) =  B (e)  f2g,
{ C (~e) = B (e)  f2g or
:
e :
 2 K and v 7;e!
A v 0, w 7;!B w0 for some e 2 E (A) e0 2 E (B ) (in this case
the colour of e~ necessarily is black) and
0

{  C (~e) =  A (e)  f1g  B (e0)  f2g and
{ C (~e) = ( A(e0)  f1g) ? ( B (e00)  f2g).
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The initial state of C is dened in a way vC = hvA vBi and C is a mapping with
C (ht 1i) = A(t) for t 2 T (A) and C (ht 2i) = B (t) for t 2 T (B ).
Intuitively, two processes, working in parallel, are assumed to synchronize on all
real visible actions  2 K (they necessarily must be ascribed to black edges), in all
other cases the actions can be performed by the processes A and B independently.
The soundness of the dened parallel composition operator w.r.t. the rules dening
the operational semantics for the Timed CSP processes (see Sch91]) is justied by
the following results which follow immediately from the composite process denition
and the semantics (labelled transition system) of PTPs.

Theorem 14.1
A j K ] jCSP B ;!
C for  2 K if and only if C = A0 j K ] jCSP

B 0 and A ;! A0, B ;! B 0 for some A0 B 0.

Theorem 14.2 A j K ] jCSP B ;!
C for  2 L n K if and only if C = A0 j
0
K ] jCSP B with either

 2 L, B = B 0 and A ;!
A0 for some A0, or

 2 L, A = A0 and B ;!
B 0 for some B 0.
(d)
Theorem 14.3 A j K ] jCSP B ;!
C if and only if C = A0 j K ] jCSP B 0 with
(d) 0
(d) 0
A ;!
A , B ;!
B.

14.2 CCS-like composition
In this section we describe another parallel composition operator for a subset of Parallel Timer Processes, resembling the parallel composition (synchronization) of the process algebra CCS Mil80, Mil89] treating the time modelling, as in Wan90, Wan91a,
Wan91b].
For this purpose we assume that for every visible event  2 L0 there exists a
complementary event  2 L0 such that  = .
We call a Parallel Timer Process A a TCCS-like process, if an edge e in A automaton is red if and only if it is labelled by the invisible action  2 L (this guarantees, by
the way, the property of the processes, called in Wan90] the maximal progress, stating
that every internal action in a process must occur as soon as it becomes enabled).
For A and B being TCCS-like timed processes, let the process C = A jjCCS B
called the (CCS-like) parallel composition of A and B be dened to have
V (C ) = V (A)  V (B ),
T (C ) = fht 1i j t 2 T (A)g fht 2i j t 2 T (B )g and
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:
hv wi 7;e~!
C hv 0 w0 i for a  2 L in the following three cases (we do not discuss

the edge colours separately since they are determined by the edge labels):

:
{ w = w0 2 V (B ) and v 7;e!
e) =
A v 0 for some e 2 E (A), as well as  C (~
A
C
A
 (e)  f1g and (~e) = (e)  f1g or
:
e) =
{ v = v0 2 V (A) and w 7;e!
B w0 for some e 2 E (B ), as well as  C (~
B
C
B
 (e)  f2g, (~e) = (e)  f2g or
:
e :
{  =  and v 7;e!
A v 0, w 7;!B w0 for some e 2 E (A) e0 2 E (B ) and
  2 L0 provided
  C (~e) =  A (e)  f1g  B (e0)  f2g and
 C (~e) = A (e0)  f1g ? B (e00)  f2g.
0

As in the case of the CSP-communication, the initial state of C is dened in a way
vC = hvA vBi and C being a mapping with C (ht 1i) = A(t) for t 2 T (A) and
C (ht 2i) = B (t) for t 2 T (B ).
Intuitively, two processes, working in parallel, are assumed to be able to synchronize on all complementary pairs of visible actions   2 L0 (unlike the case of the
CSP-like parallel composition, in this case the actions  2 L0 still can be executed
without the participation of the other component, what makes some restrictions on
such an independent execution is the necessary instantaneous performance of the internal action whenever both the "complementary" actions become available). Some
further operations like restriction of CCS ( Mil89]) can be used to prevent a process
to exhibit the transitions associated with certain visible actions, so, for instance, enforcing in some cases the process to wait for the complementary action to become
enabled (if no other alternatives are o ered).
The soundness of the dened parallel composition operator w.r.t. the rules dening
the operational semantics for the Timed CCS processes (see, for example Wan90]) is
justied by the following results which follow immediately from the composite process
denition and the semantics (labelled transition system) of PTPs.

Fact 14.4 A CCS-like parallel composition of two TCCS-like timed processes also is

a TCCS-like timed process.

Let for given PTP P for every edge e 2 E (P ) outgoing from the P initial vertex
(i.e. f (e) = vP ) ~(P e) = maxfP (t) j t 2  (e)g (according to the denition of
the processes ~(P e) is the earliest time when a transition of P along e may occur
provided no other transitions re before). Let for  2 L

E ( P ) = fe 2 E (P ) j f (e) = vP & lab(e) = g
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(E ( P ) is the set of the -labelled P edges, outgoing from its initial vertex). We
dene for every  2 L0 the earliest -enabledness time of P (provided no other
transitions re before) to be

(P ) = minf~(P e) j e 2 E ( P )g
.

The following results again are straightforward from the denitions.

(d)
Theorem 14.5 A jjCCS B ;!
C if and only if
for every  2 L0 either (A )  d, or (B )  d, and
(d) 0
(d) 0
C = A0 jjCCS B 0 with A ;!
A , B ;!
B.

Theorem 14.6 A jjCCS B ;!
C for  2 L0 if and only if C = A0 jjCCS B 0 for

some A0 B 0 with either

B = B 0 and A ;!
A0, or

A = A0 and B ;!
B 0.

Theorem 14.7 A jjCCS B ;! C if and only if C = A0 jjCCS B 0 for some A0 B 0

with either

B = B 0 and A ;! A0, or
A = A0 and B ;! B 0, or


B 0 for some   2 L0.
A ;!
A0 and B ;!

In particular, these results show that, if one succeeds to interpret two Timed CCS
processes (see Wan90]) as PTPs, their parallel composition also can be interpreted
as a PTP retaining the consistence with the Timed CCS process semantics.
We dene also relabelling and restriction combinators of CCS (inherited also by
Timed CCS) for TCCS-like Parallel Timer Processes.
Let A be a TCCS-like PTP and g : L0 ! L0 be a bijective mapping which for
every  2 L0 satises g() = g(). We assume also g( ) =  and dene the process
A g] (the process A, relabelled by the function g) in a way:
V (A g]) = V (A), T (A g]) = T (A) and E (A g]) = E (A) (also the edge incidence
functions f and t, as well as the conditions  and timer settings are inherited
by A g] from A)
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for every e 2 E (A) the label of e in A g]

labAg](e) = g(labA(e)):
As to the restriction combinator, given a process A and a label set K  L0 such
that  2 K implies  2 K , the process AnK (A with the restriction not to participate
in the events from K ) is dened by erasing all edges e from A automaton which are
labelled by lab(e) 2 K .
Clearly, we have the following results which justify the soundness of the dened
operators w.r.t. the original semantics of Timed CCS, given in Wan90] (neither the
bijectivity of g, nor the complement preservation is important for the proofs of Theorem 14.8 and Theorem 14.9. These properties, already present in the TCCS calculi,
just guarantee some nice laws to hold in the obtained algebra):


Theorem 14.8 For every  2 L A g] ;!
B if and only if A ;!
B 0 for  = g(0),
0

B = B 0 g ].

(d)
(d) 0
Theorem 14.9 A g] ;!
B if and only if A ;!
B with B = B 0 g].


Theorem 14.10 For  2 L AnK ;!
B if and only if A ;!
B 0, B = B 0nK and
 62 K .
(d)
(d) 0
Theorem 14.11 AnK ;!
B if and only if A ;!
B and B = B 0nK .

Proof: Observe that while constructing AnK we have not eliminated any red edge
from the process A graph.2

So we have dened for PTPs all the Timed CCS static combinators (parallel
composition, restriction and relabelling). Let us consider also the class of regular
TCCS processes which is constructed by the combinators
NIL, the process constant which can do nothing but idle:
(d)
NIL ;!
NIL for every d 2 Q+0
action prex :P for  2 L and a process P denotes the process which rst
does  and then behaves as P (for  =  6=  also an arbitrary delay of :P is
possible):
(d)

:P ;!
P and :P ;!
:P
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summation P + Q which has the following semantic rules:


P ;!
P 0  Q ;!
Q0 and


P + Q ;! P 0 P + Q ;! Q0
(d) 0
(d) 0
P ;!
P  Q ;!
Q
(d) 0
P + Q ;!
P + Q0
as well as mutually recursive guarded dening equations (see Wan90], or HLW91]
for the class of regular TCCS processes described more precisely).
Let us call a TCCS net every process which is obtained from regular processes by
(possibly repeated) use of parallel composition, restriction and relabelling combinators
(with the semantics, as dened in Wan90]).
The modelling of regular TCCS processes as PTPs clearly can be done e ectively in one or other way (one can even manage to exhibit such a translation into
one-timer PTPs, if considering the semantics modelling up to the weak bisimulation
equivalence), we do not consider the details. Let us just note that, observing the decidability of both strong and weak bisimulation equivalences for PTPs (Theorem 11.2
and Theorem 11.4), we have the outline of the proof of the following result.

Theorem 14.12 The strong and weak bisimulation equivalences for Timed CCS nets
are decidable.

It is not dicult to "cook" also various other parallel composition operators for
PTPs, perhaps also some making more essential use of the red edges with visible
labels in the processes. If one considers EPTPs, introduced in Section 10.2 the parallel composition with the broadcast communication between processes, introduced
in Pra91], can also be easily modelled (actually, as the result of this modelling some
kind of timed broadcasting process model will appear).
For some undecidability results concerning the analysis of Timed CCS processes
see also Chapter 15.
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Chapter 15
Timed Processes with Memory
Though the PTP model, introduced in Section 9.1, and its enrichments, considered
in Chapter 10, allow to describe innite behaviour in time with overlapping time constrained intervals (simultaneous decreasing of timers for a number of parallel system's
components), these models still are not able to express every reasonable timed behaviour. As a very simple example of such behaviour one can consider an ice-hockey
timer Wan91b] which can be interrupted at any time after the initial start-up and
later restarted with the value of the remaining time interval (i.e. the time left before
the time-out) the same it possessed at the moment of the interruption. One can easily
add to the PTP model some additional means, say, the memory cells for storing the
current timer values and retrieving them afterwards in appropriate moments (it is
reasonable to associate such moments with the real transitions in the process), which
would allow to capture also this kind of timed behaviour.
More precisely, one obtains a parallel timer process with memory (PTPM, for
short), if one adds to a given PTP

A = hhV E L lab T   i hv ii
a set M of memory cells and extends every edge timer setting (e) for e 2 E to be
the timer and memory cell setting
(e) : (T M) ! (T M) Q+0:
Intuitively, the new operations to be performed while executing the transitions along
some process edges are of the sort of "remember": mi  tj and "retrieve": tj  mi
for tj 2 T  mi 2 M (the assignment of constants to memory cells and the value of
one memory cell to another is of less interest).
The semantics (labelled transition system) of PTPMs can be easily obtained as
a generalization of that of PTPs: every state for a PTPM A consists of its graph's
vertex and a value assignment  : T M ! Q+0 both for timers and memory cells.
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Every timer and memory cell setting (e) is "executed" every time when a transition
along the edge e res, and it works, as for PTPs, by dening the new values 0(u) for
u 2 T M in a way
0(u) = (u0), if u0 = (e)(u) 2 T M, and
0(u) = c, if c = (e)(u) 2 Q+0.
The main di erence of the memory cells from the timers is that the values of the
memory cells do not decrease during the passage of time as the timer values do
(whenever
(d)
h- hv ii ;!
h- hv 0ii
then 0(m) = (m) for every m 2 M).
The following results show that the bisimulation equivalence deciding algorithms
developed for PTPs cannot be extended to cope also with PTPMs.
Let for any PTPM A d(A) denote the set of derivatives of A (the least set
containing A and closed under the transition relation).
We call a vertex v 2 V in a given PTPM A = h- s0 i reachable if h- hv ii 2 d(A)
for some timer and memory cell value assignment .

Theorem 15.1 The vertex reachability problem for PTPMs with 5 timers and 1 mem-

ory cell is undecidable.

Corollary 15.2 The bisimulation equivalence problem PTPMs with 5 timers and 1
memory cell is undecidable.

Proof of Theorem 15.1: We consider a variant of Minsky machines (dened
originally in Min67]) with the allowed operations for every counter Zi (i = 1 2)
being (compare with the proof of Theorem 8.1 in Section 8.1)
Zi  Zi + 1 ,
Zi  Zi  1 ,
Z =0
STOP ,
? i
?,
where
by the denition x  y = maxf0 x ; yg. We assume also that every Minsky machine
has 0 as the initial values of its counters. The proof of the theorem is done by reducing
the halting problem of the Minsky machines to the vertex reachability problem for
PTPMs.
It is easy to see that one can e ectively construct for a given Minsky machine M
with 0 initial values for its counters a corresponding bounded machine B (M ), with
variables x1 x2 x3 and allowed operations over them
xi  xi=2 for i = 1 2 3,
xi  xi + x1, x1  xi  x1 for i = 2 3,
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tests xi = 0 with 2 exits (labelled " + " and " ; "), i = 2 3,
setting the variable values initially as x1 = 1=2 x2 = 0 x3 = 0, in a way that
every M vertex v has its corresponding vertex b(v) in B (M ) graph, reachable
in B (M ) i v is reachable in M ,
during the B (M ) execution all variable xi values remain strictly less than 1,
if the value of xi (i = 2 3) di ers from the value of xj or from some of constants
0 1, then the corresponding di erence it is not less than the value of x1.
The idea of the modelling of M work in B (M ) consists in representing M counter
values Z1 and Z2 as the values of fractions x2=x1 and x3=x1 (x1 works as the "unit"
to measure the values of the "counters" x2 and x3). In any case, when M executes a
counter increase instruction, B (M ) rst decreases all its variable values by half and
executes the corresponding increase (by x1) instruction afterwards.
Now in order to complete the proof it remains to show how to model (in the sense
of the vertex reachability) the bounded machine's B (M ) work by a nite PTPM
P (M ) with 5 timers and 1 memory cell.
Let us denote the P (M ) timers by t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 and the memory cell by m. The
set of P (M ) graph vertexes contains, rst, all B (M ) vertexes (the other vertexes will
appear further on during the modelling construction). Let P (M ) have also a special
vertex @ from which no other vertexes are reachable. The construction of P (M ) is
done by the independent building of fragments corresponding to the edges in B (M )
in a way described below.
Also during the runtime P (M ) is intended to simulate every B (M ) instruction
execution by executing the fragment which corresponds to this instruction. In order
to achieve such a simulation one of P (M ) timers, t0, is used for giving time-outs after
every full initially xed time unit. The timers t1 t2 t3 are intended to have at the t0
time-out moments the corresponding values of B (M ) variables x1 x2 x3 (the timer t4
and the memory cell m are playing an auxiliary role in the modelling constructions).
The key idea of the modelling is in the way how to keep the value of some timer
ti unchanged in some execution step (between two adjacent t0 timeouts notice that
the timers always decrease synchronously with the passage of time). The solution to
this problem consists in the setting of the value of this timer to 1 (by a transition
along a red edge) immediately after it reaches the 0 value (the time intervals between
adjacent t0 timeouts are also precisely 1). Further on, if the value of some timer is
the subject of change during some execution step, the moments of transition ring in
the process can be used to make the necessary timer and memory cell value setting
(to make all the assignments contained in this setting).
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Every edge in P (M ) is described below by its condition and timer and memory cell
setting, as well as its source and target vertexes (we do not count for edge labels, as
they do not have any e ect on the vertex reachability). Unless otherwise stated, any
edge in P (M ) is assumed to be red (every transition along the edge must be executed
as soon as it is enabled). Let us call an edge e, with the condition  (e) = ftig (stating
that a transition along e can be executed whenever (ti) = 0) and setting ti  1 a
simple edge with ti. When a simple edge has the same source and target vertexes, it
is called also a simple loop. Now we can describe the modelling construction itself.
If B (M ) has an edge from va to vb, associated with the execution of an operation
xi  xi + x1 (i = 2 3), in P (M ) this edge is modelled by:
the assignment m  t1 (remember) added to every edge, incoming into va
simple loops with t1 and t5;i around va
an edge from va to va0 with the condition ftig and the setting ti  m (retrieve)
simple loops with t1 t2 and t3 around va0 
a simple edge from va0 to vb with t0.
If B (M ) has an edge from va to vb, associated with the execution of an operation
xi  xi  x1 (i=2,3), in P (M ) this edge is modelled by, rst, the fragment for checking
that (ti) 6= 1 (it can be the case that ti has been set to 1 right before the process
P (M ) enters the vertex va (by executing some other transition at the same time
moment), we have to eliminate such a possibility), which consists of:
the assignment m  t1 added to every edge, incoming into va
a simple edge with ti from va to va0 , setting also t4  m
edges with the condition ft0g from va0 to @ and from va to @
an edge with the condition ft4g from va0 to va00 (here we use the idea that, if
(ti) < 1, then also (ti) + (t1) 1 ((t) here denotes the timer's t value at the
last t0 timeout moment), which in its turn is justied by the abovementioned
invariant relation between the values of xi's and ti's at t0 timeout moments the
xi's cannot be too close to 1 according to the B (M ) construction)
simple loops with t1 and t5;i around va va0  va00
a simple edge with t0 from va00 to wa.
The following P (M ) fragment from wa to vb performs the actual subtraction, provided
that the value of ti initially does not happen to be 1:
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a simple loop with t5;i around wa
simple edges from wa to wa0 with t1 and ti, both containing also assignments
m  ti
simple loops with t1 t2 t3 around wa0 
a simple edge from wa0 to vb with t0, assigning also ti  m (retrieve).
If B (M ) has an edge from va to vb associated with the operation xi  xi=2, it is
modelled in P (M ) the following way:
simple loops with t1 t2 t3 around va
a black edge with condition and setting t4  1 around va
a simple edge with t0 from va to va0 , setting also m  t4 (the memory cell m now
(in the moment of the execution along this edge) contains the actual (relative)
moment of the black transition ring, it will turn out that the further normal
execution of the process is possible only if (ti) 6= 1 and (ti) = 2  (m))
an edge with the condition ftig from va0 to @
an edge with the condition ft4g and setting t4  m (retrieve) from va0 to va00
edges with the conditions ft4g and ftig from va00 to @
an edge with the condition fti t4g and setting t4  1 from va00 to va000
a simple edge with t0 from va000 to wa, assigning also ti  m
simple loops with tj  tk (those of t1 t2 t3 which are not ti) around va0  va00 va000
fragment for checking that (t4) 6= 1, as described above (in the successful case
leads from wa to vb).
If B (M ) has edges from va to vb, if xi = 0, and to vc, if xi 6= 0, (i = 2 3), then
P (M ) contains the following fragment for modelling this decision:
from va to wa a test for (ti) 6= 1
a simple loop with t5;i around wa
a simple edge with t1 from wa to wa0 (in the case if the process has entered wa0 ,
clearly, (ti)  (t1) > 0 ((t) here stand for timer values at the last t0 timeout
moment))
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simple loops around wa0 with t2 t3
a simple edge with t0 from wa0 to vc
a simple edge with ti from wa to wa00
simple loops with t1 t5;i around wa00
an edge with the condition ft0g from wa00 to @
an edge with the condition ft0 tig and the setting t0  1 from wa00 to vb.

One denes the initial vertex of P (M ) to be that of B (M ), the initial timer value
vector for P (M ) is 0 = 1 1 = 0:5 i = 0 for i = 2 3 4, (m) = 0. Now it is not
dicult to see that a vertex vx in B (M ) is reachable if and only if the same vertex vx
is reachable in P (M ), so the decidability of the vertex reachability problem for timed
processes with memory cells would imply the decidability of the reachability (halting)
problem for Minsky machines, a contradiction.2
A similar undecidability result can be obtained for PTPMs with 2 timers and 4
memory cells (3 memory cells can simulate the bounded machine's B (M ) variables
x1 x2 and x3, the timers and the fourth memory cell are enough for performing the
bounded machine's operations). For PTPMs with 1 timer and n memory cells both
the strong and weak bisimulation equivalence problems are easily decidable.
In fact, the undecidability result obtained here does not depend crucially on the
exact PTPM model chosen here, but is inevitable for every suciently general timed
formalism in which the timers are not uniform, i.e. they can change their values
with di erent speeds, (here - some timers can be held, i.e. stored into memory cells
(with values decreasing with the speed 0), the others decrease synchronously with the
passage of time (their value decreasing speed is 1 (or, the value change speed is ;1,
if one wants to measure positively the increasing timers (clocks))).
The assignment operations between timers and memory cells, used in the modelling of the bounded machine B (M ) in the proof above, can be easily replaced by
simple "holding" and "releasing" of timers (any timer setting t1  t2 can be done by
setting both t1 and t2 to 1 at the moment when t2 has reached 0 in the modelling
schema above).
As a particular example of such a "di erent speed timer" formalism one can consider the process calculi Timed CCS (TCCS) (the version with time variables, dened
in Wan91a, Wan91b], not the simplest version of TCCS nets, considered in Section 14.2 and dened in accordance with Wan90]). We assume the TCCS processes
provided with the process constants with explicit time parameters (or, equivalently,
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the rec combinator for time-parameterized processes)1. A typical sequential Timed
CCS process is (compare Section 14.2)

(2):a:(3):b@t:P (t)
where a and b are action names, (d) stands for a delay of d time units, the b@t
construction records into the time variable t the time of the actual b action ring
w.r.t. the moment, when it was enabled (o ered to the environment) rst. After the
execution of b@t the free variable t in P (t) is bound by the value recorded by @t.
The TCCS contain also all usual CCS (see Mil80, Mil89]) combinators (sum, parallel
composition, hiding, renaming), for the precise denition of TCCS one can look in,
say, Wan91a].
In order to obtain the undecidability of the bisimulation equivalence for TCCS
processes it is enough to consider the class R of "regular" processes (built without
the parallel composition, restriction and relabelling) with time variables (one can
allow only left-associative "positive minus"  operation in time expressions).
Really, given a PTPM P , one can associate with every vertex v of P one Timed
CCS process constant K (v) (with time parameters, carrying the P timer value information at the states, associated with v). The dening equation for this constant is
obtained as the sum of expressions corresponding to all outgoing edges from v (we do
not consider the technical details).
One of the reasons for introducing the time variables in the Timed CCS Wan91a],
clearly, was the desire to obtain algebraic timed process calculi with interleaving semantics (the expansion theorem, allowing to eliminate (up to the bisimulation equivalence) the parallel composition from the process specications). However, as it can
be seen from Theorem 14.12 and the results of this chapter, the proposed method
in Wan91a] of obtaining algebraically nicer calculi destroys other nice property of
them, namely, the decidability of the bisimulation equivalence (as well as any other
nontrivial algorithmic problems over the processes).
So, a dilemma of expansion theorem vs. decidability for timed specication formalisms appears. It looks likely to be the case that there cannot be any interleaving
timed specication formalism which would be rich enough (PTPs, or TCCS-nets included) and have decidable at least the vertex reachability (or, stronger, bisimulation
equivalence) problems, however, this requires some further investigation.

There are a number of principal examples of using process constants with time parameters
in TCCS Wan91b] (including also the abovementioned example of ice-hockey timer), though the
original formal syntax and semantics of the calculi in Wan91a, Wan91b] for the sake of simplicity
eliminate these processes.
1
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Chapter 16
Conclusions
In the thesis work a variety of results characterizing the decidability of the vertex
reachability, innite behaviour possibility and bisimulation equivalences are obtained
for various classes of data and time dependent real time system specication formalisms (see Introduction to the thesis for a detailed outline of the obtained results
and some discussion on the related work). Here we give just a brief summary of the
obtained results with some points made also to the possible emerging applications and
methodological interpretation, some possible future research lines are also mentioned.
In Section 16.1 we give some points about the most important proof methods, used
to obtain the results of the thesis.
The rst group of the thesis results is devoted to e ective characterizations of the
sets of nite and innite feasible paths in simple theoretical programming languages
LBASE, LTIM, LTIBA and some their modications. Regarding the program vertex
reachability problem and the e ective symbolic characterizations of the sets of all nite
feasible program paths for these languages, a rather complete solution is obtained
(observe the path set projectivity property, proved in Theorem 4.1). We give also
some evidence for the "unextendability" of the obtained results to a "more powerful"
specication formalism (as the language LTIM' appears to be).
As to the innite path feasibility in the programs, the obtained positive result tell
us about the decidability of the innite feasible path existence in a given program
in any of these languages (also the existence of an innite feasible fair path, etc. can
be decided, see Section 7.5 for the result summary). Regarding the innite feasible
path set characterizations, these path sets only in LTIM programs obey, in general,
some kind of the projectivity property. An interesting theoretical problem for future
investigation could be the looking, if there exists for the innite feasible path sets in
LBASE programs some e ective characteristics of any kind (not just the projectivity
(and F-projectivity) disproved here for this purpose), one can observe the relations of
this problem to the inductive solving possibilities of simple innite inequality systems
over integers.
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We have investigated also the algorithms for computing the histories along the
nite and innite feasible paths in LTIBA programs (see Corollary 5.16 and Corollary 7.23). These algorithms can be used in the automatic generation of complete test
sets for deterministic LTIBA programs (we assume the testing completeness criterion
to be C1 { the covering of all feasible branches of the program). Let us consider the
LTIBA programs with acceptance conditions (both for nite and innite paths) and
call a test for a program (a sequence of the values, appearing on the program input
gate) correct, if it guides the program behaviour along a nite or innite accepting
path. We call a program branch correctly feasible, if it is executed on some correct test
for the program. According to Corollary 7.23 (in fact, we use just a slightly modied
version of it) we can for every program branch determine whether it is correctly feasible, and in the case it is, exhibit an initial (nite or innite) program history along
an accepting path, which contains the given branch. Next, it is easy to get for every
correctly feasible branch a test forcing the program execution in accordance with the
corresponding computed history. This way we obtain the algorithm for generating a
nite set of correct tests, covering all correctly feasible branches of the given LTIBA
program (one may prefer either the generating algorithms for innite correct tests in
the spirit of Denition 3.3, or the nite initial fragments of these tests to be present
in the nite correct CTS, either of these requirements can be satised).
The results obtained regarding the models with real time semantics fall again in
two principal groups. First, we have the various results characterizing the decidability
of the process vertex reachability and related problems both for the considered basic
PTP model and a number of its enrichments. The positive results of this kind are
obtained by modelling the considered real time system specication formalisms in
the (various sublanguages of) the above studied programming language LTIBA. This
modelling is, rst, illustrative in that it allows to see the relations between the analysis
of formalisms with real time semantics and that of programs with simple "ordinary"
data structures (variables, counters). Perhaps more important point in this modelling
is that it allows to transfer to the considered PTP enrichments (notice especially the
data-dependent formalism PTPB0) the analysis automation algorithms, developed for
LTIBA programs.
It should be noted that regarding the PTPB model family (PTPBs, PTPB0s and
PTPQs) some further work is to be done in order to provide them with the compositional semantics, however, already the obtained results, showing the decidability of
the vertex reachability problem for PTPB0s and undecidability for PTPBs seem to
be imposing rather natural constraints on data and time dependent r.t.s. specication
formalisms with real time semantics, which are to be met in order to have decidable
at least the vertex reachability problem.
In the same "reachability result" group for the specication models with real
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time semantics fall also in a slightly more intuitive way presented approach to the
SDL process analysis and testing automation, considered in Appendix B. One can
nd in this appendix the illustration of the application of some (already previously
existing) general program reachability graph minimization methods in "tailoring"
the elaborated theoretical LTIBA program analysis algorithms to some slightly more
practical situations.
The second group of results regarding the specication formalisms with real time
semantics deal with another kind of very natural real time system analysis problem,
i.e. we show the decidability of strong and weak bisimulation equivalences for Parallel Timer Processes and some of their enrichments. The results of this group are
obtained without any use of intermediate models, however, the used methods are, in
principle, the same, as exploited to obtain the LBASE and LTIM program analysis
results (nite partitioning of process state sets (though with some nuances here), the
uniform mapping technique, see Section 16.1 for some further comments). It is interesting to point out also that the bisimulation equivalence can be proved decidable
for all considered real time specication formalisms with the "limit closed" sets of
feasible paths (PTPs, bounded PTPNs, PTPQs, also ATGs, as it can be seen from
Appendix A - the models in which every innite path is feasible whenever all its nite
prexes are feasible for PTPUs and EPTPs the bisimulation equivalence can also
be shown decidable in a similar way). As to the r.t.s. specication formalisms with
the decidable vertex reachability problem, but not limit closed path sets (PTPB0s
and unbounded PTPNs) the bisimulation equivalence deciding problems are left open
here, actually their decidability is hardly believable.
In the thesis we have considered a number of similar specication formalisms over
discrete (integer) and dense (rational) data and time "domains" (the languages LTIM
and LTIM', LBASE and LBASQ, the data-dependent formalisms PTPB and PTPQ,
etc.). As one can observe, for all such situations in the case of the dense variable
value space stronger analysis automation results can be obtained (save the exception
of "positive" LTIM and LTIM' programs, considered in Section 8.3). The seeming
contradiction with usually the opposite situation when some discrete systems can
be analyzed by the standard FSM "state exploration" techniques, while the corresponding dense systems cannot due to their "essentially innite" state space, can be
removed observing that the diculties in the discrete system analysis are brought in
by the presence of innite discrete structures (such as the integer numbers are), see
Section 8.3 and Section 13.2 for some additional comments regarding this comparison. We just note that for an analogue of PTPMs over the discrete time domain all
the problems, which have proved undecidable for PTPMs themselves (as dened over
the dense domain in Chapter 15), can be decided by rather standard FSM analysis
techniques.
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It can be noted also that the thesis does not discuss the complexity issues of the
considered deciding algorithms. In fact, all the principal obtained algorithms (vertex reachability and innite behaviour possibility for LTIBA programs, strong and
weak bisimulation equivalences for PTPs and their extensions) are, roughly speaking,
worst-case polynomial in the size of the programs (processes) and exponential in the
program variable (timer) set cardinality. The calculation of the theoretical worst-case
bounds for the algorithm complexity is an interesting problem, however, it seems to
contain no principally new ideas. These bounds also seem to be not very illuminating
for the algorithm work characteristic in real situations, for these reasons, as well as
for the sake of brevity, they are omitted.
Regarding the practical aspects of the possible obtained algorithm implementation
and optimization some points are given in Appendix B. There exists also a wide
variety of further more or less general resource-saving methods in the state-space
exploration algorithms, one can see BKM91], Lar92] and VC91] to obtain at least
some intuition about some possible methods of this kind. Hopefully, some of these
methods could be used also in the optimization of the deciding algorithms presented
here.

16.1 Proof Techniques
In this section we give some points about the main methods used to obtain the results
of the thesis.
Regarding the considered undecidability results, all of them were obtained by reducing some well-known unsolvable problem to the examined one, this is the most
common way to cope with this kind of problems in general.
More important, some interesting methods can be found in the proofs showing the
decidability of one or other algorithmic problem.

First, most of the obtained principal results use the idea of the innite program or

process state set partitioning into a nite set of classes, each class of the states having
all "essential" properties in common, so making it possible to consider such a class
as one vertex in a nite model of the system (e.g., its path feasibility graph), see
Section 4.1, Section 11.2 and Section 13.2 for some applications. This principle is not
in general novel and has already been successfully used, for instance, in Auz84b] and
ACD90]. A novel its application in the thesis is associated with the partitioning of
process pair state sets when deciding bisimulation equivalences for PTPs (see Section 11.2 for details).

16.1. PROOF TECHNIQUES
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Second, we have proposed in the thesis an original method of uniform mappings (see

Section 4.3, Section 4.5, Section 11.2 and Section 13.2 for some applications) for formalizing the relations between the program/system work histories which contain at
some point di erent elements from one program state set equivalence class (consider
especially Proposition 11.12, as well as Lemma 4.22, Proposition 4.32 and Proposition 4.33).

Third, a number of important results in Part I were formulated in the terms of the

path set projectivity, introduced in Section 2.2. It seems that the path set projectivity
could be just that abstraction in the terms of which the feasible path sets of programs
with data dependencies should be characterized in order to have the possibility to
obtain as the corollary the applicability of various FSM analysis techniques to the
considered data dependent formalisms. The projective path sets in the graphs are
shown to obey simple algebraic properties, as illustrated in Section 2.2. However,
this methodology is applied in the thesis just to obtain concrete results, no general
investigation about its suitability is performed.
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Appendix A
Bisimulations for Action Timed
Graphs
We have already obtained some results about the deciding bisimulation equivalences
for timed specication formalisms, other than PTPs (see Theorem 14.12).
In this chapter we consider one more model, the Action Timed Graphs, introduced in NSY91] and being perhaps the closest specication formalism to PTP. We
show, how the strong and weak bisimulation deciding algorithms, developed for PTPs
in Chapter 11 and Chapter 12, can be modied to apply for deciding bisimulation
equivalences for ATGs. Some relations between the ATG model and the PTPs are
already discussed in Section 1.6.
We have some slight technical changes in the presentation of the ATG model, if
compared with the original paper NSY91], made mostly for the sake of some uniformity with other presented material. Our denition of ATGs is also more specic
than in that NSY91] for we describe precisely the class of graphs being the subject
of automated analysis (in the way, borrowed from the denition of Timed Graphs in
ACD90]), this class of graphs is rich enough to cover all the applications, considered
in NSY91].
As in the case of PTPs, we assume L to be a predened set of events. Let
G = hV E f t L lab v0Gi be a nite edge-labelled graph with v0G as the initial vertex.
A clock is dened to be a variable taking its values from Q+0. For G being the
edge-labelled graph and T = ft1 : : : tng being a nite set of clocks, an Action Timed
Graph is dened by associating with every edge e 2 E
a time condition b(e) 2 B(T ) for B(T ) being the set of all linear predicates
over the clock value set (Q+0)n (every predicate b 2 B(T ) is represented by
a boolean formula built by the standard logical connectives _ & and : from
the elementary predicates in the forms tic, titj for ti tj 2 T , c 2 Q+0 and
 2 f<   >g) and
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a clock reset set r(e)  T .

Given an arbitrary clock value vector ~t = ht01 : : : t0ni 2 (Q+0)n and a predicate
b 2 B(T ), the interpretation of b over ~t yields either the value true, or the value
false in a standard way.
Let for any clock value vector ~t = ht01 : : :  t0ni and d 2 Q+0 the vector ~t + d be
ht01 + d : : :  t0n + di.
Let ^b for b 2 B(T ) be a predicate which is true for given clock value vector ~t i
b(~t + d) holds for some d 2 Q+0 (intuitively, b holds sometimes in the future, see
the operational semantics). It can be proved that for b being a linear predicate, the
predicate ^b also can be represented as linear.
Following NSY91] we dene for every vertex v 2 V the predicate en(v) over the
clock value vectors as
en(v) def
= fb(e) j f (e) = vg
(the predicate en(v) gives all clock value vectors for which the predicate b(e) for some
edge e outgoing from v is satised).
Given the set of clocks r  T let r : (Q+0)n ! (Q+0)n be the function which
resets the values of the clocks t 2 r to 0 and does not change the values of other
clocks, i.e. we have
0
0
1
1
r (ht1 : : :  tn i) = ht1 : : :  tn i for

t1i = 0, if ti 2 r, and
t1i = t0i , if ti 2 (T n r).
The operational semantics of ATGs ( NSY91]) is given as a labelled transition
(d)

for d 2 Q+0. It is dened to
system based on the relations ;!
for  2 L and ;!
+0
n
have the states hv ~ti for v 2 V and ~t 2 (Q ) (the initial state is hv0G ~0i) and the
transitions in accordance with the following two rules
v = f (e) v0 = t(e) b(~t) and

hv ~ti ;!
hv0 r(e)(~t)i

d

en(v)(~t + d) :
(d)
hv ~ti ;!
hv ~t + di
Intuitively, the rst semantic rule tells that a real transition can be executed from
the state hv ~ti to the state hv0 ~t0i at possibly another node, if the clock value vector ~t satises the predicate b, and that, during this execution the clock value vector
changes from ~t to r(e)(~t) (some clocks are reset to 0). As to the second rule, it expresses both the condition on the possible execution remaining (waiting) at the same
node (stating that some transition from this state must remain eventually enabled)
and the rule for the clock value changing during the waiting (synchronous increasing).
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We outline the bisimulation equivalence deciding algorithm for ATGs just by
stressing the di erent points in it, if compared with the bisimulation equivalence
deciding for PTPs, demonstrated in Chapter 11 and Chapter 12.
d)
The weak bisimulation equivalence (based on the relations =) and =()
) for ATGs
is dened by abstracting from some "internal" actions in the standard way (e.g. as
for PTPs in Section 11.1), we do not consider the details here.
Given two ATGs G1 = hN1 T1 n10 ;!1i and G2 = hN2 T2 n20 ;!2i, observe rst
that, the constants, used in the predicates b 2 B(Ti) are integers by denition.
As in the case of PTPs we dene the time regions R(s1 s2) (symbolic processes)
of state pairs hs1 s2i for si = hni ~tii being a state of Gi with the only di erence
that we do not care for the ordering of the clock values, greater than cmax { the
largest constant, used in the given graph transition clock value predicates (this idea
is explained in details for the time regions built for one TG in ACD90]).
In order to obtain the analogues of Proposition 11.12, Fact 11.9 and Lemma 11.7,
which form the cornerstone for deciding bisimulation equivalences in the PTP case,
we have to change the denition of the uniform mapping slightly.

Denition A.1 A mapping  : Q ! Q is called cmax-uniform, i
 is strongly monotone,
(x ; c) = (x) ; c for x cmax and c 2 N (it is important that this equality
holds also for c > x), and
(0) = 0.
Let for a cmax-uniform mapping  and x d 2 Q

(d) = cmax ; (c ; d) and d (x) = (x ; d) + (d):

Proposition A.2 For s1 and s2 being the states of either G1, or G2, satisfying s2 =

(s1) for the cmax-uniform mapping , we have
whenever s1 =) s01, then s2 =) (s01), and
d) 0
( (d))
) d(s01).
whenever s1 =()
s1, then s2 =

Lemma A.3 For s1 s01 being the states of G1 and s2 s02 being the states of G2 with
R(s1 s2) = R(s01 s02) always s1  s2 if and only if s01  s02.
We do not consider the proofs of the proposition and the lemma in detail here, they
can be done using a similar schema, as in the PTP case (observing the denition
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peculiarities of ATGs).
Observe that for Action Timed Graphs it is not always true that the existence
(d )
of the transitions s ;!
for all d0 < d implies the existence of the "limit" transition
(d)
s ;!, as is was in the PTP case (see Fact 11.13). If, however, for some ATG G all
the transition clock predicates are built by positive logical connectives from "upwards
closed" elementary predicates (i.e. not admitting the form ti < c (notice the strong
inequality), the form ti c, as well as ti > c, ti  c, titj are admitted). For
such "closed" ATGs the further deciding of both the strong and weak bisimulation
equivalences can be done relying on the same symbolic relations, as dened for PTPs
(just taking into account the increasing nature of the clocks in ATGs vs. the decreasing
nature of the timers in PTPs).
As to the non-closed ATGs, the deciding algorithms also can easily obtained,
following similar lines, as in the PTP case, however, the symbolic transition relations
for "bisimilar" region detecting must be chosen in slightly di erent way, e.g. in the
case of the strong bisimulation (Denition 11.16), the timed case of the transition
relation should be split into two:
0

WT
WT
whenever P ;!
, or Q ;!
, then next0(X ) 2 X , and
Q

P

B

whenever P WT
;! , or Q WT
;! , then next1(X ) 2 X , where A WT
;! means that
()
A ;! for  = (A B )
(of course, in the case of ATGs the denitions of (P Q) and nexti(P Q) must be
taken the "dual" ones w.r.t. the corresponding denitions for PTPs).
So, we have given a brief outline of the proof of the following

Theorem A.4 The strong and weak bisimulation equivalence problems for Action
Timed Graphs are decidable.

One can obtain similar decidability results also for various generalisations of ATGs
(which are still Action Timed Graphs in the sense of NSY91]), allowing more general
timer reset functions associated with the graph edges. Since this generalisation does
not require any new ideas, and the "generalised" ATGs have not yet been considered
in any applications, it is not considered in detail here. Clearly, one cannot hope to
obtain the bisimulation deciding algorithms for the models with undecidable vertex
reachability problem (see ACD90] for some notes).

Appendix B
Example of a Real Time System
Analysis
We consider an example of how a real time system with both data and quantitative
time constraints can be specied and analyzed. For this purpose we choose to use the
language SDL CC89] for writing the specication of the example (the language SDL
is widely practically used in specication of real time systems in telecommunication,
and other kinds).
We introduce here the subset of the SDL language, needed for the example specication, and outline some possibilities of the SDL program analysis. In particular,
the possibility of automatic complete test set generation for the SDL processes is
considered.
As to the example itself, we consider the specication of a passenger lift control
program which is, rst, described as an SDL process, then, modelled in the programming language LTIBA. An initial projectivee for the set of all feasible nite paths in
the obtained LTIBA program is also given and a complete test set construction for
the SDL lift process is performed (on the basis of the LTIBA program path feasibility
graph).
The presented example is not fully practical for both some simplications made
in the specication in comparison with even simple real lifts and the informal style of
the presentation. The example just shows some possible role which can be played by
the considered algorithms in the r.t.s. analysis. In fact, for the purpose of practical
use these algorithms still have to (and can) be rounded by a number of resourcesaving tricks (most of them already existing, just not considered in the main part of
the theses). One can see ABBCK91] for this optimization approach carried through
in more systematic way. A more practical approach to the SDL program analysis,
which is also going to capture both the program dependencies on data and on timers
(and involves the consideration of SDL systems which consist of several structural
components (processes)) can be found in BKM91], Kal91].
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B.1 Example Specication Language: SDL
We describe the subset of the language SDL CC89] used in the example specication
below. For the sake of readability most of the permitted language constructions are
introduced via examples. We also follow the terminology traditional for SDL in that
the "states" for a process are vertexes of special kind in its graph (see below), they are
not to be mixed with the states of the labelled transition systems, giving the process
semantics.
Only one SDL process is used to describe the real time system. SDL process is a
program executing in real time and communicating with the environment by means of
signals. SDL process has an input queue into which the environment at certain time
moments puts the signals for the process (a time moment can be arbitrary rational,
time counting begins at the process start). An input signal for the process may
have certain number of integer valued parameters, the signal is recorded in the queue
together with all its parameters. The process has also output signals, these signals are
sent to the environment at certain time moments according to the process program
(process diagram), as a reaction to the input signals.
SDL process is a nite state machine extended by the notions of variable and time
and provided with some special statements. More precisely, SDL process is assumed to
be able to use nite number of integer-valued internal variables, the process diagram
can contain the following constructions (statements).
1. START - the beginning of the process execution. We assume that all process internal variables are initialized to 0 at the execution of START. We depict the statement
in the diagram the following way:
START


 
2. STATE/INPUT - the complex for awaiting/reading of input signals. It has the
following form in the process diagram:
Q
 
@
;

S1

@ S2(x,y)
;

Here Q is a state name, S1 and S2 are the names of signals awaited in this state, x
and y are process internal variables to which the values of the parameters conveyed
by signal S2 are assigned at consumption (reading) of S2.
If the process has reached the state Q during its execution, it is awaiting for the
arrival of some signal in the input queue. At the moment when a signal arrives,
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it is consumed (and the corresponding assignments of parameter values to internal
variables performed). Further control ow in the diagram depends on the name of
the consumed signal (we assume that every signal in the process input queue, which
is not awaited in the current state of the process, is not consumed by the process and
simply disappears from the queue).
3. OUTPUT - signal sending statement. It has the form
S(x) @
;

and denotes the sending a signal to the environment at the "current" moment in
the process execution (when the instruction in the diagram is reached). Here S is
the signal name and x is the process internal variable whose value is assigned to the
parameter of the signal.
4. TASK - internal action statement, representing the assignments to the internal
variables of the process, e.g.,
x := y
x := 5 .
,

5. DECISION - variable comparison statement (in fact, the same, as used in the
language LBASE):
xQ
QQQ
QQ


>
y
QQx<2 QQ  - ,
Q+
Q+
.

We allow also the decision statements with some exits unspecied (i.e. pending) in the
process diagram. If the process reaches such a pending exit within some its behaviour,
we call this behaviour incorrect.
6. SET, RESET statements and timer signals.
Every SDL process has a predened function now at every time moment returning
the numeric value of the moment (certain nonnegative rational). A process may have
a nite number of timers, each timer being intuitively an "alarm-clock" which can be
set up to send a special signal after the expiring of some certain specied time interval
(cf. the notion of timer in PTPUs, Section 10.1).
A timer in SDL process can be set up by the instruction (statement)
set(now + c,T1)
Here T1 is the timer name and c - an integer constant (a timer is said to be active
after its setting). The activity of the timer T1 before it "rings" can be disrupted by
the following statement:
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reset(T1)

When the interval of the timer activity expires (i.e. c time units have passed after its
setting) and it has not received the reset statement, a special signal is put into the
process input queue, the signal name being the same as the timer name. This signal
can be consumed at process states (a special input branch, corresponding to the timer
signal has to be added to the state):
Q



@
;



S1

@
;

T1

As to the cases of the timer signals not awaited in some states, we assume their
disappearance from the input queue, just the same way as ignored are the external
input signals to the process.
If some already active timer is set, an automatic reset is executed for the timer
before the new setting (so, at every moment of the process execution no more than 1
"copy" of the timers of each name can be active). The timer reset (either explicit, or
implicit by the new setting) also removes all the signals with the corresponding name
from the process input queue (if there are such).
The execution of the process begins with START statement at the time moment
now = 0, further processing is performed in accordance with the process diagram.
We assume that all internal actions of the process (assignment, comparison, signal
sending/consuming, timer setting/resetting) are performed instantaneously, so the
function now may change its value (the time may progress) only if the process waits
for some signal (either external one, or a timer signal) in some state.

B.1.1 Histories and Tests for SDL Processes

For the purpose of the SDL program analysis we introduce the notion of the process
history.
First, a path in a SDL process P is every graph-theoretical path in the process
diagram.
At every moment of the process execution the process variable value vector, corresponding to this moment is dened in an obvious way. Let T (P ) be the process
P timer set, we dene the timer value assignment  : T (P ) ! Q, corresponding to
the process execution moment to assign to an active timer t the value of the absolute
time moment when the timer t is going to give its timeout. For an inactive timer t
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dene (t) = ;1 (compare with the value denition for PTPUs in Section 10.1, we
have just some design changes here).
A history of the process P is any sequence
(hhni ~vi ii ei : hi  hni+1~vi+1 i+1ii)i<k 
where nj 2 V (P ) are the process P vertexes (placeholders for the all abovedened
SDL operators, except input), ~vj 2 Z k are P variable value vectors (k is the number
of P variables) and j are P timer value assignments provided
 = n0e0 n1e1 : : : nk is an initial path in the process, and
the process execution along the path  from the process initial variable and
timer values, performing the transition along the edge ei at a the time moment
hi with the target variable value vector ~vi+1 and timer value assignment i+1, is
consistent with the dened process execution semantics
no two transitions, corresponding to signal consumption (either external input
signals, or the signals from timers) are simultaneous.
For the sake of simplicity we consider only nite initial histories of SDL processes.
If compared with the histories in PTP-like models, considered in Chapter 9 and
Chapter 10, the histories of SDL processes di er mostly in that they have the absolute
time describing the transition ring moments (i.e. the time relative to the beginning
of the process execution) and the timer values are expressed in the terms of the
absolute time of the process execution, whilst for PTP-like models every transition in
a history contains just the information about how much time has been passed from
the previous transition ring moment, as well as the timer values are relative to the
"current" time moment. The absolute time semantics for SDL processes is naturally
inherent in the language constructs (the function now), while for PTP-like models the
relative time based semantics denition was more suitable for studying the properties
like bisimulation equivalence (though there is no principal di erences between the two
forms for real time system semantics expressing).
Every history of a SDL process has associated in a natural way an input signal
sequence
hSi hi~xii, where
Si is the ith consumed input signal name (while executing in accordance with ), hi
is the time moment of the signal input (= the moment of the signal arrival into the
queue) and ~xi is the parameter value vector, conveyed by the signal (note that the
timer signals are not included in this sequence since they are internal for the process).
For the purpose of the illustrativity let us depict the above considered input signal
sequence as
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(S1(~x1) at h1), : : :  (Sk (~xk ) at hk ).
One could the same way consider also the output signal sequence for the process, or
even a combined one, were there any interest in them.
The input signal sequences for SDL processes are important in that they can be
considered as tests for given process.
From the practical viewpoint it is fair to consider the SDL processes as a deterministic specication formalism (the determinism here means no more than one history
for every test, we have already got rid of simultaneously incoming signals which could
be eventually the only source for some non-determinism in the process behaviour).
This means that we can state the problem of exhaustive testing of the processes w.r.t.
some process structural element coverage criteria, e.g., one could consider the process test case sets which force the process to execute all feasible (executable on some
input) branches both of the STATE/INPUT complexes and the DECISION statements, let us call the testing criterion requiring such coverage C1 for SDL processes
(it is a straight analogue of the widely practically used program testing completeness
criterion C1).
In what follows, we demonstrate (both via some general observations and on the
basis of an example) how the program analysis methods presented so far allow, given
a SDL process, automatically generate for it some set of test cases, which is complete
w.r.t. the completeness criterion C1 (in fact, we are using here just very simple results
regarding the nite path feasibility in LTIBA programs (Theorem 4.1 and corresponding corollaries in Section 5.2)). We are going also to consider only correct tests for
the processes, i.e. the tests not leading the process execution to the pending exits in
DECISION statements.

B.2 Passenger Lift Specication
As an example to be considered w.r.t. the program analysis and automatic complete
test set generation, we describe as a SDL process a control program for some kind of
passenger lift. Let us give rst some informal explanation of the process behaviour.
The environment for the lift control process consists of lift users and lift hardware.
A lift user can press a call button in every oor thus sending the signal S with
one parameter denoting the number of the call oor to the process. Besides that the
user can press any button in the lift-cage to pass the request for the lift to go to some
oor, so the signal R with the parameter denoting the destination oor number is sent
to the process. In some situations the user can also generate signals FU (FloorUp)
and FD (FloorDown) by leaving the lift-cage and entering it, respectively (i.e. by the
changing the status of the cage oor).
The lift hardware consists of lift driving motor, controlled by the signals MUp,
MDown and MStop, lift door motor (controlled by the signals MD1 (open the door),
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MD2 (close the door) and MDStop) and some sensors informing the process about
the physical state of the lift. The following signals from sensors are considered: Z (x)
- oor number x is reached, DOp (Door is Open), DC (Door is Closed).
The behaviour of the lift can be characterized by the following properties:
the lift has no memory for the user requests, signals S (x), R(x) are accepted
for the processing only after the previous request has been executed
if an empty lift with the open door stays in some oor for more than 20 seconds,
the door becomes being closed
if the status of the cage oor has changed while the door is closing (i.e. somebody
managed to enter or to leave the cage), the closing of the door is interrupted, and
the door opens. Besides, if the door was being closed to execute some request
to go somewhere, the request is canceled.
The SDL process specication of the lift is given in Figure B.1, Figure B.2 and
Figure B.3.

B.3 Modelling of SDL Processes in LTIBA
The modelling of SDL processes as LTIBA programs is done following the same principal lines, as the modelling of PTPs in Section 9.2 and PTPB0s in Section 10.4.
The idea of the SDL process history simulation by a history of the modelling
LTIBA program work consists in representing the value of the process function now
at some point in the process history by the value of the modelling program real time
counter z at the "corresponding" point in the program history. Every time when a
new signal is read by the process from the process input queue, the time moment of
this signal arrival is read in by the modelling program, it is then positively assigned
to the program real time counter z, so guaranteeing the non-decreasment of the time
between the processing of two input signals. For the sake of brevity in modelling the
strong advancement of the time we dene in the language LTIM (and, so, in LTIBA)
a macro-operator
+
- as a block
+z ++
t
- t > z + - z t
-

-

-.

The only di erence of the macro-operator z ++
 t from the positive assignment op+
erator z  t is that in the case of values of z and t coinciding in the former case
the further program execution is passed along the " ; " exit, while in the later one
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START - Idle
   
y := 1


M1


MUp @
;

FlyingUp;
 
@ Z(w)
;
Q
Qw>yQQ
QQ
+
y := w

Q
Qw<xQQ
QQ +
Q
Qw>xQQ
QQ -

@ S(x)
;
Q
-Qx>0QQ
QQ
+
xQ
QQ

+Q
QQ>y -

/* Fl=0 means Floor is Up,
@ Fl=1 means Floor is Down */

@ R(u)
;

 Idle
 

Q
-Qx<yQQ QQ
+
MDown@
;


- M2


FlyingDown
 
@ S(u),R(u)
@ S(u),R(u)
@ Z(w)
;
;
;


wQ
- FlyingUp
FlyingDown 

    QQQ<yQQ
-
? @
MStop
;
MD1 @
;


M2
DOpening
 
Figure B.1: Lift Process: 1

+

y := w

wQ
QQ

+Q
QQ>x
Q
w<xQQ

- QQQ
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DOpening
 
@ DOp
;
MDStop@
;
QQQ

QQFl>0  Q+

@
;

@ S(u)
;


@ R(x)
;
QQQ

QQx>0
Q+
QQ
x=y

Q
+Q
QQ -

WaitRequest
 
WaitRequest
6 

FU
Fl := 0

@ S(u),R(u)
;
- DOpening 




- set(now +20,T1)

@ FD
;
reset(T1)
Fl := 1

- MD2 @;



@ FD
;




Fl := 1

- WaitEnter

@ FU
;



Fl := 0
DoorClosing
  set(now+20,T1)
WaitEnter
 
@ S(u),R(u)
@ T1
;
WaitEnter ; MD2 @
   ;
DoorClosing 

Figure B.2: Lift Process: 2
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@ DC
;

@ FU
;
QQQ

QQFl>0 
Q+

MDStop@
;

Q
QFl>0QQ
QQ -

@ FD
;
Q
QFl>0QQ
QQ
-


?
M1

 -
FlyingDown

  M2 
Fl := 0

+

Fl := 1

@ S(u),R(u)
;

DoorClosing
 
- MDStop@
;
x := y

Figure B.3: Lift Process: 3
the corresponding outgoing edge label must be " + ". The modelling of SDL process
constructs by constructs of the language LTIBA in order to meet the abovementioned
correspondence between the process and program histories is done, as follows:
1. The process START statement is transformed into the LTIBA program start label,
denoting the program initial vertex.
2. The STATE/INPUT complex
Q



@
;



S1

@ S2(x)
;

@ S3(x,y)
;

is transformed, as shown in Figure B.4.
As to the LTIM system of commands we again, as in the case of the modelling
of PTPs, are satised with the LTIM0 subset of them. In the example the variable
t is assumed to be the LTIM0 input variable of the modelling program (see Section 3.2 for the notion of the input variable explained). The outgoing edges from the
STATE/INPUT complex are corresponding to the outgoing edges from the process
state vertex. We put the labels S1, S2, : : : , Sk on these program edges to describe
which program branch (edge) corresponds to which branch (edge) of the process.
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?t

z ++
t

:::

+

- NOP
S1

S2

S3

- ?x

?x

?y

:::

:::

Figure B.4: STATE/INPUT complex modelling
3. The process output signals are not reected in the modelling program at all for
they do not a ect the process path feasibility test case generation (tests do consist
only of process input signals, the output signal sequence is observable, when the process is executing on some test).
4. The modelling of the process timers is done the following way.
We dene a process P timer T statically active in a state Q whenever there exists
a path  from the process START vertex to Q such that among the timer T treating
operators ("set T", "reset T" and consumption of the T signal) the last one is "set
T" (i.e. the timer T is active "after the path "). The timer T is always active in Q,
if T is active after every path from the process START vertex to Q and for every such
path in all the states after the last "set T" operator in the path the signal from T is
awaited (observe that we do not impose any claim on the feasibility of the considered
paths, so the statical activity and always activity of given process timer in a given
state can be easily checked by some standard graph algorithms).
As to the considered lift process (Figures B.1 , B.2 , B.3), we have in it only one
timer, T1. The only process state, in which T1 is active is WaitEnter, one can easily
see that T1 is also always active in WaitEnter.
Given a process P we introduce for every its timer Ti a LTIM variable ti into the
modelling program and add for all such variables the assignment operators ti  (;1)
in the program graph to be executed at the beginning of the program work (this
assignment simply reects in the modelling program the initial inactivity of all process
timers).
The process operators for timer treating are modelled in the program, as follows:
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set(now + c,Ti) :
reset(Ti)




:

ti  z + c

and

ti  (;1)

Now let us consider the modelling of the STATE/INPUT complex
Q

@
;



S1

@
;

T1

in the presence of statically active timers in the state Q (the states without statically
active timers are modelled, as explained in (2.)). Let the set of statically active timers
in Q be fT 1 T 2g (we show the modelling translation on the example, covering all the
principal possibilities), then the considered STATE/INPUT complex is translated,
as demonstrated in Figure B.5 (this modelling situation resembles the PTP edge
modelling by LTIM programs, done in Section 9.2: if some transition res at some
moment (here the moment is read from the input into the variable t), this ring will
be correct only if no red edge (=no branch, pending on some timer signal) require a
transition along it to be performed earlier).
Notice the presence of a loop, labelled by the timer T2. The signal from T2 is
not awaited in the state Q, however, if the timer times out in such a not appropriate
moment, its signal is ignored and the timer itself is made "inactive" (actually at this
point we are using the modelling of SDL processes by LTIBA programs to explain
the semantics of the SDL processes themselves in more detail than it was done in the
intuitive description in Section B.1).
If for some state Q some timers Ti active in this state are always active in it, we
can the corresponding modelling fragment

ti

?
> ;1
?-

+

- ti > t
-

replace by a simpler one:

?

ti > t

?-

for the value of ti being greater than ;1 every time the modelling program reaches
this block.
Using the described modelling algorithm we obtain the lift process modelling program in LTIBA, as depicted in Figure B.6 and Figure B.7 (for the sake of brevity we
have shortened some names of the states, it is completely straightforward to establish
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?t

z ++
t
+

t1 > ;1

+

- t1 > t
-

t2 > ;1

+

- t2 > t
-

NOP

T2

-

S1

:::

- t2 = t

ZZT1
ZZ
ZZ~ t1 = t

+

- t2  (;1)

+

- t1  (;1)

Figure B.5: The Translation of "Timered" States

:::
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the correspondence relation between them).
The following brief statements about the abovedened SDL process as LTIBA
program modelling algorithm can be made.
Given a path  in a SDL process P , one can in a natural way associate with it
paths 0 in its modelling program M (P ), which visit the same vertexes in the same
order, as the path  goes through in P , and have the edges between these vertexes
modelling the corresponding path  edges (see Section 9.2 for an analogic path relation
P between the paths in PTPs and their modelling LTIM programs), let us call all
such paths 0 the codes of  in M (P ).
Let for any process history along a path  in P we call modelling program
M (P ) history 0 along some program path 0 coding the process path  the code of
the history provided
the value of the function now at the end of the history coincides with ~vT ( 0):z
- the value of z at the end of the history 0,
for every P timer Ti at the end of the histories and 0 respectively we have
(Ti) = ~vT :ti,
the P variable values at the end of coincide with the corresponding modelling
program LBASE variable values at the end of 0, and
for every prex i there exists a 0 prex i0 which is the code of i.
A path  in the process modelling program is accepting, if it ends with some
vertex, corresponding to a SDL state of the process (equivalently, if the path  is the
code of some process path). One can easily obtain the following result characterizing
the dened coding relation:
Lemma B.1 For every SDL process P history  there exists precisely one modelling
program history, which is the code of . Besides that, every modelling program history
along an accepting path in the program is a code of some process history, and the coding
relation between histories are both ways eective.

B.4 Analysis of SDL Processes
We begin this section with some theoretical remarks regarding the possibilities of the
automated analysis and complete test case generation for SDL processes, then we
proceed to the lift process example on the basis of which the ways of LTIBA program
path feasibility graph usage in the complete set test generation for SDL processes
is explained. Some points regarding the optimizations of the path feasibility graph
construction for LTIBA programs (if compared with the algorithm, given in the proof
of Theorem 4.1) are also considered.
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Figure B.6: Lift Process: LTIBA: 1
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Figure B.7: Lift Process: LTIBA: 2
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From Lemma B.1 it follows that a path in a SDL process is feasible if and only if
it has a feasible code in the modelling program. Since according to Corollary 5.13 the
set of all feasible accepting paths in the modelling LTIBA program is T-projective (see
Section 2.2 for the denitions), we obtain a similar T-projectivity result for the set
of all nite feasible paths in given SDL process, what allows to solve e.g. the process
vertex reachability problem.
Moreover, since we have the result of Corollary 5.16 for LTIBA programs (actually
we use a slight its modication), we can for every feasible branch in given program
(i.e. the branch, executable within some initial program history) eectively exhibit
the history on which this branch is covered. So we can, given a LTIBA program,
e ectively exhibit a nite set of its histories which traverse the all feasible given
program branches. If one exhibits such a history set for a LTIBA program which is
modelling an SDL process P , Lemma B.1 guarantees that these histories are the codes
of the process P histories which also cover all feasible branches in P . Since the step
from an SDL process history to its associated input signal sequence is straightforward
and all the needed constructions are clearly e ective, we have

Theorem B.2 There exists an algorithm which, given a SDL process, generates for
it a complete test set w.r.t. the testing completeness criterion C1.

In fact, the result of the theorem can be generalized also to apply to SDL systems
which contain several parallel processes, one just needs to constrain the signal queue
lengths in the system (for SDL systems consisting of two processes provided with
innite queues and two signals going each way between them, the process vertex
reachability problem can be easily shown undecidable).
Now let us consider the CTS generation for the lift process, specied in Figures B.1, B.2, B.3 and presented as a program in LTIBA in Figures B.6 and B.7. We
build rst a nite path feasibility graph (initial T-projectivee for the set of all nite
feasible paths) of the lift program in LTIBA.

B.4.1 Path Feasibility Graphs: Optimizations

According to the denition of the path feasibility graph G(P ) for a given program P it
may be the case that one path in the program is the projection of more than one path
in its path feasibility graph. Also both the LBASE and LTIM program path feasibility
graphs BG(P ) (and, so, the path feasibility graph for the LTIBA programs), built in
the proof of Theorem 4.1 usually have this facility.
One can notice that for P being either a LBASE, or LTIM program, every vertex
in the path feasibility graph BG(P ) is a pair hn C i for n being a program P vertex
and C 2 CP being a program variable conguration. Let for an arbitrary path  in
the program P the context S () be dened as the set of all congurations, which can
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be reached in BG(P ) along the path , more precisely, let

SP () = fC 2 CP j90 :  = proj (0 ) & C(0) = C g:
Clearly, one can, given a LBASE or LTIM program P , compute for it a nite
path feasibility graph with the vertexes hn S i for S = S () for some P path  with
n() = n, one just has to draw the edges between these vertexes in a way that an
edge, labelled by a program P edge from hn S i to hn0 S 0i is drawn if and only if
for every C 0 2 S 0 there exists C 2 S such that
there exists an e-labelled edge in BG(P ) from hn C i to hn0  C 0i.
This approach of the program path feasibility graph construction for LBASE programs was developed in BBK74, BBK77] (see also ABBCK91] for a survey) and it
leads in practical examples to the path feasibility graphs of considerably smaller size
than BG(P )s considered above. The path context approach becomes especially attractive since one can manage to provide the conguration set S () with a comparably
short and e ective characteristics by the means of inequality systems (just as the variable congurations for both LBASE and LTIM programs were characterized above in
Section 4.1) w.r.t. the "current" variable values after the execution of the path . The
state-space saving e ect arises since the variable congurations for LBASE programs
contain the information about the mutual relations of all pairs of variables, while the
path contexts S () do not require the determination of the unimportant (in some
sense) ordering of the variable pair values. The reason of the choosing the variable
conguration approach in this work was the intention to use the graph BG(P ) also for
innite path feasibility analysis, where, at least for our approach the full information
about the variable value comparisons after every operator execution was necessary
(see e.g. the denition of an accomplished loop in Section 6.1).
As to the case of LTIM programs, the path contexts are dened the same way, as
for LBASE programs, however, it may be not the case that a particular context S ()
can be characterized by a simple inequality system w.r.t. the "current" variable values
after the execution of the path , in general, some more complex data structures are
needed. One possible solution to this problem is given in ABBCK91], where every of
the path contexts S () is again partitioned into several subsets (each of them being a
conguration set, reachable along the path ). This way both the obtained graph can
be shown to be a path feasibility graph for the given program, and every its vertex
becomes a pair hn S i for n being a program vertex, and S - some set of program
variable congurations with their union being a solution set of some simple linear
inequality system.
However, given a LTIM0 program P , for every path  in it the dened context
S () obeys the property of being a solution set of some simple inequality system,
so the further its splitting is not necessary. Just for the sake of brevity in the path
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feasibility graph for the lift program two such splittings were made (see Figure B.9),
we save this way just about 9 reachability graph vertexes.
It could be at least theoretically an interesting problem to nd the algorithms
looking for the "optimal" nite path feasibility graphs in given programs (these algorithms also themselves should run in a reasonable time), however, it is not touched in
the thesis.
There are two more simplications which are taken into account when building
the path feasibility graph for the LTIBA lift program.
First, we put in the graph only the vertexes, corresponding to the program vertexes
which are essentially located ABBCK91], namely, a vertex class containing at least
one vertex for every loop in the program (we require also all accepting lift program
vertexes to be present).
Second, some of the path contexts (inequality systems) are simplied by the excluding variables whose values may become to be used in the future only after some
prior assignment (i.e. the "current" values of these variables are "irrelevant" for the
further behaviour of the program), see ABBCK91] for a more detailed explanation
(just note that only program structure analysis techniques are used in this step to
make the decision about the "inessentiality" of some variables).

B.4.2 A Path Feasibility Graph for LTIBA Lift

The vertexes of the path feasibility graph are pairs hn S i where n is an essentially
located program vertex and S is an inequality system characterizing the program
variable values (both LBASE and LTIM variables (base points) are taken into account)
after the program paths leading to this vertex (more precisely, the program paths
which are the projections of the graph paths leading to hn S i).
The label of a given edge in the graph describes the path between the corresponding
essentially located vertexes in the program, which corresponds to this edge. For the
full description of such a path it suces to denote the exits of the all program operators
(vertexes), where a real decision is being made (i.e. which have more than one exit),
see the graph.
In order to make the graph more readable we choose to denote all cyclic edges
around the vertexes by these edge labels put in the parentheses in the vertex description itself, e.g.,
WR,S6(S,R;;)
means that there are loops around the vertex WR S 6 which are labelled by S and
R ; ;. If the asterisks (**) are put in the parentheses for some graph vertex, look
for another vertex with the same name, where all outgoing edges from it are specied.
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Figure B.8: Path Feasibility Graph: 1
The path feasibility graph for LTIBA lift program is presented in Figure B.8 and
Figure B.9 and the explanation of the "context" components of the graph vertexes is
given in Figure B.10.

B.4.3 A Complete Test Set for Lift Process

Given the path feasibility graph for the LTIBA lift program, we can look for every
given branch b of the program, whether it is a projection of some branch in the graph.
If such a graph branch is found, we can consider an initial path  in the graph, containing this branch and nd some program history along this path (in the case, if
there is no such branch in the graph, the corresponding program branch b is infeasible). The input signal sequence of the process history, coded by , yields a test for
the SDL lift process, covering the process branch, which corresponds to b. Choosing
some order of the program branch consideration, one can obtain, for instance, the
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Figure B.9: Path Feasibility Graph: 2
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Figure B.10: Path Feasibility Graph: Contexts
collection of the tests for the lift process, which form the needed Complete Test Set
(according to C1), as shown in Figure B.11
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Test N1. (R(0) at 1).
Test N2. (S(3) at 1), (S(0) at 2), (R(0) at 3), (Z(2) at 4).
Test N3. (S(2) at 1), (Z(2) at 2), (S(0) at 3), (R(0) at 4), (FD at 5), (FU at 6).
Test N4. (S(1) at 1), (DOp at 2), (S(0) at 3), (R(0) at 4) (observe that this test
invokes the timer signal T1 to come at the moment 22).

Test N5. (S(1) at 1), (DOp at 2), (FD at 3), (S(0) at 4), (R(1) at 5).
Test N6. (S(1) at 1), (DOp at 2), (FD at 3), (R(2) at 4), (S(0) at 5), (R(0) at 6).
Test N7. (S(1) at 1), (DOp at 2), (FD at 3), (R(2) at 4), (DC at 5), (Z(2) at 6),
(DOp at 7).

Test N8. (S(3) at 1), (Z(3) at 2), (DOp at 3), (DC at 24), (S(1) at 25), (S(0) at 26),
(R(0) at 27), (Z(2) at 28), (Z(1) at 29).

Test N9. (S(1) at 1), (DOp at 2), (FD at 23).
Test N10. (S(1) at 1), (DOp at 2), (FD at 3), (R(2) at 4), (FU at 5).
Test N11. (S(2) at 1), (Z(2) at 2), (DOp at 3), (FD at 4), (R(1) at 5).
Figure B.11: A Complete Test Set for Lift Process

